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ABSTRACT

New data on the antiproton ux and the antiproton to proton ratio in
the energy range �
�� to �
�� GeV and the proton ux in the energy
range �
�� to ��� GeV at the top of the atmosphere are presented


The measurementwas performed using the balloon�borne experiment
CAPRICE	 which was own from Lynn Lake	 Manitoba	 Canada	
on August ���	 ����
 The data were collected over �� hours at
a mean residual atmosphere of �
� g�cm�
 The experiment used
the NMSU�WiZard�CAPRICE balloon�borne magnet spectrometer
equipped with a solid radiator Ring Imaging CHerenkov �RICH�
detector� a time�of�ight system� a tracking system	 consisting of
drift chamber and multiwire proportional chambers� and a silicon�
tungsten calorimeter
 This was the �rst time a RICH was used to�
gether with an imaging calorimeter in a balloon experiment	 and the
combination allowed antiprotons to be clearly identi�ed in the rigid�
ity range �
� to � GV�c
 The resulting antiproton ux	 derived from
nine observed antiprotons	 is consistent with a purely secondary pro�
duction of antiprotons during the propagation of cosmic rays in the
Galaxy


More than ��� ��� protons were identi�ed in the rigidity range �
�
to ��� GV�c
 The proton ux is obtained with negligible conta�
mination below � GeV
 Above this energy there is a small �����
contamination from deuterons
 The clean observation of the proton
ux around � GeV gives a precise measurement of the e�ect of the
solar modulation
 In the energy region �above �� GeV� where the
solar modulation is negligible	 good agreement with previous mea�
surements is found


Descriptors� balloons� cosmic rays� antiprotons� protons�
abundances

c� Niclas Weber
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Chapter �

Introduction

By the time you �nish reading this sentence you will have been hit
by several cosmic ray particles
 It does not matter if you sit outside
in the sun or down in the subway� you are still hit �at a di�erent
rate�
 The majority of these particles are muons	 created in collisions
between cosmic ray protons and atmospheric nuclei


��� The Discovery of Cosmic Rays

The muons are part of the natural background radiation which was
discovered early this century
 It was assumed to come from the
ground with the intensity therefore decreasing at higher altitudes
 It
was a great surprise when Victor Hess in his historical balloon ight
�Figure �
�� of ���� discovered that the intensity increased with the
altitude ���
 Hess used an electroscope to measure the ionization as
a function of altitude
 He concluded that the increase could best
be explained by a penetrating radiation incident on the atmosphere
from above
 It took some years before this conclusion was generally
accepted


In the tradition of Hess	 many more balloon ights have been
dedicated to cosmic ray measurements
 Studies have been made of
the energy spectra and composition
 The dominant part ����� of
the cosmic radiation reaching the Earth comprises of protons
 Of
the remaining part	 �� is helium	 �� carbon and oxygen	 and rest
are heavier elements with a large fraction of iron �if the uxes are

��
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given as particles per GeV per nucleon� ���
 The proportions of these
components are relatively constant with energy
 Their spectra are
well described by an inverse power law in energy and the di�erential
ux �dN�dE� is given by�

dN

dE
� E������ ��
��

where ��� is the spectral index
 The spectra span over many decades
in energy and continue up to E � ��� GeV with � � �
�
 The general
shape of the spectra is given by the basic acceleration mechanism	
derived by Fermi in ���� ���


NO FILE� �
THEORY�HESS
EPS

Figure �
�� Victor Hess preparing for his pioneering experiment leading
to the discovery of cosmic rays� This photograph is taken ���� in Aussig
close to Prague�

The relative abundances of elements in cosmic rays are similar
to what is found in the solar system
 One important di�erence is
that two groups of elements �Li	 Be	 B and Sc	 Ti	 V	 Cr	 Mn� are
many orders of magnitude more abundant in the cosmic radiation
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than in the solar system
 These elements are almost absent as end
products of stellar nucleosynthesis
 Their presence in the cosmic
rays is explained by spallation processes in the interstellar medium

The elements in the �rst group are produced by the abundant carbon
and oxygen nuclei and the second group is produced by iron
 Various
cosmic ray propagation models were suggested in order to explain the
observations of light nuclei
 Given the cross sections for spallation
and the measured abundances it is possible to calculate how much
matter cosmic rays traverse between production and observation


��� Antiprotons in Cosmic Rays

Observations of antiprotons �p� are important in studies of the pro�
duction and propagation of cosmic rays in the galaxy
 Antiprotons
provide complementary information for tests of propagation mod�
els when compared to light nuclei
 Although both antiprotons and
light nuclei are generated by collisions of cosmic ray particles with
interstellar matter	 the production mechanisms are di�erent
 For
example	 due to kinematic constrains the production of antiprotons
has a distinct threshold	 while this is not the case in the spallation
processes
 Moreover	 the antiprotons reect the propagation history
of the dominant proton component of the cosmic radiation
 The
light nuclei	 on the other hand	 depend on the heavier nuclei which
might propagate by di�erent means


Antiprotons are also interesting from the standpoint of cosmol�
ogy and elementary particle physics
 Evidence of a primary �not
produced in a p�p interaction in the interstellar matter� antiproton
component from an extragalactic source would provide the �rst evi�
dence for large quantities of antimatter in the Universe
 Futhermore	
a primary antiproton component could also arise from annihilation
of dark matter ��� or evaporation of primordial black holes ���


����� Discovery and Early Measurements

The existence of antiprotons in cosmic rays was speculated upon
soon after the discovery of the p in the laboratory ��� in ����
 The
�rst estimation of the amount of antiprotons resulted in a p�p ratio
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� �
�� ���
 Later	 when more accurate measurements of cross sec�
tions for antiproton production were avaliable from accelerators	 the
estimated p�p ratio became about an order of magnitude lower than
the early estimations
 Many attempts were made to search for anti�
protons in the cosmic radiation using passive detectors	 like nuclear
emulsions	 and active detectors	 like magnet spectrometers


It was not until ���� that Golden et al
 ��� reported the �rst
successful measurements of �� p cosmic ray antiprotons
 The mea�
surement was done with a superconducting magnet spectrometer in
the energy range � to �� GeV
 In the same year	 Bogomolov et al
 ���
also detected ��� antiprotons in the cosmic radiation
 This measure�
ment was done with a permanent magnet covering a lower energy
range	 � to � GeV
 The observed uxes pointed towards an excess of
antiprotons
 The antiproton to proton ratio was three times higher
than expected	 assuming that all antiprotons were produced as sec�
ondaries from p�p collisions
 The estimation was based on the �leaky
box model� ���� which successfully explained the ux of secondary
nuclei	 e
g
 the boron to carbon ratio �see section �
�
��
 In an at�
tempt to enhance the production of antiprotons	 other propagation
models were revised	 e
g
 the �nested leaky box model� ���� and the
�closed galaxy model� ����
 Protheroe ���� calculated the expected
p�p ratio in the closed galaxy model and was able to �t the obser�
vations better than with the leaky box model
 However	 the closed
galaxy model could not explain the observed energy dependence of
the ratio of secondary to primary nuclei in the cosmic rays
 To over�
come the shortcomings of the closed galaxy model	 modi�cations
were suggested	 see for example ����


Two years later �in ����� Bu�ngton et al
 ���� measured a large
ux of antiprotons with energies of a few hundred MeV
 The anti�
protons ��� p reported� were identi�ed from the topology of the
annihilation products and not with a magnet spectrometer
 The
derived antiproton to proton ratio was so large that is was impossi�
ble to explain with any secondary production model and triggered
a large number of theoretical speculations
 In an attempt to clear
up the picture	 two more balloon�borne experiments �PBAR ���� and
LEAP ����� were deployed to measure the antiproton ux in the same
energy range as the Bu�ngton experiment	 but both experiments
failed to detect any antiprotons
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The experimental situation in ���� is summarized in �gure �
�

The results are expressed as the antiproton to proton ratio
 Dealing

Figure �
�� The experimental situation in ����� The measurements of
the antiproton to proton ratio are� Golden et al� �open crosses� 	�
��
Bogomolov �open stars� 	���� Bungton ��lled star� 	���� The upper lim�
its are� PBAR ��lled circles� 	��� and LEAP �open circles� 	���� The
solid line is a prediction of the expected antiproton to proton ratio from a
pure secondary production model 	���� Note that the observed ratios are
signi�cantly higher than the prediction�

with ratios simpli�es comparison between di�erent ights
 For en�
ergies greater than � GeV	 the antiproton to proton ratio is rather
insensitive to solar activity�
 At lower energies	 below � GeV	 the
ratio is much more uncertain due to variations in solar activity and

�Cosmic rays entering the solar system are a�ected by the activity of the Sun
�solar modulation�� see section ���� for details�
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uncertainties in the interstellar proton spectrum ����


For certain type of predictions	 it is essential to know the anti�
proton ux rather than the antiproton to proton ratio
 To determine
the ux correctly requires a good understanding of the detectors and
the selection criteria and good understanding of systematic errors

The importance of the ux measurement is discussed in ����


����� Sources of Primary Antiprotons

Possible sources of primary antiprotons are black holes or annihila�
tion of super symmetric �SUSY� particles
 Contributions from these
sources	 what existing observations and future experiments can pro�
vide	 are discussed in ����


Primordial black holes �PBHs� may exist as a result of initial
density uctuations	 phase transitions or collapse of cosmic strings
in the early Universe
 The idea that black holes emit particles and
therefore evaporate due to quantum e�ects was �rst suggested by
Hawking ����
 Only black holes with a small mass �e
g
 PBHs�
can produce an observational ux of antiprotons
 In ����	 Mitsui
et al
 calculate the p ux with the assumption that the PBHs are
distributed proportionally to halo dark mass distribution
 They show
that only primordial black holes within a few kpc �� a few thousand
light years� of the solar system can contribute to the local interstellar
antiproton ux


Dark matter is thought to �ll up the halo surrounding our Galaxy

One possible candidate for dark matter is the lightest supersymmet�
ric particle	 the neutralino
 Mitsui et al
 ���� use the minimal N  �
supergravity model to calculate the possible source spectrum of anti�
protons from neutralino annihilation
 The resulting ux is of the
same order as that from primordial black holes


The ux of primary antiprotons would show a large enhancement
below a few GeV during periods of low solar activity
 Present exper�
iments have not been sensitive enough to detect antiprotons coming
from these primary sources
 However	 further observations during
solar minima will be able to detect primary antiprotons if the esti�
mations of Mitsui et al
 ���� are correct
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����� Secondary Antiproton Production

The kinematics and shape of the primary proton spectrum de�nes
the basic structure of the antiproton production curve
 When anti�
protons are produced in p�p interactions	 there is a threshold for the
production
 The lowest energy a proton must have to produce an
antiproton in a p�p�p�p�p�p interaction is �mpc� � � GeV
 At
this energy the p�p pair is produced at rest in the centre�of�mass
system
 In the laboratory system	 the pair has a kinetic energy of
about � GeV
 To produce more energetic antiprotons	 the incident
protons must have an energy larger than � GeV
 An antiproton can
emerge forward or backward relative to the interaction point leading
either to a higher or lower energy than � GeV
 However	 phase�space
considerations make the production of low�energy ��� GeV� anti�
protons unlikely
 Kinematics also dictate that only protons with
energy greater than �� GeV are important for the p production


����� Interstellar Proton Spectrum

The ux of secondary antiprotons depends directly on the interstellar
proton spectrum
 Any uncertainty in the normalization and shape
of the proton spectrum thus leads to a corresponding uncertainty in
the calculated antiproton spectrum


The spectral index of the proton spectrum is known with a high
degree of accuracy
 Combining proton spectrum measurements from
a number of di�erent experiments	 Gaisser and Schaefer ���� �nd
that the spectral index is in the range �
����
��
 However	 they
show that an error of 	 �
�� is signi�cant and leads to a ��� spread
in the antiproton ux at energies between � and �� GeV
 There is
also a large disagreement in the reported absolute ux values	 the
spread is of the order 	 ���


����� Propagation of Antiprotons in the Galaxy

The most complete descriptions of cosmic ray propagation in the
galaxy are given by di�usion models
 In a propagation model pro�
posed by Ginzburg et al
 ����	 it is considered that cosmic�ray sources
are distributed uniformly in the galactic disk and the escape of cos�
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mic rays into the halo and �nally into the intergalactic space is deter�
mined by di�usion
 The validity of this model is supported both from
radio astronomy observations and from theoretical concepts ����


The problem with such a general model is the di�culty to make
any testable predictions for cosmic�ray observations
 Therefore	 sim�
pli�ed models are more often used to calculate the expected ratio
of various cosmic�ray species
 One of these simpli�ed models is the
leaky box model ����
 In this model	 the galaxy is in a steady state
situation	 uniformly �lled with particles
 The particles are trapped
within the galaxy and the particles cross the galaxy many times be�
fore leaking out


The main parameter of the leaky box model is the path length	 i
e

how far the cosmic rays travel before escaping ��esc�
 This is normally
expressed as the mean amount of matter the particles traverse during
their lifetime
 The path length is found by �tting the observed ratios
of secondary to primary nuclei	 for example the boron to carbon
ratio
 Most estimations agree that �esc has a peak around � GV�c
and falls o� for both higher and lower rigidities�
 The value of �esc at
the peak varies from ���� g�cm�
 The high�energy part of the B�C
ratio is best �tted if �esc is described with a power law in rigidity

The exact shape of this parameter has been under discussion for a
long time and various authors has come up with di�erent shapes	 see
for example ����


��� The CAPRICE Experiment

One of the experiment designed to clarify the experimental situation
in ���� was CAPRICE �Cosmic Antiproton Ring Imaging Cheren�
kov Experiment�
 The CAPRICE experiment is part of the WiZ�
ard ���� collaboration programme
 WiZard is a collaboration be�
tween New Mexico State University �USA�	 Goddard Space Flight
Centre �USA�	 INFN �Italy�	 University of Siegen �Germany�	 CRN
Strasbourg �France� and KTH Stockholm �Sweden�
 WiZard was
formed to bring together the experience of cosmic ray research con�
ducted with balloons of the US groups	 with the knowledge of particle

�Rigidity �R� � momentum	charge
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detectors of the European groups
 Together	 the collaboration has
been able to build the most advance detector systems ever used for
cosmic ray research


The WiZard collaboration conducted several balloon ights be�
fore CAPRICE
 The �rst ight in ���� �MASS��� was to repeat
the ���� measurement with the addition of an imaging calorime�
ter
 The goal of MASS�� was also to perform detailed studies of
electrons and positrons in the cosmic radiation
 For the subsequent
ight �MASS���	 the tracking system was up�graded with two drift
chambers
 The goal of MASS�� was similar to MASS�� and sev�
eral antiprotons were observed
 For the ight in ����	 the focus was
instead on positrons and particle identi�cation was possible with a
combination of a transition radiation detector �TRD� and a silicon�
tungsten calorimeter
 For CAPRICE	 the TRD was replaced with
a solid radiator RICH detector and the calorimeter was up�graded

The RICH detector was designed and build by the groups from KTH
and Strasbourg


The goal of CAPRICE is to make a detailed study of antiprotons
in the cosmic radiation
 Together with the calorimeter	 the RICH
detector is able to clearly separate antiprotons from the background
of pions	 muons and electrons between �
� and �
� GV�c
 This region
is indicated in �gure �
�
 Positrons and light isotopes in the cosmic
radiation have also been studied
 However	 this thesis focuses on
antiprotons and protons


��� Outline of the Thesis

Chapter � describes the detectors used in the experiment followed by
a detailed chapter about the RICH
 In chapter � the balloon ight
is described
 Chapter � to � deals with how information is extracted
from the various detectors
 The analysis of data from the ight is
presented in chapter � to ��
 First the selection of antiprotons is
described in detail	 then how the selection e�ciencies are derived

When the e�ciencies are known	 the antiprotons ux is calculated
and the antiproton to proton ratio is presented
 Finally	 in the last
chapter	 the proton ux is given
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��� The Author�s Contribution

When I �rst joined the project as a diploma student in ����	 the
construction of the RICH detector was well underway
 The principle
of the design was clear from the prototype studies made by Tom
Francke and Martin Su�ert ����
 My task as diploma student was
to write the software for the data acquisition �DAQ� system used
for the tests of the RICH detector
 Later when I started my PhD
on CAPRICE	 I spent the �rst �
� years at CERN �����������
 At
CERN I was involved in the tests of the RICH detector
 It is worth
pointing out that all work with the RICH detector was done by	 in
principle	 only three people �Tom	 Martin and myself�
 Therefore
I got the experience of working with all the di�erent parts of the
RICH
Mymain responsibility was the DAQ program and the heating
system
 I designed and built the electronic module that controlled
the temperature of the RICH
 In total we took data in particle test
beams for more than �� days and the shifts were shared solely by the
three of us
 After the tests I took part in analyzing the data and the
results are published in ����
 When the tests were �nished at CERN	
the RICH was transported to Las Cruces	 New Mexico	 USA	 for
integration into the payload
 For long periods I was responsible for
all activities with the RICH
 Next step in the project was to prepare
for the ight
 The preparations took place at the launch site in Lynn
Lake	 Manitoba	 Canada
 As things turned out	 I became responsible
for the operation of the RICH during the ight


After the ight	 I have been involved in the analysis of the data

A lot of e�ort has been spent on the development of software for
the RICH
 For myself this has led to a deeper understanding of the
RICH detector but also to better knowledge of all the detectors in
the experiment
 For example	 I wrote the analysis program for the
time�of�ight system
 This work has resulted in a number of pub�
lications
 The performance of the RICH detector during the ight
is described in ���� and ����
 The �rst physics results	 concerning
electrons and positrons	 are presented in ����
 However	 the analysis
work presented in this thesis concerns antiprotons and protons and is
done by myself
 It should be made clear that I would not have been
able to reach these results without help from a number of people who
are thanked in the acknowledgements
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The CAPRICE Instrument

The CAPRICE balloon�borne instrument is equipped with a super�
conducting magnet and a tracking system	 consisting of both drift
chambers �DC� and multiwire proportional chambers �MWPC�
 Par�
ticle identi�cation is possible with a time�of�ight �ToF� system	 a
Ring Imaging CHerenkov �RICH� detector and a silicon�tungsten
imaging calorimeter


��� The Gondola

The detector system �the payload� is mounted on a strong baseplate
and kept inside an aluminium pressure vessel
 The payload together
with the associated support structure is hereafter called the gondola	
shown in Figure �
�


The gondola is � m high	 has a diameter of �
� m and weights
approximately �
� tonne
 Since air temperature at oat altitude is
approximately ����C	 the gondola must be thermally insulated
 The
thickness of the insulation is designed to balance the heat generated
by the electronics in the payload and the irradiation from the Sun and
the Earth	 with the outside temperature
 The insulation is painted
white to reect sun light
 Power during the ight is supplied by
lithium batteries mounted on the outside of the gondola
 The power
to weight ratio of the batteries is approximately �
� kWh�kg ����

Hence	 a �� hour long ight with an average power consumption of
�
� kW requires ��� kg of batteries
 When the ight is terminated	

��
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Figure �
�� A schematic view of the CAPRICE gondola�

the gondola is detached from the balloon and lands with a parachute

To reduce the impact �a � g force� upon landing	 a crash pad is
mounted underneath the gondola
 However	 the largest force on the
detectors is �� g when the parachute opens and resistance to this
force de�nes the design criteria for all detectors


��� The Magnet

The superconducting magnet ���� comprises of a single coil of �� ���
turns of copper�clad NbTi wire
 The outer diameter of the coil is
�� cm	 the inner diameter is �� cm and the axial thickness is �
� cm

The operating current is ��� A	 producing a �eld of � T in the centre
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of the coil
 The coil is placed in a dewar �lled with liquid helium

The magnet is charged up before the ight and stays superconducting
as long as the helium remains
 The weight of the magnet is around
��� kg including the dewar and cryogenic equipment


Figure �
� shows the magnetic �eld strength in the tracking vol�
ume
 The position of the two drift chambers is indicated
 The
highest �eld in the drift chambers is �
� T dropping to �
� T further
away from the magnet
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Figure �
�� The magnetic �eld strength in the tracking volume� The two
boxes indicate the position of the drift chambers�

��� The Tracking System

The tracking system is used to determine the rigidity and sign of
charge of particles from their deection in a magnetic �eld
 The
tracking system of CAPRICE consists of a combination of drift cham�
bers ���� and multiwire proportional chambers ����
 Together they
provide �� measurements of the position of the particle in the bend�
ing �x� view and �� measurements in the non�bending view �y�
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����� The drift chambers

The drift chambers form the main part of the tracking system since
they have better position resolution than the multiwire proportional
chambers
 The drift chamber boxes are made from � cm thick epoxy�
composite plates with inner gas volumes of �������� cm�
 Each
chamber contains six layers for x coordinate measurement and four
layers for y
 In each layer there are sixteen drift cells	 as shown
in Figure �
� a
 A sense wire is runs axially through the centre of
each drift cells and is surrounded by a hexagonal array of poten�
tial and cathode wires
 The hexagonal cell structure	 as shown in
Figure �
� b	 allows some wires to be shared between the cells in
the same layer
 The drift chambers are operated with CO� gas and
during normal conditions the sense wires are kept at ����� V	 the
cathode wires at ���� V and the potential wires are grounded
 With
this arrangement the electric �eld is uniform over most of the cell
volume
 The reason to operate the chamber with CO� is to have

NO FILE� �
PAYLOAD�xxx
EPS

Figure �
�� Figure a� shows the box of the drift chambers� The drift cells
are arranged in double layers which are shifted by half a cell to solve the
left�right ambiguity� In �gure b�� a closer view of the cell structure is
shown with the dimensions given in mm�

a low drift velocity of the ionization electrons so that the Lorentz
forces in the magnetic �eld remain small
 An additional advantage
with CO� is that it is a non�ammable gas


A charged particle traversing a drift cell will ionize the gas within
the cell
 The spacial position of a particle is reconstructed from the
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time it takes for the ionization electrons to drift to the sense wire

The timemeasurement is started by a trigger signal generated by the
time�of�ight scintillators
 The time measurement does not indicate
on which side of the sense wire the particle passed	 the so�called �left�
right� ambiguity
 This ambiguity is solved by o��setting adjacent
layers of drift cells by half a cell diameter	 as shown in Figure �
� b


In total there are ��� sense wires	 read out by a LeCroy ����
TDC system ����
 The timing technique is based on leading�edge
discrimination with a �xed threshold	 using the LeCroy ���� DC
ampli�er�discriminator
 The total weight of the two drift chambers
is �� kg and the power consumption is about ��� W
 During the
ight a constant gas ow of ��� litre�hour is maintained through the
chambers


����� The multiwire proportional chambers

The second component of the tracking system is the multiwire pro�
portional chambers
 The location of the MWPCs is shown in Fig�
ure �
�
 The position resolution of the MWPCs is not as good as
the drift chambers but they still provide useful information
 The
multiwire proportional chambers can be used as an essentially inde�
pendent measurement of the track and they increase the lever arm
of the spectrometer
 There are seven chambers for the x coordinate
and four for the y coordinate
 The position measurement is done
with delay�line readout


The active area of the MWPCs is ����� cm�
 Both the anode
and cathode planes have a wire pitch of � mm and the anode�cathode
distance is � mm
 The cathode wires are mounted perpendicular to
the anode wires
 The entrance windows to the chambers are made
of mylar �lm and one of the windows is metalized and doubles as a
cathode plane
 The chambers are operated with �Magic Gas�� at a
high voltage of �
� kV


�
� � Ar� ��� � Isobutane and ��� � Freon ��B� �CCl�F�
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��� The Time�of�	ight System

The primary function of the time�of�ight �ToF� system during the
ight is to provide a trigger for the data acquisition system
 A trig�
ger is generated when a particle traverses the two scintillator planes
within a limited time
 When the trigger signal is received by the on�
board computer	 the readout cycle is started and information from
all detectors is stored on tape


The signals from the scintillators are also used in the analysis

The scintillators provide information about dE�dx losses	 which al�
lows particle identi�cation	 as well as timing information
 The timing
information is used to measure the velocity of the particles and to
discriminate up�going �albedo� from down�going particles


The time�of�ight system consists of two layers of plastic scin�
tillators	 one layer placed on top of the tracking system and one
underneath it	 as shown in Figure �
�
 Each layer is divided into two
�paddles� with a size of ����� cm� and a thickness of � cm
 The
scintillators are viewed at each end by � cm diameter photomultiplier
tubes �PMTs�
 The signal from each PMT is split in two parts	 one
part is connected to an analog�to�digital converter �ADC� and the
other to a time�to�digital converter �TDC� via the trigger logic


��� The Calorimeter

The silicon tungsten calorimeter ���� is an upgraded version of a the
calorimeter that was own in ���� during the TS�� experiment ����

The calorimeter is designed to distinguish between minimumionizing
particles	 hadronic and electromagnetic showers
 Weight and power
consumption were the most severe constraints considered during the
design and construction of the calorimeter� As a consequence	 its
depth is insu�cient to fully contain high energy ��� GeV� showers

However	 its high granularity and energy resolution allow measure�
ment of the shape and energy losses of the showers	 as well as shower
starting point and direction of the primary particles


The calorimeter is composed of eight �� � �� cm� silicon planes

Each silicon plane is interleaved with a layer of tungsten converter	
one radiation length �X	� thick
 A single plane consists of an array of
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��� pair of silicon detectors mounted on a G�� motherboard
 Each
detector has a total area of ����� mm� and is divided in �� strips	
�
� mm wide
 The detectors are mounted back�to�back with perpen�
dicular strips to give x and y readout
 The strips of each detector
are daisy�chained longitudinally to form one single strip �� cm long

Taking into account all the material	 the calorimeter has a total of
�
� X	 and �
�� nuclear interaction lengths


To reduce thermal noise the silicon detectors are kept below
��� C
 The cooling system is based on evaporation of water from
a cooling box placed in thermal contact with the bottom of the
calorimeter
 A CAMAC crate contains all the readout modules and
two lithium battery power supply modules which provide the deple�
tion voltage to the silicon planes
 The voltage can vary from �� to
��� V according to the di�erent kind and thickness of the silicon
detectors employed
 For the calorimeter three di�erent types of de�
tectors are used
� Each plane is made from silicon detectors of same
thickness and same manufacturer


The front�end electronics is based on units consisting of �� chan�
nel modules providing analog circuitry for the charge ampli�cation
and sample�and�hold for each channel
 A post�ampli�er is provided
for each channel so that the signal may be read at two di�erent am�
pli�cation ��� and ����
 Consequently	 a plane has ��� channels
��� strips � two ampli�cations � two views�	 read out multiplexed
by a CAMAC module
 All together	 the eight planes have ����
channels


In the CAMAC modules	 the analog signals from the ampli�ers
are digitized by an ��bit ADC
 Zero suppression is achieved by com�
paring the digital value with a hardware threshold before storage

For each strip the threshold is de�ned during a preight calibration
run that samples the pedestal of all strips
 The digitized data are
combined with the strip address and formatted into a ���bit word
ready for readout by the on�board computer


�Hamamatsu� ��� �m thick� Camberra� ��� �m thick and SGS ��� �m thick
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��
 The On�board Computer

The payload is equipped with a data acquisition system to control
the operation of all detectors and communication with the ground

The system is based on a VAX ���� CPU running VAX ELN	 hosted
in a DEC Q�bus back plane
 The detectors are read out with Q�bus
to CAMAC interface
 Data are stored on�board on two � mm tape
drives or on hard disk
 Both the hard disk and tapes are recovered
after the ight
 A portion of the data is sent to the ground to
monitor the performance of the detectors and the condition of the
payload	 this is discussed in Chapter �
 It is also possible to send
up commands to the payload from the ground� to adjust the high
voltage of a detector	 for example




Chapter �

The RICH detector

In CAPRICE the RICH detector is used to identify particles through
the direct measurement of the Cherenkov angle
 This chapter starts
with a short description of the history and theory of the Cherenkov
e�ect and the concepts of Cherenkov detectors
 The main part is
about the RICH detector	 including a description of both the me�
chanical and electrical features


��� The Cherenkov E�ect

The earliest reports of the Cherenkov e�ect date back to ���� when
Marie Curie found that bottles of concentrated radium solution glow�
ed with a pale blue light
 The phenomenon was not investigated in
a systematic manner until ���� when the Russian physicist P
 A

Cherenkov �for a list of references	 see ����� found that samples of
pure water gave simular bluish light when irradiated by gamma rays

The presence of luminescence from water was di�cult to explain with
any existing theory because water was not expected to uoresce
 S
 I

Vavilov	 Cherenkov�s supervisor	 suggested that this unknown e�ect
did not originate from the gamma rays but was instead caused by
Compton electrons
 This was later con�rmed by Cherenkov when he
showed that the same e�ect arose when his sample was irradiated by
fast electrons
 In further studies	 Cherenkov proved that the emitted
light could not be due to uorescence
 The emission was not a�ected
by heating or by substances which normally would have quenched

��
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the uorescence
 The studies also showed that the emission was not
isotropic and that the light was emitted in a certain direction


The theoretical explanation of the phenomenon was presented
a few years later by the Russian theoreticians I
 M
 Frank and I

J
 Tamm ����
 With their theory they also predicted at that time
unknown properties such as the absolute intensity	 the spectral dis�
tribution and the angle of emission	 all of which Cherenkov later
veri�ed experimentally


For a full description of the theory	 see ����	 what follows is a
conceptual discussion
 The �rst thing to be considered is that a
particle can travel faster than the speed of light
 This is not in
contradiction of Einstein�s special theory of relativity	 which states
that a particle cannot travel faster than the speed of light in vacuum

In a mediumwith index of refraction	 n	 the speed of light is	 v  c�n	
and hence the speed of the particle can be larger than v


The second thing to consider is what happens when a charged
particle traverses a dielectric medium
 The particle polarizes the
atoms in the medium along the track of the particle
 The polarized
atoms soon return to the ground state by emitting electromagnetic
radiation
 When the particle velocity is small	 the polarization is
symmetric around all points along the track and no net e�ect is ob�
served
 If however the particle velocity is large	 then the polarization
is no longer symmetric and the emitted radiation is coherent	 due to
constructive interference
 This can be understood from the Huygen
construction presented in Figure �
�
 In the �gure	 it is shown that
radiation is only observed at a particular angle ��� with respect to
the direction of the particle
 This is the angle at which the wavelets
from arbitrary points on the track are coherent and combine to form
a plane wave front
 This coherence takes place when the particle
traverses AB in the same time that the light travels from A to C

If the velocity of the particle is �c	 where c is the speed of light in
vacuum	 in a time 	 the particle will travel a distance AB �c	 	 and
the light a distance AC 	c�n	 where n is the refractive index of the
medium
 This leads to the following relation�

cos �  
�

�n

 ��
��

known as the �Cherenkov relation�
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Figure �
�� A Huygen construction to illustrate the coherence of wavelets
forming a plane wave when the � of a particle is larger than c�n�

Furthermore�

�
 For a medium of given index of refraction	 n	 there is a threshold
velocity	 below which no Cherenkov radiation is emitted
 The
threshold velocity is �min  ��n


�
 There is a maximum angle of emission for � � � particles	 given
by �max arccos���n�


�
 The radiation occurs mainly in the visible and near�visible �UV�
part of the spectrum	 as long as n ��


Figure �
� is drawn only in two dimensions
 There is of course
a symmetry around the velocity vector of the particle
 The light
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emitted from each point along the track propagates along the surface
of a cone	 and the semi�top angle is the Cherenkov angle
 This is
shown in Figure �
�


Figure �
�� The cone of Cherenkov light emitted along the track of the
particle�

��� Cherenkov Counters

The Cherenkov e�ect was originally observed by the bare eye or pho�
tographic emulsions
 Electronic devices sensitive enough to detect
the the weak and fast light�pulses from Cherenkov radiation did not
exist
 The development in the ����s of the photomultiplier tube lead
to a rapid development of new particle detectors and among them
were Cherenkov counters
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One of the most famous application of the early Cherenkov detec�
tors is in the discovery of the antiproton in ���� by Chamberlain et
al
 ���
 A Cherenkov counter was also used for the discovery of anti�
protons in the cosmic rays in ���� by Golden et al
 ���
 Cherenkov
counters have since been used in other balloon�borne experiments	
e
g the IMAX ���� experiment was equipped with an aerogel Cheren�
kov detector


It was not until ���� when the �rst Cherenkov counter was de�
signed that could detect the ring of the Cherenkov light ����
 These
kind of detectors soon became known by the acronym RICH	 from
Ring Imaging CHerenkov detectors
 After this breakthrough	 a rapid
development took place and soon after the �rst RICH counter was
used in a particle physics experiment
 Subsequently	 RICH detec�
tors have been used with great success in	 for example	 the Delphi
detector ���� at CERN


The next step was to adopt the RICH technique for an astropar�
ticle physics experiment
 In ���� the University of Chicago launched
a RICH counter in a balloon�borne experiment	 with the aim of mea�
suring the ux of isotopes with Z
� ����
 However	 it was not until
the CAPRICE experiment that a balloon�borne RICH detector was
able to identify charge one particles in the cosmic rays


��� Principle of the CAPRICE RICH

The CAPRICE RICH ���� detector is designed to identify antiprotons
in cosmic rays amongst a large background of electrons	 muons and
pions
 Separation is possible in the rigidity range ��� GV�c for inci�
dence angles between � and ���


In Figure �
� a schematic view of the detector is shown
 The
�gure illustrates how Cherenkov light is emitted in the sodium u�
oride �NaF� radiator when a charged particle traverses the detec�
tor
 The Cherenkov light refracts out of the crystal and the cone
of light expands in the nitrogen �lled drift volume before it enters
the photosensitive part of the detector through a quartz window

In the photosensitive volume	 the Cherenkov photons are converted
into photoelectrons through photoelectric e�ect in the organic com�
pound tetrakis �dimeylamino��ethylene	 also known as TMAE
 The
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Figure �
�� A schematic view of the NaF�RICH detector�

photoelectrons are attracted towards the anode wires of the multi�
wire proportional chamber �MWPC� by an electrostatic �eld
 The
photoelectrons are ampli�ed by the anode wires and induce pulses on
the wires as well as on the cathode planes
 The lower cathode plane
is divided into small squares	 called pads	 and the signals in both the
pads and the anode wires are detected
 In this way a two�dimensional
image of the Cherenkov light is recorded in the pad plane	 and anode
wires give a projection of the same image
 This enables the Cheren�
kov angle to be estimated on an event by event basis
 The RICH
detector is placed in a box made of a strong frame of aluminium	
covered with two carbon �bre covers	 which minimizes the amount
of material along the trajectory of the particle
 This is important
to reduce the interactions of the antiprotons which traverses the de�
tector
 All material along the trajectory is listed in Table ��
�
 The
outside of the box is covered with thermal insulation


The total weight of the RICH detector is �� kg ��� kg including
the pressure vessel and the gas system�
 The RICH consumes �� W
of power for readout electronics	 �� W for the fans and	 ����� W for
heating	 depending on the outside temperature
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In the following sections	 the di�erent parts of the RICH are
described in more detail
 The analysis of the ight data and the
algorithm for the calculation of the Cherenkov angle are described
in Chapter �


����� The radiator

A solid radiator is chosen because of its compactness and simplicity�
A liquid radiator �e
g
 a ourocarbone� needs to be contained in a
UV�transparent container which would emit Cherenkov light itself
and thereby complicate the measurement
 It would also be di�cult
to make the container strong enough to withstand the forces during
take o� and landing
 The problem with a solid radiator is that if the
index of refraction is too high	 the Cherenkov light is trapped inside
the radiator due to total internal reection
 Following Snell�s law
of refraction	 the Cherenkov light from a �  � particle	 at normal
incidence angle	 can only refract out if the index of refraction is less
than

p
�


The only known solid with a index of refraction of less than
p
�	

in the wavelength interval where the RICH is sensitive �������� nm�	
is sodium uoride �NaF�
 At a wavelength of ��� nm the refractive
index is �
�� ����	 giving a threshold velocity for Cherenkov light
of � �
��
 The index of refraction of NaF �nNaF � has a strong
dependence on wavelength and this a�ects the performance of the
detector
 The variation of nNaF and how to compensate for it is
described in more detail in Chapter �


The radiator consists of �� crystals	 each �������� mm�	 opti�
cally connected together forming a ��� matrix
 The optical contact
between the crystals is maintained by a thin ��� �m� layer of grease
applied to the sides of the crystals
 The crystals are then mounted
in a frame and pressed together from the sides
 In addition	 a piece
��
� mm� of each corner is cut o� to allow a �xation with a screw
and the crystals hang in these screws from a carbon �bre plate
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����� The drift volume

The drift volume is the space between the NaF crystals and the
quartz window
 In the drift volume	 the cone of light is expanding
into ring
 The thickness of the drift volume is chosen to be �� mm
to ensure a good separation between the Cherenkov light image and
the ionization signal of the particle
 This is especially important for
particles with a large inclination
 A larger thickness would give a
too large ring radii and the Cherenkov light would not be contained
inside the pad plane for particles with high � and small incidence
angles


The drift volume is �lled with pure nitrogen gas to avoid absorp�
tion of the Cherenkov photons
 A small constant ow �� litre�hour�
was maintained during the ight
 The optical transmission coe��
cient of nitrogen in this wavelength region is higher than �� �


����� The quartz window

The drift volume is separated from the photosensitive chamber by
a � mm thick quartz window
 Quartz is transparent to wavelengths
longer than ��� nm and this determines the shortest wavelength of
Cherenkov light can enter the photosensitive chamber
 The window
is made of a single plate	 ������� mm�	 glued into a frame of In�
var ����
 Invar is a metal alloy made of steal and nickel ��� �� with
the same thermal expansion coe�cient as quartz	 which is important
because the detector is heated during operation
 The frame is able
to slide sideways on an O�ring	 thereby allowing for movements due
to thermal expansion


Metallic strips are evaporated onto the bottom side of the quartz
window to act as an upper cathode plane of the MWPC
 The strips
are ��� �mwide	 � mm apart and only ��� nm thick
 With such thin
strips	 a better optical transmission of the light is achieved compared
to e
g
 a metallic mesh
 This is especially important when the light
enters the quartz window at large angles �toward the normal�
 The
transmission of the quartz window is �� � at ��� nm	 for all angles
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����� The photosensitive chamber

The heart of the photosensitive chamber is a multiwire proportional
chamber �MWPC�
 It has ��� wires of diameter of �� �m	 separated
by � mm distance
 The wires are ��� mm long	 made of gold�plated
tungsten	 and oriented perpendicular to the cathode strips �the strips
on the quartz window�
 The distance between the anode wires and
each cathode plane is � mm


The chamber is �lled with a mixture of pure ethane and TMAE

The TMAE converts the Cherenkov photons into photoelectrons and
the quantum e�ciency of TMAE is �� � for wavelengths shorter than
��� nm
 The chamber is � mm thick but the typical distance a pho�
ton travels inside the chamber is � mm due to the large Cherenkov
angle
 To get a � mm absorption length ���� ���� � absorption
probability�	 the TMAE must be heated to �� �C
 A higher temper�
ature would result in a shorter absorption length	 but in a too high
power consumption during the ight �when the power is taken from
batteries�


When a photoelectron is produced	 it is attracted to the closest
anode wire
 Close to the wire	 the electron has gained enough speed
to ionize the ethane and liberate more electrons
 This causes an
avalanche of secondary electrons and at the wire	 more than ����

electrons are collected
 The avalanche induces a pulse	 on the wire
itself but also on the cathode planes
 This creates an image of the
ring of Cherenkov light on the cathode planes and the signals are
detected in the lower cathode plane	 the pad plane


����� The pad plane

The pad plane has a size of ������� mm� and the surface is plated
with copper and gold
 The upper side is divided into ���� pads	
each with a size of ��� mm�
 A smaller pad size would give a
smaller position error
 However	 if the pad size is decreased	 then the
detected signal becomes smaller
 Since the noise does not decrease	
the signal to noise ratio will decrease
 In addition	 a smaller pad
size will also increase the total number of electronic channels and a
too high power consumption
 Taking this into account	 a pad size of
��� mm� is found to be optimum for the RICH
 In each pad	 a hole
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is drilled in which a pin is glued	 connecting the surface of the pad
to the backside of the pad plane
 Special connectors are placed onto
the pins	 connecting the pads to the front�end electronics


����� Gas and heating system

The TMAE is kept outside the RICH in a separate container through
which the ethane gas bubbles before it enters the detector
 At
room temperature TMAE is a liquid and the vapor pressure is only
�
� mbar	 giving a too long absorption length
 As pointed out above	
the TMAE must be heated to give a higher absorption probability

During the ight	 the TMAE was heated to �� �C �
 To prevent
condensation of the TMAE in any other part of the gas system �in
the worst case the MWPC�	 the rest of the RICH is heated to a
higher temperature
 The tubes connecting the TMAE container to
the detector were kept at �� �C and the MWPC had a temperature
of �� �C during the ight	 see Figure �
�


The heating of the RICH is done by circulating the air inside the
box
 The circulation is provided by two fans and in front of the fans	
two heating elements are mounted
 The tubes are heated by heat
foil wrapped around them and the TMAE is heated by a heat jacket
placed around the container


The temperature of the detector is regulated by a specially de�
veloped electronic module
 The module has four channels for tem�
perature regulation	 �� channels for temperature measurements and
four channels for pressure measurement
 The sensors are placed at a
number of di�erent places around the RICH and at the outside	 e
g

in the TMAE container


Temperature regulation is done individually in the four channels

One channel controls the temperature of the TMAE container	 one
controls the temperature of tubes connecting the TMAE container to
the detector and two channels control the temperature of the air in�
side the detector
 Each channel has a temperature sensor connected
to the control circuit and the preferred temperature �the set point� is
set by a potentiometer on the front panel of the module
 The control
circuit compares the temperature measured by the sensor with the

�A higher temperature would result in a too high power consumption�
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preferred value
 Based on this information	 the heating is switched
on or o�
 With this system	 the temperature of the di�erent parts
is kept constant to within less than 	�
� �C
 However	 if the out�
side temperature increases above the set point	 the system can only
switch the heating o� and not actively cool the RICH
 This was the
case during the ight when the payload temperature increased by
more than �� �C	 see Chapter � for more details


In addition	 an alarm function is implemented for the heating of
the TMAE
 The maximumallowed TMAE temperature is �� � of the
chamber temperature �in �C� to avoid condensation
 If the chamber
temperature becomes too low	 the TMAE heating is turned o� by
the alarm until the chamber temperature has increased above this
limit
 During normal operation	 the TMAE temperature is always
at least � �C lower than the chamber temperature


The same kind of temperature sensor �Analog Devices AD��� �����
is used for both the control circuit and for the measurement
 It is
chosen because of simplicity	 The AD��� sensor provides a linear cur�
rent output of � �A�K and thereby allowing both the control circuit
and the measurement circuit to be construct with a few components

Each channel of the control circuit is build around two standard op�
erational ampli�ers �LM���� ����	 and for measurement	 a monolithic
ampli�er from �AD���� ���� is used
 This gives a simple but reliable
system	 well suited for operation in a balloon�borne experiment


����� Readout electronics

The front�end electronics are based on the AMPLEX chip
 The AM�
PLEX is a very low noise ampli�er	 developed at CERN ����
 It has
�� channels per chip and each channel includes a charge sensitive pre�
ampli�er	 a shaping ampli�er and a track and hold system where the
charge is stored before being read out
 For the pad readout	 the AM�
PLEX chips are daisy�chained and read out in series �multiplexed�	
�� at the time
 In this way	 all ���� pad channels are read out with
only eight multiplexed signals


The multiplexed signals are fed to the CAMAC based module
DRAMS ����
 In the DRAMS module	 the signals are �rst digitized
by an � bit ash ADC	 then compared with a threshold
 If the signal
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is above the threshold	 the pedestal is subtracted and the remain�
ing value is stored in memory together with an address referring to
the channel number
 Both the pedestals and thresholds are adjusted
individually for each channel
 The values of the pedestals and thresh�
olds are determined during the calibration runs with the RICH ����

Typically	 the thresholds are set to � channels above the pedestals	
corresponding to more than three times the r
m
s
 value of the noise

The maximum number of channels in the DRAMS module is ���	
so the address is speci�ed with � bits
 The stored values are later
read out by the data acquisition system
 A description of the data
acquisition system used for all tests in particle beams is found in ����


The DRAMS cards were modi�ed for the balloon ight
 During
the beam tests of the detector	 a change in the behaviour of the
DRAMS correlated to temperature	 was noticed
 When the tem�
perature changes	 the reference voltage to the ADC drifts and	 as
a consequence	 a larger number of channels appear to have a signal
above the threshold
 This did not cause any severe problems during
beam tests since the DRAMS could be recalibrated
 For the ight	
the situation was di�erent and preferably only one calibration should
be done at the beginning of the ight
 To overcome this problem	 the
drift of the reference voltage is compensated by adding a thermistor
with the opposite temperature behaviour


A second modi�cation to the DRAMS for the ight was done on
the number of bits used
 Normally	 all eight bits from the ADC are
read out �giving ��� as the highest ADC signal�
 Together with the
nine bits specifying the address	 �� bit words are read out from the
DRAMS cards
 However	 for the operation in the gondola	 the data
is limited to �� bit words by the telemetry system which sends data
to the ground
 Therefore	 only the lower � bits of the ADC are read
from the DRAMS
 In order not to lose any information	 the signal
from the AMPLEX is attenuated to be less than ��� �corresponding
to � bits�


Last modi�cation of the DRAMS is to change the characteristic
of the ADC
 The response curve of the ADC is divided into two
parts with di�erent gains
 The modi�cation is done so that low
signals �from Cherenkov photons� have a higher gain whereas high
signals �induced by the traversing particle� have a lower gain
 In
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Figure �
� the output of the DRAMS is shown as function of the
induced charge
 Note the two slopes with di�erent gains
 Above
��� fC the the AMPLEX becomes saturated
 How this e�ect is used
in the analysis is discussed in section �
�


Figure �
�� The output signal of the DRAMS as a function of the charge
injected into the AMPLEX� Note the two slopes with di�erent gains and
that above ��� fC� the AMPLEX becomes saturated�

����	 Tests in particle beams

The RICH detector has been extensively tested in particle beams
at CERN �PS accelerator	 Z �� and at Saclay �Saturne	 Z ���� for
more than �� days of beam
 Measurements were done with di�erent
kind of particles	 with beam momenta from � to �� GeV�c	 and at
incidence angles from � to ���
 In addition	 a number of detector
parameters were varied	 e
g
 the high voltage of the anode wires
and the temperature of the TMAE
 From these tests	 the optimal
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detector parameters were found
 The results of the beam tests are
given in ����




Chapter �

The CAPRICE Balloon

Flight

The balloon lifting the gondola containing the CAPRICE apparatus
took o� early in the morning on August �	 ����
 The launch ended a
�� week period of preparations and waiting for good ight conditions
at Lynn Lake
 This chapter describes the �� hour ight	 including
performance of the detectors


��� Choice of Launch Site

The ight started at Lynn Lake in northern Manitoba	 Canada
 The
main reason to y from Lynn Lake is the low geomagnetic cut�o�

It de�nes the lowest rigidity primary cosmic rays can have still pen�
etrating the Earth�s magnetic �eld
 The cut�o� shows a strong lat�
itudinal dependence and has the strongest a�ect at the level of the
magnetic equator where it is approximately �� GV�c
 In order to
have a low cut�o� the ight has to take place close to one of the
magnetic poles
 At Lynn Lake the cut�o� is �
���
� GV�c
 Note
that the cut�o� only a�ects primary cosmic rays	 secondary particles
produced in the atmosphere can have rigidities below the cut�o�


There are also practical reasons for launching balloons from Lynn
Lake
 The primary reason is the two large crossed runways which
makes it possible to launch with ground winds coming from di�erent
directions


��
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Finally	 balloon ights are preferably made in areas with low
population density and in that respect northern Canada is a very
good choice!

��� Preparations

The preparations for the ight started several months before the
launch in Las Cruces	 NewMexico	 where the payload was assembled

During the preparations the payload was tested in many di�erent
ways
 The �rst step of the assembly was to verify that each detector
worked individually and that it was possible to control it with the on�
board data acquisition system
 Next step was to test the complete
spectrometer and check the overall performance
 The spectrometer
was �rst tested with and without a magnetic �eld
 The payload
was also tested under conditions resembling the ight	 e
g
 large
temperature variations
 The performance at high temperature was
tested by switching o� all cooling of the payload	 increasing the
temperature to �� �C
 The low temperature test was done by cooling
the gondola with dry ice and this test was terminated when the
temperature fell below a few degrees centigrade


Parts of the test schedule were repeated at Lynn Lake
 Before the
payload could be declared as ight ready	 several long runs had to be
made with the magnet charged and conditions as close as possible to
a real ight situation
 During these runs	 detector performances and
stability were checked
 The data collected during these runs are also
used in the �nal data analysis	 for example to estimate the muon
contamination in the RICH antiproton selection �section �
�
�� and
to calibrate the calorimeter �section �
�
��
 After these tests were
completed successfully	 the payload was ready for ight


��� The Flight

The CAPRICE ight was part of NASA�s scienti�c balloon program
and the launch and payload control was overseen by the National
Scienti�c Balloon Facility �NSBF�
 For several years the NSBF has
successfully launched balloons from Lynn Lake
 The ight distance
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is limited by the Rocky mountains and the planned landing place was
Peace River in Alberta	 a distance of ���� km
 The ight duration
is given by the speed of the jet streams
 During the summer season
the jet streams blow in a westerly direction at Lynn Lake
 The speed
changes with the time of the year and slowly decreases during the
summer	 falling to zero at the end of August and then reversing its
direction


In order to ful�ll the physics goal of the ight a minimumduration
of �� h was requested from the collaboration to the NSBF
 The date
of the launch is then determined by the speed of the jet streams
 In
���� the seasonal change was later than normal and the ight was
delayed by several weeks


To be able to lift the payload to the required height the NSBF
used a balloon of volume ��� � ��� m�
 The main features of the
balloon and ight are given in Table �
�
 Only � � of the total

Flight data

Mass �
� tons
Ballast ��� kg
Balloon volume ��� � ��� m�

Maximum altitude ��
� km
Minimum altitude ��
� km
Duration �� hours
Duration at oat altitude �� hours
Distance ���� km
Latitude �start�stop� ��
�����
�� N
Longitude �start�stop� ���
������
�� W
Average velocity �� m�s
Trigger rate ��� Hz
Dead time per event �� ms
Events collected ��� � ���
Average events length ��� bytes
Power consumption �
� kW

Table �
�� Important parameters of the �ight and payload

volume was �lled with helium on the ground
 During the ascent the
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volume increases as the atmospheric pressure decreases


The payload took o� at �
�� local time on the morning of August
�	 ����
 It reached oat altitude ������ km� after less than � hours
�at ��
�� it reached ��
� km�
 At oat altitude it started to move in
a westerly direction with a velocity of ����� m�s


The position of the payload was monitored during the whole ight
by the NSBF using the Global Positional System �GPS�
 The GPS
instrument gave information on the altitude as well as of the latitudi�
nal and longitudinal position
 The GPS data was used both to track
the payload and to predict possible landing places
 In Figure �
�
the ight altitude as a function of time is shown
 The ight altitude
dropped during the ight from ��
� km to ��
� km


Figure �
�� The altitude of the payload during the �ight� The values are
given by the GPS instrument�

As long as the payload was in range of the telemetry	 commands
could be sent directly to the payload and the payload could send
data to the ground
 When the payload after �� hours ight got
out of range	 the control was taken over by a relay station at Ft
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Mc Murray	 Saskatchewan
 At this point	 communication from the
payload was limited to engineering data but commands could still
be sent up to it


Data taking was terminated and all detectors switched o� the
next morning at �
�� when the payload was running out of battery
power
 Approximately one hour later the magnet was discharged and
at �
�� the payload was switched o�
 At this stage the NSBF had full
control of the payload and landing preparations started
 One hour
later	 the balloon was detached and the gondola landed by parachute
at ��
��	 ��� km north of Peace River


��� Flight Performance

The performance of the payload was continuously monitored during
the ight
 This was done by analysing short data �les collected sev�
eral times per hour and by looking at engineering data sent from the
payload to the ground
 The short data �les were sub�samples of the
data written to the on�board storage media and contained all the
information generated by the detectors
 The engineering data con�
tained the information gathered bymore than ��� sensors distributed
in the payload
 With this data it was possible to monitor important
parameters like temperature and pressure of the payload
 The engi�
neering data also contained information about	 e
g
	 the number of
words read out per event for each detector and the trigger rate
 The
number of words read per event was monitored on�line to immedi�
ately indicate any change in detector performance
 An increase in
the number of words could have indicated an increase in the detector
noise whereas a decrease could have indicated lower e�ciency
 Other
properties	 like the gain of a detector were not possible to monitor
with the engineering data
 Instead the sample �les were analysed
giving a more detailed information of the detector performances


����� Temperature and pressure of the payload

During ight the temperature of the payload varied as expected
from day to night
 The temperature and pressure of the payload
during the ight is shown in Figure �
�
 The temperature shown in
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Figure �
�� The temperature and pressure of the payload during the �ight�
The gaps in the curves refer to short periods when the data taking was
stopped�

the �gure is given by a sensor placed in the CAMAC crate containing
the ADC and TDC for the time�of�ight scintillators
 This sensor
accurately reects the general temperature trend during the ight
and it is used for the temperature compensation of the time�of�ight
system	 see Chapter �
 At launch the payload had a temperature of
�� �C
 During the ascent the payload was heated up by the power of
the on�board equipment
 The increase temporarily stopped at the
ight altitude because the shadow�side of the payload the outside
temperature was less than ��� �C	 but started to increased again by
the irradiation from the sun
 When the sun set the temperature went
down


The pressure in Figure �
� is given by a sensor placed in the gas
system of the RICH and shows the payload pressure
 The pressure
also changed signi�cantly during the ight
 A small increase was
expected due to the gas ow through the detectors
 The pressure
increase was planned to be compensated for by a remote controlled
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valve to the outside
 The sharp drop in the pressure after two hours
occurred when the ventilation valve was opened
 When the pressure
had decreased to ��� mbar the valve was closed but the pressure
continued to fall
 This was caused by a leak in the gondola
 After
the ight	 when the payload was dismounted	 it was found that the
leak was caused by a small crack in the tube connecting the helium
dewar to the outside of the gondola �to let out the helium that boils
o��
 The pressure continued falling with a constant rate and at the
end of the ight it had decreased by �� �


����� The RICH

Figure �
�� The temperature of three di�erent parts of the RICH versus
time during the �ight� The gaps in the curves refer to short periods when
the data taking was stopped�

The large changes in temperature during the ight did not have
any impact on the performance of the RICH as it was temperature
controlled
 The action of the control system is illustrated in Fig�
ure �
� where the temperature in three di�erent parts of the RICH
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is plotted versus time
 The three parts are� the liquid TMAE� the
air inside the box containing the RICH� and the tubes connecting
the TMAE container with the RICH
 As shown in the �gure	 the
temperature of the tubes is kept at an average value of �� �C with a
maximum variation of 	�
� �C
 This should be compared with the
�� �C change of payload temperature
 The temperature of the air
inside the RICH varied within 	�
� �C as long as the payload tem�
perature was below the set point of the controller
 When the payload
was above the set point	 the regulation did not have any e�ect and
it could only leave the heating switched o�
 After �� hours the air
temperature started to follow the payload temperature instead of
being regulated and increased by � �C above the set point
 Later in
the ight	 regulation started again and a constant temperature was
achieved once more
 The temperature pro�le of the TMAE has a
similar shape as the air temperature
 Note that the set points for
the three di�erent sensors were adjusted to three individual values

The oscillation in the TMAE temperature is not seen for the air or
tubes
 The reason is the di�erence in time constant for the three
di�erent systems
 For the TMAE	 the time constant is much larger
and the rise and fall during one on�o� cycle is much slower and pos�
sible to resolve
 The same e�ect would have been seen for the air
and the tubes in a plot with a better time resolution


Unlike temperature	 pressure changes did a�ect the RICH
 The
gain of the MWPC of the RICH increased when the pressure went
down and in order to maintain a constant behaviour	 and to avoid
sparks in the chamber	 the high voltage �HV� was adjusted	 accord�
ingly
 The adjustment was based on the analysis of the sample data
�les
 In Figure �
� the RICH high voltage versus time is shown
 At
launch	 the high voltage was set to ���� V and at the end of the
ight the high voltage had been adjusted to ���� V
 The adjustment
was made in steps	 normally �� V per step
 During the last part of
the ight	 when no direct communication with the payload was pos�
sible and only engineering data was avaliable	 the HV was changed
following a �xed schedule and not based on any on�line analysis


The change in gain was noticed when properties like �sum of wire
signals� and �sum of pad signals� were monitored
 These variables
were calculated using the sample data �les by summing all signals
generated in the anode wires and pads respectively
 The sums were
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Figure �
�� The high voltage supply to the RICH versus time during the
�ight

calculated using raw data
 In Figure �
� the sum of pads are plot�
ted versus time
 Note that this plot is made with data recorded at
oat altitude with a minimum requirement on the tracking quality

As seen in the �gure	 the sum is increasing overall with a step�like
structure
 The increase is due to the falling pressure and hence in�
creased gain	 and the structure is related to the change of the high
voltage
 The �gure shows that changes of high voltage were necessary
to limit gain variations
 A high gain was not only dangerous because
of the risk of sparks	 it also reduced the identi�cation capabilities of
the RICH


����� The other detectors

The other detectors were a�ected by changes in pressure and tem�
perature in varying degrees


For the calorimeter cooling system to work properly it needed
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Figure �
�� The sum of pad signals versus time during the �ight� The
increase of the sum is due to the falling pressure and the step�like structure
is related to the change of the high voltage�

to be connected to the outside of the payload
 The connection was
via a tube and the outlet was controlled by a valve
 During the
ight the cooling system worked only for the �rst three hours
 The
valve was closed to see if the leak in the gondola was due to the
calorimeter cooling system
 When the valve was closed	 the leakage
did not stop	 and the valve could not be reopened
 The conclusion
was that the combination of low pressure and magnetic �eld made the
valve malfunction
 When the valve was closed	 the temperature of
the silicon detectors increased
 An increase of temperature implies
an increase of the dark current in the silicon detectors and so an
increase of global noise of the detector
 This led to a larger number
of words transmitted per event
 However	 the signal to noise ratio
did not decrease signi�cantly and the performance of the calorimeter
was essentially constant during the whole ight


The drift chamber and multiwire proportional chambers of the
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tracking system are gaseous detectors and hence sensitive to the
pressure
 As for the RICH	 the high voltage was adjusted several
times during the ight
 For the drift chambers	 both the shaping
and drift voltages were adjusted
 In post�ight analysis	 the tracking
system was calibrated for the changing conditions and the remaining
variation is small


The time�of�ight system was a�ected in two ways
 The pedestals
for the ADCs and TDCs drifted	 and the gain of the photomultipliers
changed	 see Chapter � for details


During the last hours of the ight two events occurred which limit
the amount of data for analysis
 After ��
� hours one of the drift
chambers was turned o� due to an excessive current drawn by the
shaping voltage
 It was later recovered	 but at that time the batteries
giving �� V to the payload had lost their power which a�ected the
other detectors adversely


��� Summary of the Flight Campaign

The ight can be considered as very successful
 It was the �rst time
a RICH detector capable of identifying Z � particles was used in
a cosmic ray experiment
 Together with the imaging calorimeter
it formed the most advanced cosmic ray payload ever own with a
balloon


The large variations of the conditions were compensated as far
as possible during the ight and further improvements in detector
performances has been possible during the post�ight data analysis
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Chapter �

Tracking System Data

The tracking system provides a measurement of the rigidity of an
incident particle
 The rigidity is given by the deection of the particle
in the magnetic �eld
 The trajectory of the particle is measured
with a combination of drift chambers and multiwire proportional
chambers
 This chapter describes the calibration of the chambers	
the �tting procedure and the performance of the combined system
during the ight


��� Calibration of the Tracking Cham�

bers

When a particle passes through a drift cell	 it ionizes the gas and the
ionization electrons drift under inuence of the electric �and mag�
netic� �eld to the nearest sense wire
 The drift time is related to the
distance between the incident particle and the sense wire
 In order to
transform the measured drift time into a distance	 the�drift�time�to�
position relation �DPR� must be known
 The DPR depends upon the
gas characteristics	 the electric �eld	 the pressure	 and temperature
and is deduced from ight data by applying an iterative least�squares
�tting technique of the track �described below�
 The iteration stops
when a stable DPR is obtained with a minimum �� between the �t�
ted and measured positions
 The resulting spatial resolution within
a drift cell is better than ��� �m for about �� � of the possible drift

��
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distances ����


During the CAPRICE ight the temperature and pressure of the
payload changed with time
 To compensate for the pressure changes	
the high voltage of the drift chambers was adjusted several times

The changing conditions a�ected the drift�time�to�position relation
and a time dependent calibration	 obtained by splitting the ight
data in several intervals	 is used
 After the calibrations	 the remain�
ing variations in the performance of the drift chambers are small


When a particle traverses a multiwire proportional chamber	 it
ionizes the gas and an avalanche of electrons occurs close to an an�
ode wire
 The avalanche induces pulses in that wire as well as in
the cathode wire plane and the pulses are read out via delay lines

The position of the induced pulses	 and thereby the position of the
particle	 is measured from the arrival time in both ends of the delay
line
 To have a high resolution in the position measurement	 the de�
lay lines must be calibrated
 For the x coordinate	 the delay lines are
carefully calibrated to compensate for position dependence in their
propagation velocities
 For the y coordinate	 where the resolution is
limited by the wire spacing	 the calibration is less crucial
 Like the
drift chambers	 the MWPCs are calibrated in an iterative process
comparing the measured positions with the positions given by the
track reconstruction ����


��� Track Fitting

Figure �
� shows the �tted track of a �
� GV�c proton	 selected with
the RICH and scintillators
 In the bending view	 to the left in the
�gure	 the deection of the particle is visible
 To the right	 in the
non�bending view	 the track appears as a straight line
 The measured
positions in the MWPCs are indicated with crosses and in the DC
with circles
 The radius of a circle is proportional to the drift time
in a drift cell


The track �tting process is based on an iterative least squares
procedure developed by Solmitz and Burkhardt	 see ���� for refer�
ences
 In this procedure	 a particle�s �state� is described by �ve
parameters� x and y coordinates	 two directional angles �x�z and
y�z�	 and the particle�s deection ���
 Before the �rst iteration	
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Figure �
�� The �tted track of a ��� GV�c proton� The crosses indicate
hits in the MWPC and circles in the DC with the radius proportional
to the drift time� �The MWPC with both a cross and a circle is broken
and not included in the �t�� The bending view �x� is to the left and the
non�bending view �y� to the right�

an initial guess is done of the state	 based on a straight line �t
 In
the �rst iteration	 the track �t is done separately in the two drift
chambers
 When the track is found in the two chambers	 an over all
�t is done combining the information from the two chambers
 In the
next step of the �tting procedure	 the information from the multi�
wire proportional chambers is added
 Before including them in the
�t	 a check is done to exclude chambers with a measured position
far away from the previously �tted track
 Last an over all �t is done
with both the drift chambers and multiwire proportional chambers

When the �t has converged	 the number of points used in the �t is
counted for both x and y	 hereafter called xhit and yhit
 The �tted
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trajectory is also compared to the measured coordinates and chi�
squares are computed for both x and y�

�
��
x  

xhitX
i

�
x�i�fit � x�i�meas

�x�i�meas

�� 
 ��
��

�
��
y  

yhitX
i

�
y�i�fit � y�i�meas

�y�i�meas

�� ��
��

where �x�i�meas and �y�i�meas are the resolution of the measurement
in drift cell �or chamber� i
 The chi�squares are then normalized


��� Performance

The distribution of the number of hits included in the �t is shown in
Figure �
� for jZj � particles from ight data
 The charge selection
is done with the scintillator dE�dx	 no other cuts are imposed on
the data
 For the �t to converge	 a minimum number of points is
required	 four in x three in y	 respectively
 This is not enough to
assure a good track reconstruction
 In the antiproton and proton
analysis	 at least �� points are required in x and at least � points
in y
 In Figure �
� it is shown that for the negative particles there
are relatively more events with a low number of points in the �t

This is due to �spill over�	 i
e
 positive particles that have been
reconstructed to have a negative curvature instead of positive
 The
e�ect is only noticed on the negative side since the largest fraction
of the cosmic rays are positively charged
 �The spill over of negative
particles to the positive side is negligible
�

To describe the particle�s path in the magnetic �eld in the two
views	 � parameters are needed	 see section �
�
 Thus	 for a �tted
track with N �xhit�yhit� points	 the number of degrees of freedom is
N��
 The chi�square distributions presented in Figure �
� are nor�
malized in the following way�

��
x  �

��
x��xhit � �� ��
��

��
y  �

��
y��yhit � �� ��
��
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Figure �
�� The resulting number of points used for �t for positive and
negative particles from �ight data�

The normalization is done with the assumption that the deection
only takes place in x
 For the distributions in Figure �
�	 at least
�� points are required in x and at least � in y
 The conclusions
drawn from the chi�squares distributions are that positive and neg�
ative particles behave the same in the tracking system and that the
normalization is correctly done �the distributions are peaked around
��
 In the selection criteria for antiprotons and protons	 restrictions
are put on the normalized chi�squares to reject scattered events


��� Rigidity Measurement

The most important parameter measured by the tracking system is
the rigidity �R� of the incident particle
 The rigidity is de�ned as
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Figure �
�� The resulting chi�square distribution of the �t for positive
and negative particles from �ight data�

the momentum per unit charge
 It is calculated from the measured
deection ��� in the magnetic �eld as R ���
 The performance
of the tracking system is limited by the strength of the magnetic
�eld	 the number and resolution of the position measurements	 and
its lever arm
 One standard deviation in the deection distribution
from straight tracks is called minimumdetectable deection �MDD�

From MDD	 the maximum detectable rigidity �MDR� is de�ned as
MDR ��MDD
 The MDR is a good way of characterizing the per�
formance of the tracking system by a single parameter
 From the
MDR the relative error �"R� in the rigidity measurement can be
expressed as�

"R

R
 

R

MDR
��
��
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In other words	 the MDR is the rigidity at which the relative error
on the measurement is ���� �"R�R ��


Figure �
�� Distribution of the de�ection resolution for a sample of pro�
tons selected with scintillator dE�dx and basic tracking cuts in the rigidity
range ��� to ��� GV�c�

When the resolution of the tracking chambers is known �from
the calibration�	 the deection resolution can be calculated for each
track through the magnetic �eld
 Figure �
� shows the distribution
of the deection resolution for single charged positive particles in
the rigidity range �
� to �
� GV�c	 selected with the dE�dx informa�
tion from the scintillators and with the basic cuts on the tracking
system �see section �
�
��
 The peak of the distribution is at �
����
�GV�c���	 corresponding to an MDR of ��� GV�c
 This MDR is the
average of the whole spectrometer volume
 The spatial resolution of
the chambers is constant over the active area while the integral of the
magnetic �eld the particle traverses �

R
B�dl� is position dependent
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For particles traversing the tracking volume close to the magnet	 theR
B � dl is larger and hence	 the MDR is higher




Chapter �

Time�of��ight System Data

The time�of�ight �ToF� system consists of two planes of plastic scin�
tillators	 one layer located on top of the tracking system and one
underneath it
 It provides a measurement of the velocity ��� of the
traversing particles as well as the energy loss �dE�dx� in the scintil�
lators



�� Time�of�	ight measurement

The time�of�ight is the time it takes for a particle to travel the dis�
tance between the top and bottom scintillator planes
 It is calculated
from the measured arrival times of the light at the two ends of each
scintillator paddle


The principle of the measurement is shown in Figure �
�
 In
the �gure the trajectory of the particle is shown together with the
two scintillator planes
 In this simpli�ed picture the time measure�
ment starts when the particle crosses the top scintillator
 The time
when the light arrives at the end of the scintillators are denoted with
t�� � � � t

�


�

t��  D� �
s�
v

��
��
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t�
  D
 �
s

v
�

d
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��
��

D� � � �D
 are constants representing the delay time in electronics
and cables	 s� � � � s
 are the distances the light has to travel before
reaching the end of the scintillators	 v is the speed of the light in
the scintillators �assumed to be the same in all paddles� and d is
the distance the particle travels between the two scintillator planes

This distance is given by the tracking algorithm taking the curved
path into account
 Finally	 c� is the speed of the particle


Figure �
�� The principle of the ToF measurement� A particle with the
speed � traverses the two scintillator planes� t�� � � � t

�

 are the arrival times

for the light at the end of each scintillator� s�� � � � s
�

 are the distances

between the impact position and the end of the scintillators and d the
distance the particle travelled�

In practice	 these four times are not possible to measure directly

Instead	 the arrival times �t� to t�� are measured in relation to a
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common start signal �t
�
 In this case t
 must always arrive before
the others and therefore they are delayed before reaching the TDC

Equation �
� to �
� now becomes�

t�  D� �
s�
v
� s


v
� d

c�
��
��

t�  D� �
s�
v
� s


v
� d

c�
��
��

t�  D� �
s�
v
� s


v
��
��

t
  D
 ��
��

With this technique	 the t
 distribution is narrow	 having a shape
close to a delta pulse	 with a broadening coming from various e�ects
in the photomultipliers and electronics
 The distribution of t
 is
shown in Figure �
� a
 The data in the �gure refers to a �� minute
interval during the ight
 The full width at half maximum �FWHM�
of t
 is � TDC counts	 corresponding to ��� ps
 The broadening
of t
 a�ects the performance of ToF measurement and limits the
resolution


In addition of the broadening of t
	 there is a drift in t
 with
the temperature
 This e�ect was especially pronounced during the
ight when the payload temperature varied between �� and �� �C	
as shown in Figure �
�
 However	 this drift does not degrade the
performance of the ToF measurement assuming the same drift in all
channels
 The drift of the start signal t
 is shown in Figure �
� b

It follows very closely the temperature variations during the ight	
increasing the �rst �� hours and then dropping during the night when
the temperature dropped
 In the �gure	 it shown that the width of
t
 remains constant throughout the ight and therefore it will a�ect
the resolution in the same way during the whole ight


The di�erence of the sums �DS� of the arrival times in each pad�
dle is given by�

DS  �t��t
���t��t��  D��D
�D��D��
s� � s


v
� s� � s�

v
�
�d

c�
��
��

Grouping the constant terms D� � � �D
	 �s� � s
��v and �s� � s���v
together to a single constant C� and introducing a scaling term C�
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Figure �
�� In a� the distribution of the start signal t� during a �� minute
interval is shown and in b� the start signal t� is plotted versus time during
the �ight�

this can be written as�

DS  C� � C� � �d

c�rig
��
���

In order to calculate the time�of�ight from DS the values of C� and
C� must be determined
 There are four possible hit combinations
of the paddles with di�erent delays	 and hence there are four sets of
values for C� and C�
 The values of C� and C� are determined using a
large proton sample
 The velocity ��rig� of each proton is calculated
from the measured rigidity
 When plotting �t�� t
�� �t�� t�� versus
�d��rig and �tting a straight line	 the values for C� and C� are derived
for each hit combination
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The time�of�ight in ns of a particle is now calculated as�

T  
DS �C�

� � �� � C�
��
���

The constant �� is the speed of light in units of cm�ns
 The �
is calculated from the time�of�ight	 using the path length of the
particle	 as�

�  
d

�� � T
��
���

����� Performance

The performance of the time�of�ight system is carefully checked us�
ing a large sample of protons
 The distribution of the di�erence
between the time�of�ight measured with the scintillators and mea�
sured by the magnetic deection is plotted in Figure �
� a
 This is
the distribution for one of the four paddle combinations
 Fitting a
Gaussian curve to this distribution the standard deviation is found
to be ��� ps
 There is however a di�erence in performance between
the four paddle combinations and the combined resolution is slightly
worse	 around ��� ps


Note that this is not the �nal resolution and there are ways to
improve it



�� Improvements of the ToF Resolution

Before the signals from the PMTs reach the TDC they pass a dis�
criminator unit
 This unit is a leading edge discriminator with a
�xed threshold
 The threshold is adjusted to a level which is high
enough not giving any spurious triggers due to noise but low enough
to accept all real signals


The technique of using a �xed threshold does not give the best
timing resolution if the amplitude of the signal varies
 The resolution
is degraded due to the so�called time�walk e�ect
 This e�ect comes
from that signals with di�erent amplitudes reach the �xed threshold
level at di�erent times even though they have the same rise�time
and starting point
 The variation of amplitude is due to statistical
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Figure �
�� Resolution of the time�of��ight measurement for protons se�
lected with dE�dx in the scintillators� In a� the resolution before correc�
tions and in b� the resolution after the time�walk corrections are applied�

uctuations in the scintillation process and the energy loss �dE�dx�
of the particle	 and attenuation of the light when it propagates in
the scintillator to the PMT


There are two ways to minimize the e�ect of time�walk
 One is to
use a constant fraction discriminator technique implemented in the
hardware
 The second is to use the pulse height information and do
an o��line correction
 Here the latter method is used


����� Time
walk corrections

The e�ect of time�walk can be compensated by subtracting from the
measured time a value depending of the pulse height like�

ticorr  ti � f�phADCi � ��
���
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where phADCi is the pulse height measured by the ADC
 The function
f can be approximated to a good level ���� by�

f�phADCi �  
Kiq
phADCi

��
���

With this correction	 equations �
� to �
� can be rewritten as�
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In the same way as in equation �
�	 the di�erence of sums is
de�ned and from it the timewalk corrected time�of�ight is expressed
as�

Tcorr  �DS � C� � � K�q
phADC�

�
K�q
phADC�

� K�q
phADC�

� K
q
phADC�

��

� �

�� �� � C�
��
���

The values of the constants Ki are determined by minimizing the
di�erence between the resulting ToF and the ToF given by the rigid�
ity
 For each paddle combination there is an unique set of constants
Ki


����� Final resolution

When using the time�walk corrected expression for the time�of�ight
the resolution is improved
 Plotting the same proton sample as in
Figure �
� a� the resolution is improved to ��� ps compared to ��� ps	
as shown in Figure �
� b�
 The combined resolution of the four paddle
combinations is ��� ps compared to ��� ps for the non corrected
time�of�ight measurement
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The resolution is also checked for muons and alpha particles
 The
muons were gathered during test runs on the ground before the ight

Compared to protons the resolution is slightly worse	 ��� ps	 and that
is due to a lower light yield for muons in the PMTs
 Alpha particles	
on the other hand	 with their higher charge	 are giving much better
resolution than protons due to the higher light yield and it is as good
as ��� ps
 The sample of alpha particles	 like the proton sample	 is
coming from ight data



�� Pulse Height Measurements

The pulse height measurement provides information of the energy
loss �dE�dx� of the traversing particle in the scintillator
 The dE�dx
measurement plays an important role in the analysis
 It is used for
particle identi�cation and to reject multi�particle events


Figure �
� shows the distribution of the ADC signal from one
of the photo multipliers before any corrections are applied
 Posi�
tive particles �rigidity ��
� GV�c� are selected for this plot and the
pedestal is seen as the narrow peak around channel �� together with
the broader signal
 In order to have a good performance of the pulse
height measurement the scintillator data must be calibrated
 First
step is to compensate for the pedestal variations during the ight

Second	 the pulse height is corrected for the position and incidence
angle of the traversing particle in the scintillator
 Finally	 the gain
of the di�erent PMTs are normalized


����� Pedestals

There is an o��set in the output of the photomultipliers	 noticed as
a pedestal in the pulse height spectrum
 The pedestal is unique for
each tube and it varies with the temperature
 The drift is mainly an
e�ect in the PMTs	 the ADCs �LeCroy ����A ����� are stable within
	 � ADC channel
 The pedestals are adjusted before the ight to
be around channel �� to �� at �� �C


Figure �
� a� shows the variation of one pedestal value during the
ight
 The variation is due to the change in temperature and the
shape is close to what is seen for t
 in Figure �
� b�
 The maximum
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Figure �
�� The ADC signal from one of the photo multipliers� The peak
at �� channels is the pedestal�

variation for this PMT is around � channels and is in the same or�
der for the other PMTs
 To be able to keep constant e�ciency of
cuts applied on the pulse height it is necessary to compensate for
the pedestal changes
 The compensations are done using the tem�
perature given by a sensor placed on the crate containing the ADC
module
 With this temperature �Tcrate� the pedestal changes can be
described to a good approximation by a linear function�

ped�i�  A	�i� �A��i�� Tcrate ��
���

The constants A	�i� and A��i� are determined by a straight line �t
to allow the pedestal of each tube to be calculated on an event by
event basis
 These values are subtracted from the measured signal
and the resulting variations of the pedestals are within 	 � ADC
channel for all PMTs
 Figure �
� b� shows the pedestal after the
temperature compensation is applied
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Figure �
�� The pedestal before a� and after b� the temperature compen�
sation is applied� The remaining variation is within � � ADC channel

����� Corrections for position� incidence angle
and gain variations

The pulse height for a single particle varies with the position in the
scintillator
 The longer the light has to travel in the scintillator the
more it is attenuated
 This variation is strongest along the paddle
but can also be noticed across the paddle
 The variation is not the
same for all scintillators and the compensation is made individu�
ally for all photomultipliers
 The response of each photomultiplier
is mapped with respect of the impact point in the scintillator given
by the tracking
 This map is parameterized in both x and y	 using
a second order two�dimensional polynomial
 With the parametriza�
tion	 a correction is calculated on an event by event basis for a given
position
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The pulse height is also corrected for the incidence angle of a
particle to compensate for a longer path length in the scintillator

This correction has however only a minor e�ect on the performance
of the pulse height analysis


The last correction to introduce is a gain normalization
 The
normalization is done to have same response for all scintillator pad�
dles
 It is chosen so that for a minimum ionizing particle the signal
is around ��� ADC channels


����� �
dependence

To de�ne a cut for the antiproton selection a parametrization is
needed for the ��dependence of the energy loss in the scintillators

Plotting the pulse height versus � from rigidity �assuming the mass
of a proton� the band of the protons is easy to distinguish	 as shown
in Figure �
� a� for the top and b� bottom scintillators
 The protons
have pulse height �dE�dx� around ��� for � close to one and for lower
�	 a rise in dE�dx can be noticed
 The horizontal band below the
protons are muons and positrons	 minimum ionizing for all � in this
plot
 Above the proton band	 alpha particles are seen with a steep
rise	 starting at ��� for � close to one
 Between these two bands	 the
deuterons are barely seen


The distribution of the pulse height for protons �similar to that in
Figure �
�� is plotted for several � intervals	 from �
�� to �
 In each
interval	 the peak position is found and from the peak positions	 the
��dependence is derived
 For the top scintillators it results in�

dE

dX
� �����
�	�	� ��
���

and for the bottom scintillator in�

dE

dX
� �������	�	� ��
���

The resolution of the dE�dx�measurement is also derived
 It is
de�ned as the width of the left side of the peak of the pulse height
spectrum
 For minimum ionizing protons	 the relative resolution
for is ���	��� and ���	��� for the top and bottom scintillators	
respectively
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Figure �
�� Pulse height versus � from rigidity �assuming the mass of a
proton� for the top a� and bottom b� scintillator� The band of protons are
clearly visible together with muons and positrons� deuterons� and alpha
particles�



Chapter 	

Calorimeter Data

The silicon�tungsten calorimeter is designed to select particles through
a �ne sampling of the longitudinal and transversal energy distribu�
tion
 In this chapter the calibration and performance of the calorime�
ter are presented


��� Calorimeter Signals

When a charged particle traverses matter	 it loses energy primarily
through ionization
 The average di�erential energy loss �dE�dx� due
to this interaction is described by the Bethe�Bloch formula ���� and
the energy loss depends only on the � of the incident particle and
not on its mass
 The energy loss decreases rapidly for increasing �	
reaching a minimum value for � � ����	 and then slowly increasing
for � � �
 The region of minimum loss is called the minimum
ionizing region and particles that lose energy close to the minimum
are called minimum ionizing particles


In a mediumof thickness �x	 the average energy loss is �dE�dx��x

In a thin medium	 like the silicon detectors	 the energy loss is a result
of a small number of collisions	 each one with a wide range of possible
energy transfers
 The distribution of the energy loss in this case is
described by the Landau theory	 see ����


A particle traversing the calorimeter produces a number of elec�
tron�hole pairs in the silicon detectors	 proportional to the energy
lost by the particle
 The holes and electrons drift toward the anode

��
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and cathode respectively	 where they are collected
 The signals from
the silicon strips are ampli�ed with two di�erent gains �to give a
large dynamic range� and read by an ��bit ADC
 The ADC signals
above a hardware threshold are recorded


����� Ampli�cation ���

Figure �
� shows the energy loss distribution for a single silicon strip
using several thousands events from the ight data
 The data in the

Figure �
�� Distribution of the energy loss in one calorimeter strip in
ADC channels for the ampli�cation ��� from �ight data� The �rst peak
is the truncated tail of the pedestal� the second peak is the most probable
energy lost by a minimum ionizing particle� The saturation on the last
����th� ADC channel is also shown�

�gure is a combination of minimum ionizing particles	 slow protons	
alpha particles and heavier nuclei	 and interacting particles
 The
�rst peak is the �by hardware� truncated tail of the pedestal
 The
second peak is the most probable energy lost by a minimum ionizing
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particle de�ned as one �mip�
 The tail of the distribution is due
to interaction in the calorimeter	 non�minimum ionizing and Z��
particles
 A good separation between the two peaks can be noticed
and the resulting signal to noise ratio is �� or better for most of the
strips
 For a limited number of strips	 no separation between signal
and pedestal is found in ampli�cation ���


����� Ampli�cation ��

Ampli�cation�� is only used for high energy losses
 With this ampli�
�cation	 the dynamic range is extended and the maximum detected
energy is over ��� mip
 During the ight the hardware threshold was
put to � � mip
 If strips that are too noisy in ampli�cation ���	
present a resonable signal in ampli�cation ��	 then only this signal
is used


����� Calorimeter calibration

The normalization coe�cients for each channel are obtained by �t�
ting the distributions of the ADC signals after the pedestals are
subtracted
 The pedestals were calculated before the ight
 It is the
second peak in Figure �
� that is used for the calibration of ampli��
cation ���
 For the �t of the distribution	 a semi�gaussian function
�to take care of the electronic noise� plus a Landau tail �for mini�
mum ionizing particles� and plus a constant factor �for interacting
particles etc� is used


The calibration of the ampli�cation �� is obtained from the ra�
tio between the ADC signals obtained with the two gains and the
normalization coe�cients of the ampli�cation ���
 The ratio is cal�
culated in the region where the signal from the two gains are over�
lapping


After the calibration	 the data are converted to units of mip and
a software threshold of �
� mip is applied	 i
e
 all data from single
strips with a signal lower than this value are put to zero
 This
threshold is the best compromise between minimization of the noise
and e�ciency in detecting the signal
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����� Results

The calibration of the ight data results in that about ��� of the
strips are working in both ampli�cations	 �� gives no useful signal
due to detector or electronic failure	 and the remaining strips can be
used only for high energy losses
 The resulting energy resolution for
detected energies below �� mip is around �
�� mip
 Above �� mip	
the ampli�cation ��� saturates and the other gain is used
 The
absolute energy resolution becomes about �� times worse but	 still	
the relative resolution is better than �� �


When comparing the calibration coe�cients obtained before and
during the ight	 no statistically signi�cant di�erence is found im�
plying that pedestals and gains had no signi�cant variations


��� Non�interacting Particles

Figure �
� shows a �
� GV�c negative muon from ground data in
the two views of the calorimeter
 The numbers in the �gure indicate
the energy loss in mip
 A minimum ionizing particle loses a small
amount of its kinetic energy	 �� MeV	 traversing the calorimeter

Normally	 a single particle deposits its energy in one single strip per
plane unless the particle crosses a detector between two strips
 The
resulting distributions of number of hits and detected energy in the
calorimeter of minimum ionizing particles are peaked at �� �� planes
� � views�
 Figure �
� a� shows the number of hits and b� the en�
ergy loss distribution obtained using negatively charged events from
ground data with rigidity greater than � GV�c
 These events are
mainly muons with a small number of electrons �less than ��� and
the resulting distributions are typical for minimum ionizing particles

A low number of strips hits corresponds to particles passing through
broken strips or in the dead areas between the silicon detectors
�

The distribution of the energy loss is much broader than the
distribution of number of hits
 This is due to the large uctuations in
the energy lost by the particles crossing the silicon strips
 Thus	 the
number of strips hit is a better parameter to de�ne non interacting

�The non sensitive gap is about ��
 mm wide� corresponding to about �� �
of the total area�
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Figure �
�� Hits and energy losses distribution in the x and y views of
the calorimeter for a ��� GV�c negative muon from ground data� The
numbers indicate the energy loss in mip�

particles than the energy loss
 This is true also for non relativistic
particles if they do not interact in the calorimeter
 In this case	 the
energy loss will be higher than � mip per strip with an average given
by the the Bethe�Bloch formula	 while the number of strips hit will
still be around �� or lower
 Hence	 requiring that the number of strips
hit less than �� is an e�cient selection criterion for non interacting
particles with	 at least above � GV�c	 a low contamination from
showers �see Figure �
� and Figure �
��


��� Showers in the Calorimeter

Figure �
� shows an electromagnetic shower induced by a �
� GV�c
electron �Top� and a hadronic shower produced by a � GV�c in�
teracting proton �Bottom�
 The di�erence in topology and energy
loss of the two showers are evident as well as the di�erence from
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Figure �
�� Distribution of� a� number of strips hit and b� energy loss in�
side the calorimeter for negatively charged particles with a rigidity greater
than � GV�c for ground data� The arrow in a� indicates the value below
which more than ��� of the non interacting particles are found�

the muon in Figure �
�
 The di�erent features of the electromag�
netic shower enable a clear separation between electrons�positrons
and other particles
 These features are used for identi�cation of
antiprotons against a background of electrons	 see section �
�


Figure �
� shows the distribution of the number of strips hit
for negatively charged particles from the ight data with a rigid�
ity greater than � GV�c
 The �rst narrow peak corresponds to non�
interacting particles �mainly negative muons and pions�
 The second
broader peak is due to showering particles �mainly electrons and in�
teracting pions�
 A cut at �� strips allows a good separation between
these two types of particles
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Figure �
�� Hits and energy losses in the x and y views of the calorimeter�
Top� ��� GV�c electron� bottom� ��� GV�c proton from the �ight data�
The numbers indicate the energy loss in mip�
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Figure �
�� Distribution of the number of strips hit inside the calorimeter
using negatively charged particles from the �ight data with rigidity greater
than � GV�c� The distribution due to showering particles is clearly sep�
arated from the distribution due to non interacting particles� The arrow
indicates the value below which less than �� of the showering particles
are found�



Chapter 


RICH detector data

This chapter describes the analysis of data from the RICH detector	
from raw data to the Cherenkov angle


�� Single Events

When a charged particle traverses the RICH	 Cherenkov light is emit�
ted in the radiator and detected in both the anode wires and the pad
plane
 Figure �
� shows a single event detected in the pad plane �size
������� mm��
 The event is a proton �� �
���	 at perpendicular
incidence angle ��
���	 selected from ight data with the RICH and
scintillator dE�dx
 The � is measured by the RICH and the inci�
dence angle is determined by the tracking system
 The small squares
in the �gure indicate pads that are hit� �lled squares for pads with
signal due to Cherenkov photons and open squares for the pads with
the induced signal from ionization of the ampli�cation gas by the
particle itself
 The size of a square is proportional to the ampli�
tude of the signal and a pad with a high signal corresponds to a
large square
 The ring of Cherenkov light is clearly visible and there
is a good separation between the Cherenkov light and the primary
ionization


Normally	 each photoelectron induces a signal in more than one
pad
 It is found that on average	 �
� pads are hit per photoelec�
tron ����
 In this event	 �� pads are hit due to Cherenkov light	
corresponding to �� photoelectrons
 The number of photoelectrons

��
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Figure �
�� A single event in the RICH� The ring of Cherenkov light
is clearly visible from proton �������� at perpendicular incidence� The
radius of the ring is � cm� The vertical lines on top of the �gure indi�
cate anode wires that are hit and the length of a line corresponds to the
amplitude of the signal�

detected is proportional to the amount of Cherenkov light that enters
the photosensitive volume
 The amount of Cherenkov light emitted
is depending on both the incidence angle and the velocity of the
particle	 as described later in this chapter


Futhermore	 the signal from the ionization of the ampli�cation
gas by the particle is also distributed over several pads
 In this
particular event	 � pads are hit due to the ionization
 The pad with
the highest signal	 i
e
 the largest square	 coincides with the position
of where the particle traversed the pad plane
 This signal is so high
that the pre�ampli�er �the AMPLEX chip� becomes saturated
 �The
saturation e�ect is illustrated in Figure �
�
� The signal from the
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pre�ampli�er is digitized	 the maximal signal is ��� ADC channels
and all pads with a signal larger than ��� are classi�ed as saturated

This is a unique feature of the pads hit due to the ionization
 A
photoelectron is not able to give such high signal in a pad


The vertical lines on top of the �gure indicate anode wires that
are hit and the length of a line corresponds to the amplitude of
the signal
 These signals are not used for the reconstruction of the
Cherenkov angle	 but still provide useful information
 For example	
the detection e�ciency of the wires are close to ���� while the pads
have an e�ciency of ��� for a single photoelectron
 Each pad hit
should therefore have a corresponding wire hit
 If not	 the pad signal
is probably due to noise and can be rejected from the Cherenkov
angle reconstruction


In the case of inclined incidence angles	 the image of the Cheren�
kov light is no longer a ring
 Due to the high index of refraction of
NaF	 part of the photons will be trapped inside the radiator and this
distorts the image
 Instead of having the expected elliptical shape	
the image in the pad plane becomes U�shaped	 as shown in Fig�
ure �
�
 The �gure shows an electron �� � �� at ��� incidence angle	
selected by the calorimeter from ight data
 The main part of the
photoelectrons are accumulated in the central part of the U�shape
with a decreasing amount of light further out in the arms
 This ef�
fect is most clearly noticed for particles with charge Z��
 What is
important is that the good separation between the Cherenkov light
and the ionization signals remains for inclined events �up to ����


The information from the ionization pads is used to calculate the
impact position of the particle in the pad plane
 The position is
derived with a centre of gravity method	 taking the signal amplitude
into account
 The resolution of this method is limited by the size of
the pads and by the number of pads used for the calculation
 The
obtained resolution �Figure �
�� of � �
�� cm is comparable to the
expected value since � pads on average give a signal and that the
pad size is 
�� cm
 In Figure �
�	 the centre of the small ring ���
indicates the resulting position by the centre of gravity calculation

This position is compared with the position of where the particle
traversed the pad plane	 given by an extrapolation of the tracking
system information
 The tracking position is indicated in the �gure
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Figure �
�� The detected light from an electron at ��� incidence angle�
The arrow in the �gure is indicating the direction of the particle�

with an �
 As shown in the �gure	 the position of the � and the ring
agrees very well
 In this particular event	 the di�erence is �
�� cm
for the x coordinate and �
�� cm for the y coordinate
 A large
di�erence in x or y indicates that the particle has scattered and the
track extrapolation is not valid
 For these events	 the Cherenkov
angle might not be correct	 �the algorithm for the Cherenkov angle
calculation depends on the tracking information� and they should
be rejected
 This is used in the selection criteria for antiproton and
protons	 see Chapter �


In the data from the ight	 there is noise present in some events
even though the noise is very low in the electronics
 The number of
noisy pads is of the order of one per event ���� � ���
�
 In other
events	 there are more than one particle traversing the RICH at
the same time and in some cases	 the extra particle is not detected
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anywhere else in the spectrometer
 These events are still possible
to reject with the RICH using the location of the saturated pads

In normal events	 when one charged particle traverses the RICH	 all
saturated pads are located in the ionization area
 The ionization
area is de�ned by a ��� pads matrix surrounding the pad where
the particle crossed the pad plane according to the tracking
 A pad
with a signal above the saturation limit	 separated by a distance of
more than � pads from the ionization area	 is de�ned as a pile�up
pad
 Hence	 the presence of pile�up pads indicate that an additional
charged particle went through the RICH


Figure �
� shows an event with two particles detected in the
RICH	 but only one particle detected in the scintillators and tracking
�not shown here�
 This event is selected with the condition of having
a pile�up pad
 In this event	 some of the pads clearly belonging to
the second particle �the lower one in the �gure� are used for the cal�
culation of the Cherenkov angle ��lled squares� of the �rst particle
identi�ed by the tracking system
 Obviously	 this leads to a wrongly
estimated Cherenkov angle and these events should be rejected in
the analysis


�� The Cherenkov Angle

The steps in the reconstruction of the Cherenkov angle are in short
the following�

�
 decode and process the raw data�

�
 calculate the Cherenkov angle for all individual pads�

�
 determine the mean Cherenkov angle for the event using a Gaus�
sian potential method


	���� Processing of data

After decoding	 the raw data is processed to derive a number of dif�
ferent parameters
 For example	 it is important to determine which
pads belong to the ionization since they will not be used for the
Cherenkov angle determination
 The pad with the largest signal is
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Figure �
�� Two particles traversing the RICH at the same time�

also identi�ed	 and the surrounding pads are used for the centre of
gravity calculation
 The number of saturated pads are counted	 and	
if located outside the ionization area	 they are classi�ed as pile�up
pads
 In addition	 the number of pads hit without a signal in corre�
sponding wires are counted


The distribution of the number of ionization pads is presented in
Figure �
� a�
 The �gure is made with a proton sample selected
with a combination of scintillator and RICH data
 It is found that
the number of ionization pads is rather independent of rigidity and
incidence angle
 An increase is however seen for low � and higher
charged particles due to a larger energy loss in the ampli�cation gas


After the �rst processing	 the Cherenkov angle algorithm calcu�
lates the Cherenkov angle for each pad located outside the ionization
area
 From the Cherenkov relation it appears straight forward to de�
rive the � of the particle from the measured Cherenkov angle and
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Figure �
�� a� The distribution of the number of ionization pads and b�
the e�ective number of pads used for the Cherenkov angle calculation for
a proton sample selected in the rigidity range ��
���� GV�c�

the index of refraction
 In practice	 it is more complicated because
of the properties of NaF


	���� Index of refraction

One problem with using a solid radiator is to �nd a material with an
index of refraction less than

p
�
 As described in Chapter �	 NaF is

the only known solid ful�lling this criterion
 However	 the index of
refraction of NaF varies strongly with the wavelength of the light ����
and photons emitted at di�erent wavelengths will refract di�erently

For particles at perpendicular incidence and low �	 all Cherenkov
light will escape the radiator
 This is shown in Figure �
� where
the emitted light refracts at the surface of the crystal into the drift
volume
 When � increases	 the Cherenkov angle becomes larger and
part of the light	 emitted at short wavelengths and thus higher index



Figure �
�� A schematic view of the RICH when a particle with incidence
angle � traverses the detector� The Cherenkov light is emitted at an angle
�c and is partly trapped inside the radiator due to total re�ection� The
particle traverses the pad plane at A� the Cherenkov photon is emitted at
C and is converted to a photoelectron at B�

In summary� The wavelength of the Cherenkov photons that can
escape the radiator depends on both the incidence angle and � of the
particle
 This causes a problem for the calculation of the Cherenkov
angle ��c�
 The � of a particle is calculated from the Cherenkov
relation using nNaF 	 but if nNaF depends on the �	 how is then nNaF
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Figure �
�� The compensated index of refraction as function of � and ��

determined#

To solve this problem	 a �t of nNaF as function of � and incidence
angle is used
 This is called the compensated index of refraction
 The
compensated nNaF is not the physical nNaF 	 which is a property of
the crystal itself
 The compensated nNaF is instead found using the
detected Cherenkov photons
 The detection of the photons depends
on the properties of the RICH and if the properties would change
�like change from a quartz window to a CaF window�	 then the com�
pensated nNaF would look di�erent


The compensated nNaF is derived from a proton sample selected
with the scintillator dE�dx information	 with � calculated from the
rigidity and the incidence angle given by the tracking system
 For
a proton with known �	 � and �c	 a nNaF value is obtained via the
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Cherenkov relation
 This is done for a large sample to cover the
whole range in � and �


Figure �
� shows the compensated nNaF derived from the proton
sample as function of � and �
 The large increase for small � is due
to an overlap between the Cherenkov light and the ionization
 For
these events	 the light inside the ionization area is not included in
the calculation of the Cherenkov angle
 As a consequence	 a larger
Cherenkov angle is calculated and hence a larger nNaF value is found
for these events


	���� Reconstruction of the Cherenkov angle

As previously mentioned	 on average �
� pads are hit per photoelec�
tron
 In principle this would allow a centre of gravity calculation of
the position of the photoelectrons
 In practice this is not possible
since there is an overlap of pads hit by di�erent photoelectrons
 In�
stead	 each pad is treated independently and a Cherenkov angle ��i�
is calculated geometrically for each pad using an iterative method
����
 In this method	 the Cherenkov angle is found as the angle
which gives a hit in a speci�c pad with the given direction of the
particle
 This is illustrated in Figure �
� where the Cherenkov light
from one photon is emitted with an angle �c in the NaF crystal
 Af�
ter traversing the drift volume	 the light enters the photosensitive
chamber through the quartz window
 In the chamber the photon is
converted by the TMAE	 ampli�ed by the anode wire and detected
in the pad B
 The information of the tracking is used to �nd both
the position A of where the particle traversed the pad plane and the
incidence angle �
 The extrapolated track is also used to de�ne the
point of emission C of the Cherenkov photons in the NaF crystal


The velocity � of a the particle is determined using a bisection
method
 Cherenkov light is emitted in NaF for � between �
�� and
�	 de�ning the limit for the bisection algorithm


The � is found in the following way�

�
 Use � �
�� as start value�

�
 Get the compensated nNaF from the �t for the given � and ��
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�
 For each pad hit	 �nd the �i of a photon emitted in C that is
detected in B using the compensated nNaF found in �
�

�
 Derive the mean Cherenkov angle �c of the event	 using a Gaus�
sian potential method	 described below�

�
 Use �c and compensated nNaF to calculated a new � via the
Cherenkov relation�

�
 Compare if the new � is larger or smaller than the � used in �

to �nd the � for the next iteration with the bisection method�

�
 Repeat step �
 to �
 ten times to �nd the correct � and thereby
the compensated nNaF and most important	 the Cherenkov an�
gle 


In step �
	 the mean Cherenkov angle of the event is determined
from the individual Cherenkov angles of each pad hit
 If the mean is
calculated in a method without weighting the information	 all pads
will have the same inuence on the result
 If a Cherenkov angle is
determined for all pads without �ltering	 pads due to noise might be
included
 Noisy pads located at a large distance from the real image
will a�ect the mean value signi�cantly
 The method that determines
the mean value must therefore be able to suppress the noise


	���� Gaussian potential method

In the gaussian potential method ����	 pads with Cherenkov angles
far from the mean value are suppressed
 The suppression is achieved
by assigning a weight wi following a Gaussian distribution around
the Cherenkov angle of the event�

wi  e
���i��c�

�

���
i ��
��

where �i is the error of the Cherenkov angle of that pad
 The error
of an individual pad is rather independent of � and � of the particle

For the calculation	 a �xed value of �� mrad is used for all �i
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The Cherenkov angle of the event is found by minimizing the
function f��c��

f��c�  �
npadsX
i��

wi ��
��

The minimization is done by varying �c	 starting at zero and increas�
ing it in �� mrad steps
 When a minimum of f��c� is found	 the step
length is decreased to � mrad for the next iterations around the �rst
minimum
 When a new minimum is found with a better precision	
the step length is decreased once more	 and in the last iterations	 the
minimum is found with �
� mrad steps


The gaussian potential method is illustrated in Figure �
�
 In
the �gure	 the individual Cherenkov angles �i are shown together
with a Gaussian curve
 The method can be pictured like the curve
is moved from left to right and the resulting mean value is the value
that maximize the weight of all �i


The e�ective number of pads �neff � used in the calculation is
given by�

neff  
�
Pnpads

i wi��Pnpads
i w�

i

��
��

neff is related to �but not the same as� the number pads hit
 For
the proton event in Figure �
�	 the number of pads hit is �� and neff
is ��
�


The distribution of neff is presented in Figure �
� b
 The plot
is made with a proton sample selected with a combination of the
scintillator and RICH data in the rigidity range �
� to �
� GV�c
 The
number of pads hit due to Cherenkov light depends on the incidence
angle and Figure �
� b shows the average for all angles �� to ����

neff also depends on where the light is detected on the pad plane	
see Chapter �


	���� Error analysis

There are several sources contributing to the total error on the
Cherenkov angle
 The two largest single sources of error are�

a
 scattering of the particle giving a wrong incidence angle from
the track extrapolation�
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Figure �
�� The Gaussian potential method applied on proton event pre�
sented in Fig� 
��

b
 wavelength dependence of the index of refraction of NaF �chro�
maticity�


Since the Cherenkov angle determination depends on the information
given by the tracking system	 a scattering and consequent change of
direction will propagate directly into the Cherenkov angle
 If the
scattering of the particle takes place below the NaF	 e
g
 in the
quartz window	 electronics	 cover of the RICH	 or the scintillator	
then the Cherenkov photons will be emitted in a di�erent angle with
respect of the particle than what is given by the track extrapolation

Not only the angle is a�ected	 the prediction of the impact position
in the pad plane can also be wrong
 Most of these events are possi�
ble to reject by comparing the predicted position from the tracking
with the position given by the centre of gravity calculation
 Still	
if the scattering takes place close to the pad plane	 the di�erence
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will be small and hence di�cult to reject with this cut
 The scatter�
ing is rigidity dependent and this error becomes signi�cant for low
rigidities
 For example	 a � GV�c proton is estimated to scatter on
average �
� mrad whereas at �
� GV�c the average scattering angle
increases to � mrad


The chromaticity of NaF broadens the Cherenkov angle distribu�
tion since photons emitted with di�erent wavelength will hit the pad
plane in di�erent positions
 This is most important for a slow parti�
cle where the Cherenkov angle is small �giving small ring radius�
 For
these events	 a smearing in position in the pad plane will a�ect the
Cherenkov angle more compared to events with larger radius
 How�
ever	 a good separations between antiprotons and the background of
pions	 muons and electrons is still possible to achieve for slow parti�
cles due to the large di�erence in the expected Cherenkov angle


The following sources contribute less to the error�

c
 uncertainty of the emission point of the photons in the NaF�

d
 the �nite pad size�

e
 multiple scattering in the NaF


When a particle traverses the NaF radiator	 light is emitted at all
points along the track but since the emission point of each single
photon is unknown	 it is assumed to be emitted in the centre of the
crystal
 Hence	 when the photon is traced backwards from the pad
to the assumed position in centre of the NaF crystal	 the angle can
be wrongly reconstructed
 This will broaden the Cherenkov angle
distribution


From the detection of the avalanche induced by a photoelectron	
it is not possible to locate exactly where above the pad the photo�
conversion occurred
 This introduces an error
 For the Cherenkov
angle determination	 the centre of the pad is assumed to be the
position of the avalanche
 This error increases for slower particles
due to smaller ring radii


When a particle traverses the radiator	 it undergoes multiple scat�
tering
 The scattering in the radiator implies that the emission points
for the photons are not along a straight line
 The di�erent emission
points will broaden the Cherenkov angle distribution	 comparable to
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the uncertainty in the emission point
 The scattering in the NaF is
rigidity dependent and the error increases for lower rigidities


Example of other sources	 with a small or negligible contribution
to the error are�

f
 uncertainty in the conversion point in the TMAE�
the anode wire pitch�
energy losses of the particle during its passage�
uncertainties in the geometrical dimension


The estimated error for � GV�c protons at perpendicular inci�
dence angle is summarized in Table �
�
 The behaviour of the RICH
is well understood
 The expected resolution of the Cherenkov angle	
taking all the errors into account	 agrees with the measured reso�
lution
 For a � GV�c proton at perpendicular incidence	 the total
error is estimated to be �
� mrad compared to �
� mrad found for
the ight data


Source Error �mrad�

Scattering �
�
Chromaticity �
�

Scattering in NaF �
�
Emission point�
Pad size�
Small errors �
�

Table �
�� The estimated errors in the Cherenkov angle for a � GV�c
proton at perpendicular incidence� The total error� assuming no correla�
tions� is ��� mrad� For �ight data� the resolution is found to be ��� mrad�

The measured resolution for protons as function of rigidity for
four ranges of the incidence angle is presented in Figure �
� and
the resolution of the Cherenkov angle for electrons and muons is
presented in Figure �
��
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Chapter �

Selection of Antiprotons

For the selection of antiprotons	 the combined information from the
tracking system	 time�of�ight system	 calorimeter and RICH is used

This chapter describes how the selection criteria are implemented on
the data given by the di�erent detectors	 the contamination left over
by the selection	 and the number of identi�ed antiprotons


��� Tracking System Selection Criteria

The primary purpose of the tracking system is to provide a mea�
surement of the rigidity of the particles
 However	 a good rigidity
measurement is not enough for an experiment aiming to determine
the antiproton to proton ratio in the cosmic rays
 In fact	 when a
proton traverses the tracking system there is a non negligible proba�
bility that it scatters in such way that it appears as having a negative
curvature instead of a positive and can be mistaken for an antiproton

The probability is not negligible because the protons are by far the
most common particles in the cosmic rays
 There are at least a fac�
tor of ��
 to ��� more protons than antiprotons
 The cuts on the
tracking system must therefore be chosen to reject scattered events
and provide a reliable rigidity measurement


���� Basic cuts on the tracking system data

The basic cuts on the tracking data are�

��
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� the �t routine must converge�

� the number of points in the �t� xhit 
 ��� yhit 
 ��

� the goodness of the �t �normalized�� ��
x � �� ��

y � ��

� the uncertainty in the deection ���� �� � �
�� �GV�c���


These cuts are partly based on the experience gained using the same
tracking system in other balloon ights ���� and ����


The number of points required in the �t is chosen as a trade o�
between the e�ciency of the tracking system and the reliability of the
rigidity measurement
 A higher number of points in the �t implies a
better measurement but with a lower e�ciency
 The tracking system
is orientated relative to the magnet so that the bending plane is x
and there are more chambers in x than y	 �� and �� respectively

Consequently	 more hits are required in the �t for x than for y


The �� is a measure of the goodness of the �t
 A high �� could
indicate that the particle has scattered during the passage of the
tracking system
 For the same reasons as for the number of points
in the �t	 harder cuts are put on ��

x than �
�
y


The cut on the uncertainty in the deection does not a�ect the
selection very much because a large uncertainty is normally due to a
small number of points used in the �t and those events are already
rejected by the cut on number of points required for the �t
 However	
a large uncertainty could also be due to that the particle passed a
region of weak magnetic �eld


���� Additional cuts on the tracking system data

To further reject scattered protons	 the tracking system is divided
in two parts consisting of the top and the bottom drift chambers	
for which two separate �ts are done
 For the two �ts	 the �� and ��
are calculated and cuts are put on these quantities
 There is also a
cut to reject events with more than one charged track in the tracking
volume
 This is done by limiting the number of layers with additional
hits more than � cm away from the �tted track
 The additional cuts
are�
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� ��
x�top � ��	 ��

y�top � ��	 ��
x�bot � �� and ��

y�bot � ���

� j�� � ���topj � �� ���

� j�� � ���botj � � � ���

� j���top � ���botj � �� ���

� there must not be more than � DC layers with additional hits


The values of �i are determined from a large proton sample and are�
��  ������GV�c��� 	 ��  ������GV�c��� and ��  ������GV�c���


With these additional cuts on the tracking data	 all scattered
protons are rejected as well as events with more than one track in
the tracking volume


��� The Aluminium Bar �not pbar��

The gondola is connect to the balloon via a �� kg aluminium bar
with a � kg steel hook in the centre	 situated �
� m above the RICH

All this material implies that particles passing through the bar have
a probability to interact and produce secondary particles
 The bar
has an I�shape	 �
� m long	 �� cm high and the width is �� cm in
the centre decreasing to � cm at the ends
 The shape is indicated
in Figure �
� and the centre of the bar �x �� cm	 y � cm�	 stands
out with an increased ux compared to the uniform background of
muons�pions
 The muons�pions are selected as non�interacting par�
ticles in the calorimeter and their trajectories are extrapolated to
the level of the bar
 The production and loss of particles in the
non�uniform shaped bar cannot be estimated reliably and hence all
particles crossing it are rejected
 This reduces the geometrical fac�
tor of the spectrometer by approximately ��� for rigidities above
� GV�c
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Figure �
�� The distribution of negative muons�pions �about ���� events�
at the level of the bar� The area of each square is proportional to the
number of events� The shape of the bar is indicated and the large squares
at x��� cm and y�� cm shows that a larger �ux is coming from the centre
of the bar where most of the material is located�

��� Time�of�	ight System Selection Cri�

teria

The main purpose of the time�of�ight �ToF� measurement is to re�
ject albedo particles
 These particles would appear with opposite
sign of charge if they were taken as down going instead of up going
particles
 The dE�dx information given by the scintillators is impor�
tant for the selection of Z � particles
 Finally	 the hit combination
of the two top scintillator paddles is also providing useful information
to reject multiple particle events


The cuts on the dE�dx and hit combination must be made so that
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multi particle events coming from interactions above the tracking
system are rejected
 The interactions could take place either in the
dome	 the RICH or in the top scintillators
 Furthermore	 there are
showers induced in the atmosphere above the payload
 On the other
hand	 antiprotons interacting below the tracking system should be
part of the sample and care has to be taken not rejecting them

Therefore no restrictions are put on the bottom scintillators	 neither
on dE�dx nor on hit combination of the paddles


���� Cuts on the scintillator data

In summary the cuts on the scintillator data are�

� ToF � � to reject albedo particles�

� dE�dx losses in the top scintillators as expected for protons�

� only one of the two paddles hit in the top scintillator plane


The albedo rejection is easy to accomplish
 The time�of�ight for
a � � � particle is around � ns to be compared with the resolution
that is better than ��� ps
 This indicates that the chance of taking
an albedo particle for being down going is negligible
 The albedo
rejection is strengthened by the RICH where no Cherenkov light
is detected for albedo particles
 The RICH is capable of rejecting
���
�	�
��� of the albedo particles


The dE�dx cut is based on the behaviour of a proton sample
selected by the calorimeter
 Using the derived ��dependence and
resolution �see section �
�
��	 the dE�dX�cut is de�ned with the up�
per limit set to the expected peak position for a proton plus �
� mip
and the lower limit as the peak position minus three times the width
of a Gaussian �t of the lower half of the distribution
 In this way
multi�particle events are rejected


The hit combination can be used in the following way
 If a single
particle is traversing the tracking system only one paddle should be
hit in the top scintillators
 If two paddles are hit it indicates that a
second particle was present
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��� Calorimeter Selection Criteria

The primary purpose of the calorimeter in the antiproton analysis
is to reject electrons which are the main background
 The selection
criteria are chosen so that more importance is given in not losing too
many non�electromagnetic particles than in rejecting all the elec�
trons


Due to its limited thickness in terms of interaction lengths �less
than �
� �I �����	 the calorimeter is not well suited to identify hadrons
by measuring of their energy
 Slow particles can instead be identi�
�ed by sampling the energy loss information in each crossed sili�
con strip
 This permits	 for example	 selection of non�interacting
protons against a background of deuterons for rigidities lower than
� GV�c
 However	 for the search of antiprotons at rigidities greater
than � GV�c	 the non�containment in the calorimeter of the parti�
cle neither permits to e�ciently separate non�interacting antiprotons
from negative muons �or pions� nor interacting antiprotons from in�
teracting negative pions
 Still the calorimeter plays an important
role in the antiproton analysis


As shown in section �
� a clear separation between non�interacting
and showering particles can be achieved with the calorimeter for
rigidities greater than � GV�c
 This implies that non�interacting
antiprotons can be extracted from the electron background with
nearly no contamination and with an e�ciency close to ����
 How�
ever	 the interaction probability in the calorimeter for a � GV�c
antiproton is about ���
 Due to the low antiproton statistics	 it
is necessary to chose the calorimeter selection criteria with as high
e�ciency as possible
 Thus it is essential to de�ne selection criteria
able to identify hadronic showers induced by interacting antiprotons
in an background of electromagnetic showers


As presented in ����	 the longitudinal and transversal segmenta�
tion of the calorimeter combined with the measurement of the energy
lost by the particles in the silicon detectors permits a high identi��
cation power for electromagnetic showers and a high rejection power
for hadronic particles
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���� Double showers in the calorimeter

Some electrons emit a bremsstrahlung photon before entering the
calorimeter �e
g
 in the RICH or the aluminium cover of the gon�
dola�
 The electromagnetic shower induced by the photon can be
detected in the calorimeter as a second shower
 If a second shower
is found in the analysis and if it is possible to determine that it is
induced by a bremsstrahlung photon	 the event is clearly identi�ed
as an electron
 The detection of the second shower is possible when
it is clearly separated from the �rst one	 i
e
 the distributions of the
strips hit of the two showers do not overlap	 and when the energy loss
is higher than for a single charged track
 The separation of the two
showers is normally obtained for kinetic energies lower than � GeV

In fact	 for these energies the magnetic �eld can deect the incoming
electron causing it to enter the calorimeter several centimeters away
from the bremsstrahlung photon


The most probable positions	 at which a bremsstrahlung pho�
ton can be emitted	 are the RICH and the aluminium cover of the
gondola
 The direction of the electron before entering the magnetic
�eld is used to estimate the position of a bremsstrahlung photon in
the calorimeter
 Note that the emission angle of the photon with
respect to the electron is less than about � mrad�
 The event with
a second shower is tagged according to if the shower was produced
in the RICH or in the aluminium cover
 Figure �
� shows an event
identi�ed with a second shower in the RICH
 The second shower is
clearly identi�ed


Some bremsstrahlung photons may instead be produced in the
top scintillator or in the tracking system
 These photons induce
showers in di�erent positions in the calorimeter and	 consequently	
cannot be identi�ed by the previous method
 Because of this pos�
sibility	 the calorimeter is scanned for a second shower
 If a second
shower is found	 the event is tagged di�erently from the previous tag�
ging
 These double shower events with a single track in the tracking
system are	 with high probability	 electron events
 However	 also an
interacting antiproton may fake a second shower if it loses enough
energy away from the �tted track
 Thus	 in order not losing

�The bremsstrahlung angle �brems � me�pe with me and pe mass and mo�
mentum of the electron�
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Figure �
�� Display of a single ��� GV�c electron in the CAPRICE in�
strument� The electron emits� according to an extrapolation of the track�
a bremsstrahlung photon in the RICH� From top to bottom is displayed�
the RICH seen from above� the tracking system� and at the bottom the
calorimeter� Note that the �gure is not to scale� e�g� the calorime�
ter is signi�cantly thinner than shown in the �gure� The calorimeter
shows the two electromagnetic showers produced by the electron and by
the bremsstrahlung photon� respectively� In the non�bending view �left�
the two showers overlap�
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antiprotons	 only the events with a bremsstrahlung photon produced
in the RICH or the dome are identi�ed as electrons without further
analysis


More than one third of the electrons in the rigidity region �
� to
� GV�c are accompanied by a bremsstrahlung photon reconstructed
in the calorimeter


���� Shower identi�cation

An electromagnetic shower is identi�ed by imposing cuts on a few
parameters based on its shape and energy distribution
 These pa�
rameters can be classi�ed as�

�
 energy�momentum match�

�
 longitudinal pro�le�

�
 transversal pro�le�

�
 topological development of the shower�

�
 starting point of the shower


The energy dependence of electromagnetic showers is taken into ac�
count by using cuts with a logarithmic dependence on the rigidity

However	 not all parameters have a logarithmic dependence and as a
consequence there is a slight dependence of the performances of the
detector with the energy


A short description of these parameters and cuts is given below

The description as well as the study of the parameters are based
on simulations
 Simulations are used because it is not possible to
select a pure sample of electrons from the ight data without using
the calorimeter and the antiproton sample is limited by statistics

A Monte Carlo simulation reproducing the full instrument includ�
ing the magnetic �eld	 based on the CERN GEANT�FLUKA��
��
code ����	 is used
 The simulation results were compared with the
results from beam tests of the calorimeter and a good agreement was
found	 see ����
 An excellent agreement between this simulation and
the experimental data has also been seen in the positron�electron
analysis of the ight data	 as presented in ����
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All �gures shown below are obtained using simulated data
 The
comparison is done only between electrons and interacting antipro�
tons
 As already pointed out	 a clear separation between non�inte�
racting antiprotons and electrons is easily obtained	 for example	 by
a cut on the number of strips hit


���� Energy
momentum match

Figure �
� shows the total detected energy in the calorimeter divided
by the momentum of the particles as function of the rigidity for
simulated antiprotons and electrons
 For clarity of the �gure	 the

Figure �
�� Total detected energy in the calorimeter divided by the mo�
mentum of the particles versus the rigidity for antiprotons and electrons�
For clarity the electrons have been given positive charge� The solid line at
�� indicates the chosen antiproton cut�

sign of the rigidity of the electrons has been reversed
 The energy
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lost in the silicon strips by electromagnetic showers is proportional
to the energy of the electrons
 Thus	 the total energy losses divided
by the energies �momentum� of the particles are distributed around
a constant value
 This is true at least up to � GeV	 above this
energy the longitudinal leakage �the calorimeter is only � X	� is not
negligible and the total energy loss is not anymore proportional to
the energy of the electron
 In Figure �
� this proportionality is clearly
seen for electrons


For interacting antiprotons	 the leakage plays an important role
�for a full containment of a � GeV�c antiproton at least three inter�
action lengths are needed	 more than �� X	� and no proportionality
with the momentum can be found	 as shown in Figure �
�
 The anti�
proton selection based on this variable	 as indicated in the �gure	
reject more than ��� of the electrons keeping more than ��� of the
interacting antiprotons in the rigidity range �
���
� GV�c


The dependence on the rigidity of the electrons is also expressed
via the energy loss in the silicon strip with maximum detected en�
ergy
 In the case of electromagnetic showers	 this energy is due to
secondaries electrons and positrons that cross this strip	 each losing
energy of the order of � mip
 Thus the maximum detected energy in
mip is of the same order of the number of charged secondaries at the
shower maximum �� �� for a shower induced by � GeV electron� and
so related with the rigidity of the incoming electron
 For interacting
antiprotons the spread of the maximum energy loss is much larger
than for electrons and the detected energy can be of the order of
hundreds of mip �e
g
 breaking of a silicon nucleus with fragments
that lose all their energies in one strip�
 Consequently	 interacting
antiprotons are selected when a large value of the maximumdetected
energy is found in one strip


���� Longitudinal pro�le

The longitudinal pro�le of an electromagnetic shower is well de�ned
and can be explicitly related to the energy of the incoming particle

The position of the shower maximum is logarithmic dependent on the
energy of the electron and for electrons of less than �� GeV it is well
contained in the CAPRICE calorimeter
 This position	 expressed in
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terms of the calorimeter plane can be used to identify electromagnetic
showers
 In fact	 an hadronic shower is usually made up by several
types of particles� minimum ionizing particles� neutral pions that de�
cays in photons and induce electromagnetic showers� neutrons� and
slow particles
 This implies a highly non�uniform longitudinal distri�
bution of the shower and a nearly random distribution of the shower
maximum in the calorimeter
 Thus the two type of shower can be
separated accordingly to the longitudinal location of the maximum
detected energy


Figure �
� shows another parameter related to the longitudinal
pro�le of the shower� the fraction of the total energy that is detected
in the two planes with maximum energy losses for a� antiprotons
and b� electrons
 This fraction is peaked around �
�� with small
tails for electrons while the distribution is broader for interacting
antiprotons
 The hatched areas in Figure �
� indicate the fraction of
interacting antiprotons �� ���� and electrons �� �
��� surviving a
cut based on this variable in the rigidity range �
���
� GV�c
 The
cut is logarithmic dependent on the particle rigidity measured in the
tracking system


Also the di�erence between the detected energy in the x view and
in the y view of the calorimeter is used in the antiproton selection

For electrons the two measurements are highly correlated and nearly
always the same while for antiprotons the interactions can result in
detectable di�erences between the two sets of silicon detectors �e
g

slow secondary particles that cross only one silicon detector�


���� Transversal pro�le

For electromagnetic showers the typical transversal width of the
shower is given in terms of the �Moli$ere radius� �RM� ���� and ���
of the energy of the shower is contained in a cylinder of radius�

R����� � �RM ��
��

For the CAPRICE calorimeter	 �RM corresponds to around �
�� cm	
i
e
 � strips
 This implies that the largest part of the energy lost by
the electromagnetic shower will be detected along the track of the
incoming electrons
 In contrast	 for an hadronic shower ��� of the
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Figure �
�� The fraction of total energy detected in the two planes with
maximum energy losses for events without tagged second shower� a� anti�
protons� b� electrons� Notice the logarithmic scale for electron distribu�
tion� The hatched areas are the events surviving an antiproton cut based
on this variable�

energy is contained in a cylinder of one interaction length radius cor�
responding to nearly �� cm for this calorimeter
 In this antiproton
analysis four parameters are used to characterize the transversal pro�
�le�

� The fraction of energy lost outside �RM

� The fraction of energy lost inside �RM

These two variables are di�erent	 even if correlated	 because they use
the fact that the transversal pro�le of the electromagnetic shower
is made by two components
 First	 one central component	 narrow
�less than �RM of width� and very collimated along the track	 due to
the high energy secondaries not a�ected by the multiple scattering
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Second	 a lateral component	 more spread along the track	 due to
the scattered low energy secondaries
 The cuts on these variables
are chosen logarithmic dependent on the particle rigidity


� Figure �
� shows the distribution of another variable� the frac�
tion of total energy losses detected outside an area de�ned along the
track for a� antiprotons and b� electrons
 This area is de�ned as the
cluster � of energy closest to the track for the �rst half and the second
half of the calorimeter
 The two clusters are obtained merging the
detected energies of the �rst four and of the second four planes of
the calorimeter respectively
 In this way	 di�erently from the previ�
ous two variables	 the transversal uctuations of the electromagnetic
shower are minimized
 The di�erence in the two distributions is
clearly seen
 The hatched areas indicate the events surviving the
antiproton cut	 based on this variable logarithmic dependent on the
particle rigidity
 The cut rejects � ��
�� of the electrons keeping �
��� of the interacting antiprotons in the rigidity range �
���
� GV�c


� The transversal pro�le of electromagnetic showers is highly sym�
metrical with respect to the tracks of the inducing electrons while
the same it is not true for hadronic showers
 This asymmetry is used
in the antiproton selection requiring that the positions of the center
of gravity of the clusters de�ned for the previous variable have to be
several millimeters away from the track


���� Topological development of the shower

For the previous variables	 the energy distribution of the showers in
the calorimeter has been used
 However	 the �ne segmentation of the
silicon detectors enables a more detailed analysis of the development
of the shower


The simplest description is based on the number of strips hit in
the calorimeter
 A cut	 logarithmic dependent on the rigidity of the
particle	 based on this variable permits to separate non�interacting
antiprotons	 or interacting antiprotons with a low multiplicity	 from
electrons as shown in Figure �
�


The distribution of a more complex variable	 that represents the
development of the shower	 is shown in Figure �
�
 This variable is

�A cluster is obtained grouping sequential strips hit�
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Figure �
�� Fraction of the total energy losses in the calorimeter detected
outside an area de�ned along the track for� a� antiprotons� b� electrons�
Only events without a second shower are shown� Notice the logarithmic
scale for the electron distribution� The hatched areas are the events sur�
viving an antiproton cut based on this variable�

calculated as�
�X

j��

�X
i��

nhit�i
 j�  i ��
��

with nhit�i
 j� as the number of strips hit inside four RM around the
track in the i�th plane �� for the top plane and � for the bottom plane�
of the j�th view
 In this way	 the typical multiplication of secondaries
of the electromagnetic shower is enhanced resulting in large values of
the variable as seen in Figure �
�
 While for an hadronic shower	 the
transversal dispersion and the limited number of secondaries usually
results in lower values of this variable
 The solid lines indicate the cut
for antiproton selection based on this variable and a good separation
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Figure �
�� The topological development of the shower� The sum of the
number of hits inside � RM around the track multiplied by the corre�
sponding calorimeter plane versus rigidity� Only events identi�ed with a
second shower are shown� For clarity the electrons have been given posi�
tive charge� The solid line indicates the cut for antiproton selection based
on this variable�

between the two particles is obtained� the cut rejects ��� of the
electrons with an e�ciency of ��� for interacting antiprotons in the
rigidity range �
���
� GV�c
 In the antiproton analysis	 this cut is
applied only for events identi�ed with a second shower


A more direct selection of the antiproton showers is obtained
looking for annihilation stars
 This is performed looking for the in�
teraction point and counting the number and energy of single charged
tracks exiting from it
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���� Starting point of the shower

Another interesting feature of the electromagnetic shower is its start�
ing point
 This depends only on the number of radiation lengths
crossed by the electron and not on its energy �for electrons with
energy greater than � GeV�
 This means that roughly ��� of the
electrons start showering after one plane �one X	� and about ���
after two planes
 For high energy hadrons	 one interaction length
in tungsten is around �� X	
 Hence	 each plane of the CAPRICE
calorimeter has nearly the same probability of being the starting
point of an hadronic shower
 This is not completely true for hadrons
�above all antiprotons� at low energies �below few GeV� where the
inelastic cross section is strongly momentumdependent
 This obliges
to de�ne energy dependent cuts even though it would not be neces�
sary for electron or positron selection


Figure �
� shows the distribution of a variable related to the start�
ing point of the shower for a� antiprotons and b� electrons
 This
variable is calculated as�

�X
j��

�X
i��

�ij  i ��
��

with �ij  � if the i�th plane of the j�th view has a strip along the
track �less than � mm away� with a detected energy typical of a
�anti�proton otherwise �ij  �
 A non�interacting antiproton or an
antiproton interacting after a few planes will result in high values of
this variable
 For a non�interacting particle with hits in all the planes
this variable will have the maximum value of ��
 Instead	 for an
electron or an interacting particle showering in the �rst planes	 these
parameters will assume low values
 The hatched areas in Figure �
�
indicate the fraction of interacting antiprotons �� ���� and electrons
�� �
���� surviving the antiproton selection based on this cut in the
rigidity range �
���
� GV�c


The starting point of the shower is also characterized by the av�
erage �total detected energy along the track divided by the number
of strips hit� energy loss in the �rst half of the calorimeter that be�
comes a pre�shower calorimeter
 This variable permits to emphasize
the larger uctuations of the energy losses of the �rst part of the
hadronic shower
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Figure �
�� Distribution of a variable related to the starting point of the
shower for� a� antiprotons � b� electrons� Events without tagged second
shower are shown� The y�axis for the electron distribution is a logarithmic
scale� The hatched areas show the events surviving an antiproton selection
based on this variable�

���	 Contamination from e� in the calorimeter

p selection

The calorimeter �anti�proton selection is performed de�ning anti�
protons all the events satisfying at least one of the cuts based on
the parameters described above
 In Table �
� the performance of the
calorimeter selection on a simulated electron sample is presented


As a cross check	 the same calorimeter cuts are applied on a
sample of ��� electrons from ight data
 The electrons are selected
in the rigidity range �
� to � GV�c with the condition of having more
than �� strips hit in the calorimeter and with a Cherenkov angle
equal to a � � � particle in the RICH
 With this condition	 only
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Rigidity GV�c e� selected as not e� Surviving fraction �

�
���
� ����� ��� ��
� 	 �
��
�
���
� ���� ��� ��
� 	 �
��
�
���
� ����� ��� ��
� 	 �
��

Table �
�� Simulated electron rejection of the calorimeter selection� The
table shows the number of simulated electrons and the number of events
selected as not electrons�

� � � particles interacting in the calorimeter are selected
 Of these	
�� events survive giving a fraction of �
� 	 �
��
 The experimental
sample does not only include electrons but also interacting negative
pions
 A visual inspection shows that of the �� events at least �� are
interacting pions resulting in a surviving fraction of �
� 	 �
��	 in
good agreement with the simulated result


It is worth noticing that	 in this rigidity range	 the calorimeter
cannot separate muons from non interacting antiprotons and cannot	
therefore	 be used to reject muons and non interacting pions


��� RICH Selection Criteria

As pointed out before	 the RICH is the primary instrument for iden�
tifying antiprotons in a background of electrons	 muons and pions

For the RICH to be able to identify particles	 the Cherenkov an�
gle must be correctly determined
 Therefore	 a set of cuts must be
applied on the RICH data


���� Basic cuts on the RICH data

The basic cuts on the RICH data are�

� there must to be a good agreement in the impact position be�
tween the RICH and tracking	 both in x and y direction�

� only one charged particle should have traversed the RICH	 i
e

there should be no pile�up pad
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The distribution of the di�erence in the impact position measured
by the RICH and tracking is rigidity dependent	 but the variation
is small above � GV�c
 At � GV�c the resolution is about �
�� cm
and at � GV�c it has decreased to �
�� cm	 as shown in Figure �
�

As described in section �
�	 the obtained resolution is comparable to

Figure �
�� Resolution of the di�erence in impact position measured by
the RICH and tracking� ��� are for the resolution in x and ��� for the
resolution in y�

the expected value taking into account the pad size and how many
pads that are used for the calculation
 The cut on the di�erence in
position is set to be less than three times the resolution	 typically �
� mm


A pile�up pad is de�ned as a pad located outside the ionization
area with a signal level above the so called saturation limit of the
pre�ampli�er	 see section �
�
 With this cut	 events with more than
one particle traversing the RICH are rejected
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These are the basic cuts on the RICH data which must be ful�lled

There are however additional cuts that must be put on the RICH to
ensure that the measured Cherenkov angle is correct


���� Cuts on the Cherenkov angle

Figure �
�� Resolution of the Cherenkov angle for protons versus rigidity
for four di�erent ranges of the incidence angle ����

The basic parameter determined by the RICH is the Cherenkov
angle ��c�
 The quality of the measured Cherenkov angle depends
on the number of pads used in the �t �neff �
 If the number of
pads is too low	 then the Cherenkov angle might not be correct

This is especially important close to the border of the pad plane
where the Cherenkov light is not fully contained inside the pad plane

Therefore	 a cut on the number of pads used in the �t must be
imposed
 This cut is chosen as�
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� there must be at least eight pads used in the Cherenkov angle
calculation�
neff ��


The choice is a a compromise between maximization of the detection
e�ciency and minimization of the contamination


For a particle to be identi�ed as an antiproton	 two additional
requirements must be ful�lled�

� the measured Cherenkov angle must agree within three stan�
dard deviations of the resolution from the expected Cherenkov
angle for a �anti�proton�
j�c�measured � �pc�expectedj � � � ��c�

� the measured Cherenkov angle must be at least �� mrad less
then the expected Cherenkov angle for a pion�
��c�expected � �c�measured � �� mrad	 �the �� mrad cut�


The resolution� of the Cherenkov angle is determined from a large
proton sample
 This sample is divided	 with respect to the incidence
angle	 into four bins and in each bin the resolution is derived as a
function of rigidity
 Both the incidence angle and rigidity is given by
the tracking
 The best resolution is found for small incidence angles
and high rigidities	 see Figure �
�
 The resolution is used for the
de�nition of the antiproton Cherenkov angle cut
 The limits of the
cut is set to three times the resolution for a given incidence angle
and rigidity


For muons and electrons there is a di�erence compared to protons
because for rigidities above � GV�c they are both � � � particles

In this case the resolution depends only on incidence angle	 see Fig�
ure �
��
 For the de�nition of the cut against muons and electrons	
a �xed value is used given by the average resolution	 found to be
around �� mrad	 and the cut is set to three times this value and
hence called the ��� mrad cut�


The reason to introduce this cut is that when the rigidity is higher
than �
� GV�c the upper limit on the cut on Cherenkov angle for the

�The resolution is estimated by �tting a Gaussian curve to the distribution
of the di�erence between the measured and expected Cherenkov angle� The
expected angle is calculated using the measured value of the rigidity�
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Figure �
��� Resolution of the Cherenkov angle versus incidence angle
for muons and electrons with a rigidity larger than ��� GV�c�

�anti�protons is getting close to the lower tail of the distribution of
the resolution of the � � � particles
 Therefore	 the cut is applied so
the measured Cherenkov angle must be separated with more than ��
mrad from the expected Cherenkov angle of a pion
 This is illustrated
in Figure �
�� where the expected Cherenkov angle for protons and
pions are plotted together with the resolution in the Cherenkov angle
for protons and the ��� mrad cut�
 The reason to compare with
pions is that the pion is the heaviest background particle	 and hence
has a smaller Cherenkov angle than an electron or muon for a given
rigidity
 This choice therefore strengthens the cut


The rigidity range where the RICH clearly can identify anti�
protons is �
���
� GV�c and it is divided in two bins
 The lower
limit at �
� GV�c is given by the threshold of the RICH	 below this
rigidity no Cherenkov light is emitted for a �anti�proton
 The di�
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vision at �
� GV�c is given by the overlap between the pion and
proton Cherenkov angle distributions
 Finally	 above � GV�c the
RICH is not any longer able to separate protons against � � � par�
ticles �shown in Figure �
���


Figure �
��� The expected Cherenkov angle for protons �solid line� plot�
ted together with � three times the resolution for incidence angles between
� and ��� �dots�� showing the de�nition of the cut put on the Cheren�
kov angle to identify �anti�protons� The dashed line shows the expected
Cherenkov angle for pions together with the ��� mrad cut��

���� Number of pads used for the Cherenkov
angle calculation

The number of pads used for the Cherenkov angle determina�
tion is a trade�o� with the RICH detection e�ciency
 To study this
protons	 electrons and muons are used
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Figure �
��� The surviving fraction versus proton selection eciency of
the RICH for di�erent neff cuts� a� muons b� electrons�

A clean sample of protons is selected from the ight data using
the tracking	 dE�dx and calorimeter in the rigidity range �
� to �
�
GV�c where the e�ciency of the RICH is approximately constant


A sample of electrons is selected from the ight data using the
calorimeter in the rigidity range �
��� GV�c
 In this rigidity range
the calorimeter is able to select a very pure electron sample with
high e�ciency


For the muons	 instead	 ground data are used
 Before the ight
long runs were performed at ground collecting more than ������
events
 These events are mainly muons with a small fraction �less
than ���� of protons and a smaller number of electrons and pi�
ons
 Selecting non interacting particles in the calorimeter with neg�
ative curvature using the tracking and dE�dx �anti�proton criteria
in the rigidity range �
� to �
� GV�c	 a clean sample of negative
muons�pions is obtained
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The use of electrons and muons for this study is justi�ed by two
facts�

� in the rigidity range �
��� GV�c the RICH detection e�ciency
for electrons and muons is rigidity independent�

� electrons and muons are the two main sources of contamination
for the antiproton selection


Figure �
�� shows the rejection versus detection e�ciency for the
Cherenkov angle cut for di�erent values of the cut on neff obtained
using� a� protons and electrons� b� protons and muons
 From the
�gure it results that a cut at eight �neff ��� is a good compromise
between rejection factor and selection e�ciency
 It can be noticed
that a good agreement of the rejections is obtained between elec�
trons and muons
 This is a clear indication that the behaviour of
the RICH	 regarding the detection e�ciency	 was constant from the
ground runs to the ight
 Furthermore	 it indicates that the RICH
detection e�ciency for muons and electrons is similar


It is worth noticing that the RICH detection e�ciency is position
dependent
 As already pointed out	 close to the border of the pad
plane	 the Cherenkov light is not fully contained	 resulting in a lower
number of pads that can be used in the �t
 Closer to the centre of the
pad plane	 the number of pads hit by Cherenkov photons increases
and	 consequently	 the resolution improves
 This can be clearly seen
in Figure �
��
 Figure �
�� a� shows the proton Cherenkov angle se�
lection e�ciency ��� for a cut of neff �� as function of the distance
from the RICH borders
 Protons are selected in the rigidity range
�
���
� GV�c and the e�ective area of the pad plane ���
����
� cm��
is decreased in steps of one pad ��
� cm� from each side
 The de�
tection e�ciency reaches a plateau for a central region	 de�ned as
�� pads from the border	 i
e
 when the e�ective area is reduced to
��
����
� cm�
 As a matter of fact	 two plateaux are identi�ed in
the e�ciency and both are related to the incidence angle of the par�
ticle and to the radius of the Cherenkov ring
 For a � � � particle
at �� incidence angle	 the ring radius is around �
� cm
 The �rst
plateau is found for borders larger than � cm and it corresponds to
the full containment of the Cherenkov light for particles with small
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Figure �
��� a� The proton Cherenkov angle selection eciency ��� for
a cut of neff �
 as function of the distance from the RICH borders� b�
The fraction of muons selected p by the RICH as function of the distance
from the RICH borders for� � neff �� and � neff �
�

incidence angles	 � ��
 The second plateau at �� cm is found related
to particles with incidence angle greater than
 ���


Figure �
�� b� shows the fraction of muons selected as antiprotons
by the RICH as a function of the distance from the RICH borders
for two neff cuts� � neff ��� � neff �� �ground muon data�
 The
surviving fraction of the former is smaller than the latter but the
di�erence between the two fractions decreases towards the centre

This is used in the proton ux analysis where the background is not
a main problem in contrary to the antiproton analysis
 For that
analysis	 a cut at eight is used only for the border region while a cut

���� is the average of the distribution of the incidence angles in the CAPRICE
data�
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a three is used for the central region
 As already stated	 the central
region is de�ned as the e�ective pad area of ��
����
� cm�	 ��
� cm
away from each border
 However	 it has to be stressed that in the
antiproton analysis the same RICH cuts are used both for the proton
and antiproton selection	 i
e
 neff � �

���� Contamination from e� in the RICH p se

lection

From the ight data	 a clean sample of electrons is selected in the
rigidity range �
� to �
� GV�c with the calorimeter and dE�dx in the
scintillators
 This sample is used to study the rejection capability of
the RICH


Applying the RICH criteria described in the previous sections on
the electron sample	 the fraction of surviving electrons is found and
presented in Table �
� for the two rigidity bins of the antiproton
analysis
 De�ning electrons as events with a non minimum ionizing

Rigidity Events identi�ed Events identi�ed Surviving
GV�c as e� by the RICH as p by the RICH fraction ���

�
���
� ���� � �
�� 	 �
��
�
���
� ��� � �
�� 	 �
��

Table �
�� Surviving fraction of electrons in the RICH� The table shows
the number of electrons identi�ed as antiprotons by the RICH�

behaviour in the calorimeter	 ���� electrons are selected between �
�
and � GV�c in the ight data with a small background of interact�
ing pions
 An electron contamination from �
� 	 �
� events in the
antiproton sample after RICH antiproton selection	 but before the
calorimeter selection	 is estimated
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���� Contamination from �� in the RICH p se

lection

The muon contamination is harder to estimate directly because it is
not possible to select a clean sample �without antiproton contamina�
tion� with the calorimeter from ight data
 Therefore two methods
are used
 First it is shown that muons have the same detection e��
ciency as electrons in the RICH and therefore it is assumed that the
muon contamination is equal to the electron contamination
 Second	
the muon contamination is obtained using the ground data


A muon contamination is estimated from the number of muons
having a Cherenkov angle more than �� mrad below the expected
pion Cherenkov angle
 In order not to include any real antiprotons
in the sample	 this has to be limited to a smaller rigidity bin	 �
��
� GV�c	 and only events with a Cherenkov angle not more than ��
mrad below the expected pion Cherenkov angle are used in the anal�
ysis
 This de�nes a region of the Cherenkov angle	 �� � ��c � �c � ��
mrad	 that roughly corresponds to the region in which an antiproton
is accepted in the highest rigidity bin
 With these criteria	 three
muons remain out of ��� corresponding to a fraction of ��
� 	 �
���

This value is in agreement with the fraction found for the second bin
in the electron sample	 see Table �
�
 Furthermore	 performing the
same selection on the electrons	 that is selecting events with the
��� ��c � �c ��� mrad cut	 six events out of ��� satisfy the con�
dition resulting in a fraction of ��
� 	 �
���
 Also this value is in
agreement with the muon estimation and	 therefore	 it is reasonable
to assume that the muon contamination is the same as the electron
contamination


From the ground data a sample of �� ��� events with negative
curvature are selected using the tracking	 dE�dx and calorimeter
�anti�proton criteria in the rigidity range �
� to �
� GV�c
 On these
events	 the RICH selection is applied and the results are presented
in Table �
�
 These values are in good agreement with the values
obtained by the electrons from ight data �Table �
�� and it can
safely be assumed that the performance of the RICH is the same
during the ground runs as during the ight


Since the ground muon contamination is a better estimation �lar�
ger sample and	 consequently	 smaller errors� of the muon conta�
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Rigidity Events identi�ed Events identi�ed Surviving
GV�c as �� by the RICH as p by the RICH fraction ���

�
���
� ���� �� ����	 ����
�
���
� ���� �� ����	 ����

Table �
�� The table shows the number of ground muons selected as anti�
protons by the RICH�

mination	 the values of Table �
� are used to de�ne the background
from the negative muons and pions in the antiproton signal


��
 The Antiproton Sample

When applying the combined selection of the RICH	 scintillators	
tracking system and calorimeter	 nine antiprotons are identi�ed
 Fig�
ure �
�� shows the Cherenkov angle as a function of rigidity for nega�
tive and positive particles
 On the negative side the nine antiprotons
�squares� are plotted together with the background of negative events
remaining after all cuts	 except the cut on the Cherenkov angle	 have
been applied
 The background consists mainly of muons and pions	
and �
�� of the electrons that passed the calorimeter selection
 As
shown in the �gure	 there is a clear separations between the anti�
protons and the background up to � GV�c when the Cherenkov an�
gles start to approach each other
 The measured Cherenkov angles
are well distributed around the expected value


Of the nine antiprotons	 two are found interacting �more than ��
strips hit� in the calorimeter
 This is agreement with the simulated
expectation of ��� 	 ��� antiprotons interacting on the calorimeter

Note that not all antiproton interactions give a detectable signal in
the calorimeter


���� Contamination in the antiproton sample

Table �
� summarizes the contamination in the antiproton sample
as estimated from the electron and muon contamination analysis




���� THE ANTIPROTON SAMPLE ���

The muon contamination is calculated from Table �
� and from the

Rigidity bin Electrons� Muons�
at the Before Expected Before Expected

spectrometer RICH and number RICH and number
calorimeter of fake calorimeter of fake

GV�c selection antiprotons selection antiprotons

�
� � �
� ���� �
�� 	 �
�� ��� �
� 	 �
�
�
� � �
� ��� �
�� 	 �
�� �� �
� 	 �
�

Table �
�� Muon and electron contamination in the antiproton sample�

number of events selected during the ight with a minimum ionizing
behaviour in the calorimeter


The electron contamination is given by the combined calorimeter
and RICH selection
 The electron rejection power of the calorimeter
is studied using simulated data and summarized in Table �
�
 Then	
de�ning electrons as all negative events with a non minimumionizing
behaviour in the calorimeter	 ���� electrons are identi�ed between
�
� and � GV�c in the ight data resulting in an electron contamina�
tion in the whole antiproton sample of less than �
�� electrons


���� Conclusions

A negligible electron contamination is found in the antiproton sam�
ple
 The muon �and pion� contamination is estimated �see Table �
��
and subtracted from the antiproton signal resulting in the following
number of identi�ed antiprotons� �
� ���
�	��
�� between �
� and �
�
GV�c and �
� ���
�	��
�� between �
� and � GV�c
 The error on the
observed numbers are given by Poissonian statistics	 corresponding
to a ��� con�dence interval


Applying the same selection criteria on a positive deection sam�
ple	 protons are instead selected
 In the �rst bin	 between �
� and
�
� GV�c	 ������ protons are selected and between �
� and � GV�c	
����� protons are selected
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Figure �
��� The distribution of the Cherenkov angle as a function of
rigidity for negative and positive particles� There are ��� negative and
� ������ positive �� ������ protons� events selected� The squares show
the nine antiprotons�



Chapter ��

Eciency of the Antiproton

and Proton Selection

It is assumed that protons and antiprotons behave the same in the
detectors except for inelastic interactions
 Therefore the e�ciency
for both protons and antiprotons are derived from a proton samples

The only exception is the calorimeter where the antiproton e�ciency
is estimated from simulations
 In general	 the di�erent interaction
cross sections are taken into account by the corrections applied on
the selected number of protons and antiprotons	 and not by the e��
ciencies


���� E�ciency of the Tracking System

The e�ciency of the tracking system is de�ned as the fraction of
single track events surviving the request of good track reconstruc�
tion in the system
 The problem with �nding the e�ciency is how
is a track de�ned good before the track reconstruction is done
 In
principle the e�ciency of the drift chambers �DC� and multiwire
proportional chambers �MWPC� could be checked using samples of
particles selected with the other detector
 However	 it is di�cult to
�nd the true e�ciencies with this method because of the correlation
between the DC and MWPC in the �tting procedure
 Instead	 a
unique capability of the CAPRICE instrument is used to select sin�
gle charged tracks without involving any of the tracking devices
 The

���
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feature comes from that both the RICH and calorimeter are imaging
devices
 The imaging capability of the RICH is useful to reject mul�
tiparticle events and the calorimeter is able to reconstruct tracks
 In
addition of the RICH and calorimeter	 the scintillators are also used
to select a cleaner sample


������ Single track proton selection

The raw data recorded during the ight contain many events with
more than one particle traversing the spectrometer at the same time

These events are generated by showers in the atmosphere above the
gondola or in the gondola itself
 For these events	 it is not possible to
reconstruct a single track and they should not be a part of the sample

The purpose of the single track proton selection is to remove as many
as possible of these multiple particle events
 For this selection	 a set
of cuts are implemented on the scintillators and the RICH


The cuts on the scintillators data are very similar to what is used
for the selection of protons and antiprotons�

� only one paddle hit in the top and bottom scintillator plane�

� remove albedo particles	 i
e
 ToF 
 �

Still there could be multiple particle events passing these cuts if the
particles go through the same paddles


The RICH is also used in a similar way as for the selection of
antiprotons and protons�

� the RICH is hit	 i
e
 at least one anode wire with a signal
signi�cantly above noise�

� only one pad with a saturated signal�
� limited number of pads with signals generated by the ioniza�
tion	 the number of ionization pads� � � nionpads � ��


When applying the above selection criteria on the raw data	
roughly ��� of the events are rejected
 What is left are those events
with clean hits in the scintillators and with signals in the RICH as
expected from a single traversing particle
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However	 the tracking system e�ciency can be energy dependent

In fact assuming that the scattering process is the main cause of the
ine�ciency a rigidity dependence is expected
 Therefore	 it is neces�
sary to de�ne a sample of protons of known energy
 This selection is
performed using the ToF	 the calorimeter and the RICH information


������ Selection with ToF and dE�dX

The time�of�ight system can be used independently of the tracking
system
 In fact	 even if some corrections of the pulse height or for
the timewalk are not possible without using the track information	
the performance of the system only degrades slightly without them
and not in a signi�cant way for this application


The selection of protons is performed using the dE�dx scintil�
lator information
 This selection has to include the ��dependence
of the dE�dx
 In order to derive the � it is however necessary to
know the ight path of the particle and this is usually obtained from
the tracking �t
 Without the track reconstruction a straight track
approximation has to be used
 The path length of the particle is
then assumed to be the distance between the impact positions in
the scintillators
 These positions are obtained by the intersection
of a straight line	 connecting the impact points in the RICH and in
the calorimeter	 with the paddles
 The impact point in the RICH
is given by the ionization pads and in the calorimeter by the hits in
the �rst silicon plane
 Using this distance	 the � of the particle is
calculated


The ��dependence is found in the same way as is described in
the time�of�ight chapter	 i
e
 by �tting the peak position of the
distribution of the ADC signal
 The same method is used for both
top and bottom scintillators and a match of the dE�dx in both of
them is required for the selection


The time�of�ight measurement does not only provide the �
 By
assuming a mass	 the rigidity of the particle can be obtained
 The
rigidity determined in this way is called ToF�rigidity
 The resolution
in ToF�rigidity is limited by the time resolution of the ToF
 The
expected resolution has not been explicitly calculated	 instead it has
been checked against the rigidity from the tracking
 It is found
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that this method can be used up to roughly � GV�c
 The relative
resolution of the ToF�rigidity is shown in Figure ��
�


Figure ��
�� The relative resolution of the ToF�rigidity for protons�

������ dE�dx selection of protons below ��� GV�c

Protons below �
� GV�c are selected requiring a match in the dE�dx

The method works well for rigidities where the energy loss of a proton
is di�erent from a minimum ionizing particle
 For rigidities higher
than �
� GV�c	 the signal in the scintillators becomes similar to a
minimum ionizing particle
 This causes a problem since there are
events	 triggered by showers	 with two di�erent particles crossing
the scintillator planes� one crossing the top scintillator and another
the bottom one
 These particles are	 to a large fraction	 minimum
ionizing and they can easily match the dE�dx cuts in both scintil�
lators
 On the other hand	 the probability that two non minimum
ionizing particles cross the scintillators both having approximately
the same � is very small
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In conclusion	 the dE�dx method works very well for rigidities be�
low �
� GV�c
 Above that level	 protons have to be selected together
with another technique


������ Selection of protons above ��� GV�c

For higher rigidities	 it is necessary to de�ne an additional condition
to select only single tracks
 This can be done requiring that the
events are contained in the tracking volume
 The containment im�
plies that the positions in each detector should coincide with those
given by a track extrapolation done without the tracking devices


For this purpose	 the routine which extrapolates the track is used

The extrapolation routine needs start values and normally they are
given as a result of the track �t
 These values are� the x and y
position and the three direction angles in the bottom MWPC plus
the deection
 From these start values	 the retrack routine calculates
the trajectory of the particle taking the magnetic �eld into account

Here	 the start values are provided by the calorimeter and the ToF

The calorimeter is sampling the energy loss in eight layers �in both
x and y�
 From these positions	 a straight line �t of the track is
made
 The precision is not as good as from the tracking devices due
to shorter lever arm and less resolution in each point	 but su�cient
for this purpose
 From this �t	 the positions and direction angles
in the bottom MWPC are calculated
 The deection is provided by
the time�of�ight rigidity with the assumption that the particle is a
proton


When the start values are determined	 the prediction of the re�
track routine is checked against the prediction by each detector
 This
is done for the scintillators �in x� and in the RICH �both in x and
y�
 The resolution of this method is compared to using the normal
track �tting in Table ��
�


A particle is regarded as being contained in the tracking volume
if the position given by the retrack method agrees with the measured
position in all detectors
 The agreement should be within three stan�
dard deviations
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Detector Resolution in position �cm�
Calorimeter tracking Regular tracking

Bottom scint
 x �
� �
�
Top scint
 x �
� �
�
RICH y �
� �
��
RICH x �
� �
��

Table ��
�� Resolution of position matches in the ToF and the RICH
using calorimeter tracking and regular tracking�

������ Removing deuterons

A dE�dx selection as a function of � still leaves a contamination
in the proton sample coming from deuterons of the same �
 The
deuterons can however be removed using the calorimeter
 Even
though protons and deuterons have the same �	 the deuterons have
twice the kinetic energy due to their higher mass �mD � ��mp�
 The
higher kinetic energy implies that the deuterons lose proportionally
less energy than the protons when passing through the same amount
of matter and hence decrease their � less
 Before reaching the �rst
layer of silicon detectors in the calorimeter	 the particles cross � cm
of plexiglass
 Therefore	 a proton and a deuteron	 which had the
same � in the scintillators	 will not any longer have the same � when
reaching the silicon detectors
 The proton will have decreased its �
more than the deuteron and so its detected energy in the silicon will
be larger
 This process is true for all the eight silicon planes making
it possible to achieve a proton�deuteron separation up to �
� GV�c
�when calculating the rigidity from the ��


The detected energy in the �rst layer of the calorimeter as a func�
tion of ToF�rigidity is shown in Figure ��
� a
 In the �gure	 the two
bands coming from protons and deuterons are seen
 Figure ��
� b
presents the distribution for protons and deuterons obtained with a
simulation
 A good agreement is found with the experimental distri�
bution and between the rigidity�momentum positions of the proton
Bragg peaks� �
�� GV�c for the experimental data	 compared to
�
�� GeV�c for the simulation
 �It should be pointed out that for
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Figure ��
�� Detected energy in the �rst layer of the calorimeter as a
function of the ToF�rigidity� � a� experimental data� b� simulated data�

the simulated deuterons the momentum has been divided by two
for the comparison�
 The good agreement	 a di�erence of only ��
MeV�c	 which can be due to an uncertainty in the simulated ge�
ometry	 con�rms the validity of the ToF procedure for the rigidity
extrapolation


The RICH is also used to clean the proton sample
 Protons with
rigidities less than � GV�c are below the threshold for Cherenkov
light
 The selection criteria includes a cut on the number of pads
used for the calculation of the Cherenkov angle �neff � �
��
 This
cut is only used below �
� GV�c
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������ Calculation of the tracking e�ciency

The e�ciency of the tracking system is determined for the standard
tracking cuts	 used for both analysis of protons and antiprotons
 It is
obtained for rigidities from �
� GV�c up to � GV�c and is presented
in Figure ��
�
 As expected	 the e�ciency reaches a plateau� for

Figure ��
�� Tracking cuts eciency for protons as a function of ToF�
rigidity� The solid line is a �t to guide the eye�

rigidities 
 �
� GV�c and it drops signi�cantly for lower rigidities

Above � GV�c a di�erent technique is used�

�
 select a sample of protons with the conditions described in the
previous section�

�A plateau is de�ned where the e�ciency varies with less than ��
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�
 require that the track �t routine converge �	 hereinafter called
��t O
K
��

�
 apply the rest of the basic tracking cuts


The resulting e�ciency is clearly biased by the �t O
K
 condition but
it is reasonable to assume that this bias is constant above � GV�c

The e�ciency between �
� and � GV�c is compared to the values of
Figure ��
� and a normalization factor is obtained
 In this way the
tracking e�ciency can be estimated up to �� GV�c �above �� GV�c
it is assumed constant�


������ Drift chamber e�ciency

As a cross check of the technique used in the previous section	 the
tracking system is separated into its two components� the multiwire
proportional chambers and the drift chambers
 The e�ciency of
the drift chamber cuts �the cuts are presented in section ��
�� is
obtained using the same method applied for the overall e�ciency
and a di�erent method employing the usage of the MWPC
 Then
the two results are compared


With the MWPC	 single charged tracks are selected requiring
that the �t routine	 when using only the MWPC data	 converges
 In
this way also the rigidity of the particles is obtained
 Then	 out of
the single charged track sample	 a proton sample is selected matching
the top and bottom dE�dx of the scintillators


The e�ciencies obtained using the two methods are presented in
Figure ��
�
 The results are in good agreement
 A di�erence of �
�� is found	 above all at high rigidities �� � GV�c�
 This di�erence
can be due both to a contamination of double track events in the
sample from the �rst method and to a too cleaned sample	 regarding
the scattering in the tracking volume	 for the MWPC method
 To
further clean the sample used for the �rst method	 it is required
that at least one MWPC in the top	 one in the middle and one
in the bottom x�y stack have a �good time sum��
 This enables to
reject events where a second particle crosses only the tracking system

�For the �t to converge� there must be at least four hits in x and three in y�
�The time sum is given by the delay line readout of the MWPCs
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Figure ��
�� Drift chamber tracking cuts eciency for� � protons se�
lected with MWPC method as a function of MWPC �tted rigidity� � pro�
tons selected with RICH� calorimeter and ToF as a function of ToF rigid�
ity� � protons selected with RICH� calorimeter� ToF and good time sums
of the MWPC as a function of ToF rigidity�

volume
 The resulting e�ciency ��� is presented in Figure ��
�

A good agreement is found with the �rst method ��� for rigidities
lower than �
� GV�c while the e�ciency has an intermediate value
between the �rst two methods at greater rigidities
 This indicates
that the sample selected with the condition of �t reconstruction in
the MWPC is biased having reduced the number of scattered tracks
in the sample
 However	 it cannot be inferred that the true e�ciency
is this last one because the condition on the good time sums of
the MWPC could also bias the sample
 In fact	 this requirement is
connected with the e�ciency of the MWPC and this could be related
with the number of MWPC used in the �t and	 so	 with the tracking
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cuts


�����	 Conclusion

From the discussion in the previous section	 it is clear that it is dif�
�cult to estimate how much a sample is biased
 Hence	 to avoid to
use any tracking information for the e�ciency	 it is decided to use
the e�ciency obtained with the �rst method
 However	 to take care
of uncertainties	 a systematic error of �� is assumed for rigidities
greater than �
� GV�c
 The values of the e�ciency for the basic
tracking cuts are obtained interpolating these experimental e�cien�
cies


The study of the DC and MWPC systems separately has shown
that the drop in the e�ciency for protons at low rigidities is mainly
due to the drift chambers
 The cause of this ine�ciency of the drift
chambers is a combination of a software problem	 the tracking rou�
tines are optimized for low deection particles	 and that the large
ionization in the drift gas induces noise in the chambers


����� E�ciency of the additional tracking cri

teria

The e�ciency is also determined for the additional cuts on the track�
ing data	 i
e
 the cuts applied to reject scattered particles �see sec�
tion �
�
��
 It is derived by applying the additional criteria to an
already �tted sample
 The ratio between the surviving events and
original events is the e�ciency
 This results in a linear rigidity de�
pendent e�ciency�

E�ciency  A�B R ���
��

where R is the rigidity in GV�c	 A and B are �tted parameters and
the following values are found� A �
���	�
���	 B �
���	�
���

For the �nal numbers	 the error matrix is used
 The e�ciency for
the complete tracking criteria is obtained multiplying the e�ciency
of the additional tracking cuts to the e�ciency of the basic tracking
cuts	 and is shown in Figure ��
� �dotted line�
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���� E�ciency of the Time�of�	ight Sys�

tem

The e�ciency of the time�of�ight system is checked using a pro�
ton sample selected with emphasis on minimizing the background of
positrons	 muons and heavier particles
 For the selection the follow�
ing criteria are used�

� The tracking�
same cuts as for the antiproton analysis	 see section �
��

� The RICH�
the basic cuts as described in the section �
�
� and	 for rigidities
above �
� GV�c	 a Cherenkov angle as expected for a proton�

� The calorimeter�
a cut to select non�interacting particles	 plus a cut on the mass
reconstructed from the rigidity and detected energy	 see sec�
tion ��
�
�


With the combination of these cuts	 the contamination in the proton
sample is found to be less than �
��


On this sample the cuts on the top scintillator and ToF	 as de�
scribed in section �
�
�	 are applied
 It is found that the cut on
ToF�� has an e�ciency close to ����
 The e�ciency of the single
paddle cut is also close to ���� whereas the cut on the dE�dx is
lower
 The combined e�ciency for these cuts as function of rigidity
is shown in Figure ��
�
 The decrease in the e�ciency with increas�
ing rigidity is due to that a larger fraction of the protons lose energy
above the dE�dx cut �increased probability of delta ray production�

This e�ect becomes constant for rigidities higher than � GV�c
 The
errors in the points are dominated by the systematic error coming
from a small shift in the gain of the photomultipliers during the
ight
 The shift is mainly due to the change in the temperature dur�
ing the ight
 The systematic error is estimated from the di�erence
in e�ciency between two parts of the ight data	 one in the begin�
ning of the ight when the temperature was low and one when the
temperature was higher
 The error is found constant to �
���
 This
value is used for the data presented in Figure ��
�
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Figure ��
�� The proton selection eciency for the top scintillator� The
errors include both the statistic and systematic errors�

A �t to the e�ciency �solid line in Figure ��
�� is made using the
following function�

E�ciency  A �� �B exp��C  �����
�� ���
��

where are A	 B	 C are �tted parameters
 The ��dependence is de�
rived in Chapter �

The following values are found� A �
���	�
������	 B ��
�	�
��	
C �
��	�
���
 Note that the �tted parameters are correlated and
for the �nal numbers	 the error matrix is used
 The �tted func�
tion of the e�ciency is used for both the antiproton and the proton
corrections in the rigidity range �
���
� GV�c
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���� E�ciency of the Calorimeter

With the calorimeter	 non�interacting particles are clearly identi�ed
as not electrons	 while the main ambiguity arises from separation
between hadronic interactions and electromagnetic showers
 At these
energies ��
� to �
� GV�c in rigidity�	 the inelastic cross section of
antiprotons is very di�erent from protons
 Hence	 the calorimeter
selection results in a di�erent e�ciency for interacting antiprotons
compared to interacting protons
 This implies that it is not possible
to use	 for the calorimeter antiproton e�ciency	 the experimental
calorimeter selection e�ciency obtained using a sample of protons

Instead the antiproton e�ciency is obtained from a Monte Carlo
simulation
 For the non�interacting antiprotons and non�interacting
protons	 the same e�ciency is obtained


The results from simulations show that the detection e�ciency
for antiprotons with the calorimeter is rigidity dependent and can
be expressed by the following function�

E�ciency  A ���Bexp��C R�� ���
��

where R is the rigidity �GV�c�	 A	 B and C �tted parameters with
the following values� A �
���	�
�����	 B �
��	�
�����	
C �
��	�
��
 Note that the �tted parameters are correlated and
for the �nal numbers	 the error matrix is used
 The dashed line in
Figure ��
� shows the calorimeter antiproton selection e�ciency
 As
a cross�check	 results of the simulations for interacting protons are
compared with the e�ciency of an experimental	 interacting
 proton
sample in the range �
��� GV�c and a good agreement is found�
���
� 	 �
��� with the simulation compared to ���
� 	 �
��� with
the experimental data


The proton calorimeter detection e�ciency is obtained from an
experimental proton sample selected by RICH	 dE�dx and time�of�
ight and is found to be ���
�� 	 �
���� independent of rigidity in
this range


�All the protons� selected with the RICH� with more than �� strips hit in the
calorimeter are de�ned as interacting�
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���� E�ciency of the RICH

In order to get a good estimation of the RICH selection e�ciency	
a clean proton sample is necessary
 When starting from a positive
deection sample	 a background of positrons	 muons and heavier
particles like deuterons and alphas must be removed
 This is done
by using both dE�dx from scintillators and the calorimeter


The remaining muon contamination in the sample is presented
in Table ��
� and ��
�
 When combining the two selections	 less
than �� of the muons survive below �
� GV�c increasing to ��� in
the bin �
���
� GV�c
 This is not a large problem due to the fact
the protons are so much more abundant	 there are at least a factor
��� more protons than muons
 The positrons are rejected with high
e�ciency by the calorimeter and like for the muons	 the proton to
positron ratio is of the order ��� giving a negligible contamination


However	 the deuteron background is too large to be ignored

From previous experiments	 e
g
 IMAX ����	 the deuteron to proton
ratio is measured to be ����� 	 ����� at �
� GV�c
 The ratio is
rigidity dependent but this value is a good indicator on how large
the background is
 Using a sample without removing the deuterons
or knowing the fraction would result in an underestimation of the
proton e�ciency because the RICH is able to separate deuterons
from protons in the rigidity range �
� to �
� GV�c


With the combination of the dE�dx cut on the scintillators and
calorimeter the deuterons are removed completely up �
� GV�c

In the bin �
���
� GV�c the contamination is still low due to the
calorimeter cuts	 as shown in Table ��
�
 Above � GV�c	 the calorime�
ter cut has a low e�ciency and does not any longer clean the sample
from deuterons
 Instead	 an indirect method is used to �rst estimate
the deuteron contamination	 then subtract the contamination from
the proton sample before calculating the e�ciency
 The estimation
is done by using the RICH to identify the deuterons in the range
�
���
� GV�c using the Cherenkov angle
 Particles are selected as
deuterons if the measured Cherenkov angle is within �� mrad from
the expected angle of a deuteron
 However	 in order to get the sub�
traction correct the e�ciency of the selection must also be known

This is not possible to do using the deuterons themselves because
it is impossible to select a clean sample without the RICH in this
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rigidity range
 Instead	 the e�ciency is determined by selecting a
proton sample in the same � range as the deuterons and calculat�
ing the e�ciency of these protons for the RICH
 The justi�cation
for this argument comes from the fact that the RICH is a ��sensitive
detector and a � GV�c deuteron is expected to behave as a �
� GV�c
proton
 Following this argument	 protons are selected in the range
�
���
� GV�c and from this sample the e�ciency is determined to
be ���� 	 ����
 This value can be used as the deuteron e�ciency
between �
� and �
� GV�c
 The e�ciency is assumed to be constant
in the bin
 The next step is to use the number of deuterons in the
bin �
���
� GV�c found by the RICH and rescale this number by the
e�ciency
 This value is then subtracted from the proton sample


The resulting antiproton e�ciency is shown in Figure ��
� �solid
line�
 It is shown that the e�ciency is close to zero when the rigidity
is � GV�c which is the threshold for a proton to produce Cherenkov
light
 For increasing rigidity	 more Cherenkov photons are produced
and the e�ciency increases
 For rigidities between �
� and �
� GV�c
the e�ciency is constant about ��� and then starts to decrease
 The
decrease is due to the ��� mrad cut� �see section �
�
��
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Figure ��
�� The proton selection eciency versus rigidity for� the RICH
�solid line�� the tracking system �dotted line�� the calorimeter �dashed line�
and the scintillator dE�dx cut �dashed�dotted line��
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Chapter ��

The Antiproton Flux and

the Antiproton to Proton

Ratio

The calculation of the antiproton ux and the antiproton to pro�
ton ratio is done in several steps	 starting with the observed number
of antiprotons and protons
 First	 the selection e�ciencies are taken
into account
 Next	 is to correct for production and losses in the pay�
load
 In this sample	 a background coming from particles produced
in the atmosphere is present
 After this background is subtracted	
the correction for losses in atmosphere is applied
 Then	 �nally	 the
antiproton ux and the ratio at top of atmosphere is determined


���� Selected Numbers of Antiprotons

and Protons

The result of the selection of antiprotons	 with the estimated back�
ground subtracted	 and protons is presented in Table ��
�
 The
errors are given by Poissonian statistics	 corresponding to a ���
con�dence interval


���
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Rigidity Number Number
GV�c of antiprotons of protons

�
���
� �
�������� ��
���	�
�������
�
���
� �
����
���� ��
��	�
�����


Table ��
�� The number of selected antiprotons� with the estimated
background subtracted� and protons�

���� Theoretical Fluxes and Solar Mod�

ulation

For the subsequent calculations of the various corrections	 it is im�
portant to have theoretical predictions of both the primary ux at
the top at the atmosphere and the ux of particles produced in the
atmosphere
 The primary uxes are used to calculate the centre of
each bin for the e�ciency determination	 and	 of course	 also for com�
parison with the �nal results
 The atmospheric uxes are used for
background subtraction
 To properly treat the corrections	 the solar
modulation must be taken into account
 It is also used when com�
paring the resulting uxes with measurements by other experiment
made during di�erent solar activity


������ Primary and atmospheric proton �uxes

The ux of cosmic ray particles has been measured by a large number
of balloon�borne experiments
 These experiments have been carried
out with an increasing precision and over an expanding region in
energy
 They have in common that the measurements are typically
done at an atmospheric depth of � to � g�cm�
 At this depth	 the
atmospheric component is not negligible and it is important that
the correction is done in a proper way
 For the correction of the
atmospheric protons	 a theoretical calculation of Papini et al
 ���� is
used
 That work has also been used for the atmospheric correction
by other experiments	 e
g
 ����	 ���� and ���� 


In the paper by Papini et al
 ����	 a compilation of measurements
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on the uxes of protons	 alphas and heavier elements	 like oxygen and
carbon	 is presented
 These measurements are done with balloon�
borne experiments and cover a wide range in energy	 from around
�� MeV up to ���� GeV
 At periods of high solar activity the ux
of protons below � GeV is suppressed with as much as an order of
magnitude
 The measurements are divided in two categories	 one
for ights made during periods of low solar activity and one for
ights during periods of high activity
 For each category	 the uxes
�J� are interpolated and �ts are done using a minimum number of
parameters by an expression like�

J�E�  A �E �B��� E� �particles�m� sr sGeV�n� ���
��

where E is the kinetic energy in GeV per nucleon and A	 B	 � and
� are the �tted parameters
 For the proton ux	 the following val�
ues are found for minimum solar modulation� A �
���
	 B �
��	
� �
� and � �
��� and for maximum solar modulation� A �
���
	
B �
��	 � �
�� and � �
�
 �Parameters are given without errors
in ����
�

For the theoretical calculation of the atmospheric protons	 the
primary uxes presented above are used
 The processes taken into
account are	 for relativistic energies	 inelastic scattering of the pri�
mary protons and spallation of heavier nuclei in the overlying at�
mosphere
 At lower energies	 protons are also produced from recoil
of target nucleons
 In addition	 protons are produced by evapora�
tion of target nuclei during interactions of primary cosmic rays at
all energies
 The uxes are calculated by solving simultaneously the
transport equations for the atmospheric protons together with those
for primary protons	 secondary neutrons and heavier nuclei


The resulting atmospheric uxes are presented at di�erent depths

All uxes are calculated for both minimum and maximum activity

In the paper by Papini et al
 the results are tabulated for �	 � and
�� g�cm� for energies between �� MeV and �� GeV
 Figure ��
� a�
shows the atmospheric uxes during solar minimum activity at �	 �
and �� g�cm�
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Figure ��
�� The �ux of a� atmospheric protons ���	� and b� anti�
protons ��
	 during minimum solar activity� The solid line is at
�� gcm�� the dashed line at 
 gcm� and the dotted line at � gcm�

of residual atmosphere�

������ Interstellar and atmospheric
antiproton �uxes

For the interstellar antiproton ux the work of Gaisser and Schaef�
fer ���� is used
 Their calculation is done in a general way that it
holds both in a disk�halo di�usion model ���� as well as in the stan�
dard leaky box model ����
 The calculation includes a new treatment
of the processes involved in the production of antiprotons from inter�
actions
 Compared to previously published calculations	 they have
also included the production of antiprotons by nuclei in the interstel�
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lar matter
 The nucleus component is small but	 as they show	 not
negligible
 They have also reexamined the normalization and shape
of the primary spectrum and the path�length parameter ��esc�


The resulting interstellar ux is in better agreement with obser�
vations than previous calculations
 However	 there is a large sys�
tematic uncertainty in their calculation
 The systematic uncertainty
is discussed in section ��
� where the CAPRICE antiproton ux is
compared with their predictions


When the work of Papini et al
 ���� is used for proton correc�
tions	 it is a natural choice to use the work of Stephens ���� for the
correction of the atmospheric antiprotons because his calculations
are based on the same proton uxes
 In ���� Stephens presents a
calculation of the antiproton spectrum in the atmosphere from in�
teractions of cosmic rays with the air nuclei
 His calculations yield
a higher production compared to his previous result ����	 especially
below � GeV	 since the Fermi motion of the target nuclei is taken
into account
 At ��� MeV the production is � times higher whereas
above � GeV the di�erence is of the order of a few percent
 The
energy spectrum of antiprotons is determined as a function of the
atmospheric depth by taking into account the energy loss processes

In the paper by Stephens ����	 the uxes are tabulated for �	 � and
�� g�cm� for energies between �� MeV and ��� GeV for both min�
imum and maximum activity
 Figure ��
� b� shows the secondary
uxes during solar minimum activity at �	 � and �� g�cm�


������ Solar modulation

When the interstellar cosmic rays enter the solar system they interact
with the solar wind
 The solar wind is generated by the sun�s corona
and can be described as a ow of plasma out from the sun
 The
plasma consists of charged particles	 mainly electrons and protons	
carrying trapped magnetic �elds along with it
 The speed of the
solar wind at � AU is about ��� km�s ����
 But the solar wind does
not stop here	 in fact it reaches much further out in the solar system
and is extended beyond Pluto


During the interactions	 the particles lose energy in a process
described with the so�called force��eld approximation ����
 In this
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model of the solar modulation	 the energy loss is a combination of
convection	 di�usion and adiabatic processes
 When a particle prop�
agates from the interstellar medium to the Earth�s atmosphere	 the
mean energy loss can be characterized with a single parameter �%�

This parameter is referred to as the modulation parameter
 With this
parameter the modulated proton ux �Jmod�E�� at Earth �� AU� is
given by�

Jmod�E�  
E� � �mpc

�E

�E � %�� � �mpc��E � %�
J�E � %� ���
��

where E is the kinetic energy in MeV	 mp is the mass of a proton
and J�E� in the interstellar ux


The strength of the modulation depends on the activity of the sun
which is strongly correlated with the number of neutrons detected at
ground level
 To study the activity of the sun	 cosmic ray neutrons
have been monitored for a long time �from IGY� and onward� at
number of di�erent locations	 e
g
 the Climax monitor in Colorado	
USA
 For general information about neutron monitors and Climax	
see ����


From the neutron monitors it is possible to derive the strength
of the modulation
 As Paradis showed in ���� there is a negative
correlation between % and the neutron monitor counts
 In his cal�
culation	 the modulation parameter was derived for seven di�erent
balloon ights and compared with the neutron monitor counts for
each ight
 For these ights	 % varied from around ��� MeV during
low solar activity	 to ���� MeV for a ight done with high solar ac�
tivity
 To �t the % parameter to the Climax neutron monitor counts	
Paradis used a simple power law�

%  A� exp�B � Cx� ���
��

where x is the number of counts �hourly average � �
���� and % in
MeV
 Paradis found that� A ���	��� B ��	�� and
C ���
�	�
������

This �t and Climax data are used to estimate the modulation

during the CAPRICE ight
 Climax counted around ��� ��� neu�
trons�hour during the ight ���� of August �����	 taken from ����	
giving % ��� MeV


�The International Geophysical Year ����	��
��
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���� E�ciency Corrections

The �rst corrections to apply is for the selection e�ciencies
 The
selection criteria used for the antiprotons show a rigidity �energy�
dependence
 Hence	 when applying the e�ciency it is important
to use the correct value for the energy in each bin
 Due to the
low statistics for antiprotons	 it is not possible to split the range in
smaller bins over which the e�ciency can be assumed to be constant

The proton data	 on the other hand	 is split in �� MeV wide bins


Both for antiprotons and protons	 the mean energy �E� of a bin
is derived with a weighting technique using theoretical uxes J�E�
in the following way�

E  

R
EJ�E�dER
J�E�dE

���
��

The mean energy of a bin is then used for the e�ciency calculation
except for the RICH
 The e�ciency of the RICH has so strong vari�
ation with rigidity that the mean e�ciency ��� is obtained directly
with weighting technique similar to equation ��
��

�  

R
��E�J�E�dER
J�E�dE

���
��

For the theoretical ux of antiprotons	 the interstellar ux �J�E��
given by Gaisser and Schae�er ���� is used
 This ux is modulated
with a solar modulation parameter %  ��� MeV
 For the protons	
J�E� is the primary proton ux taken from the Papini et al
 pa�
per ����


The resulting e�ciencies for the antiprotons are presented in Ta�
ble ��
�
 For the protons	 the number of particles in each �� MeV bin
is counted and the e�ciency for that bin is applied
 For the tables
in the following sections	 the proton data is then grouped together
and presented for the same bins as the antiprotons
 However	 the
correction in each step is applied on the smaller bins


The number of protons and antiprotons at the top of the spectro�
meter� is the measured ux corrected for selection e�ciencies but

�The top of the spectrometer is the position below the top scintillator paddle�
above the tracking system�
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Rigidity E�ciency ���
GV�c Trackingp ToFp RICHp Calorimeterp

�
���
� ����	 ��� ���� 	 ��� ���� 	 ��� ���� 	 ���
�
���
� ����	 ��� ���� 	 ��� ���� 	 ��� ���� 	 ���

Table ��
�� The e�ciency of the antiproton selection for the two
bins�

not for losses due to interactions in the payload
 The results are
presented in Table ��
�
 Note that these numbers include subtraction
of the estimated contamination of muons and pions
 There are no
errors shown in the table for clarity but the errors are taken care of
and included in the �nal numbers of the ux and ratio
 The table
also includes the payload corrections �assumed with small errors�
and the resulting number at the top of the payload


Rigidity Top of the Payload Top of the
spectrometer corrections payload

GV�c p p p p p p

�
���
� �
�� ������ �
�� �
�� �
�� ������
�
���
� ��
� ����� �
�� �
�� ��
� �����

Table ��
�� The number of antiprotons and protons corrected for the
selection e�ciencies� the correction factors for losses in the payload
and the number of antiprotons and protons at the top of the payload�
For clarity� errors are not shown in the table�

���� Payload Corrections

When the particles traverse the gondola	 from the dome down to
the level of spectrometer	 they pass through some material
 During
the passage there is a probability that primary particles are lost in
interactions
 It is assumed that all antiprotons and protons interact�
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ing above the tracking system are rejected by the selection criteria
imposed on the data
 The number of particles lost are corrected for
with multiplicative factors
 The interaction probability is calculated
using the information of the material �presented in Table ��
��


Item Material Atomic Density Thickness
number �g�cm�� �cm� �g�cm��

Dome Al ��
�� �
� �
�� �
��
Gondola gas N� ��
�� �
������� ��� �
���
RICH cover C ��
�� �
� �
�� �
�
Crystal NaF ��
�� �
� �
�� �
�
Window Quartz ��
�� �
� �
�� �
��
Pad plane Vetronite ��
� �
� �
�� �
��
Pad plane Stesalite ��
� �
� �
�� �
��
Scintillator Plastic ��
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
Total �
�

Table ��
�� Material of the payload above the tracking system�

For the calculation	 the interaction mean free path for protons
in air is used scaled for the di�erent materials of the payload
 For
the scaling the following relation ���� for the inelastic cross section
is used�

�pD  ���� �A�	�
D � ������ mb ���
��

where D is the target nucleus having the atomic number AD
 The
parametrization for the interaction mean free path ��intp�Air� given by
Stephens ���� is used�

�intp�Air  
�� ����� ���� exp�����E��
��� � ����� log �E�����

�g�cm�� 
 E � ��� GeV

���
��
�intp�Air  ���� �E

�
�� � ���� E�	��� �g�cm�� 
 E � ��� GeV ���
��

where E is the kinetic energy in GeV of the proton


For antiprotons	 the annihilation term is added
 The annihilation
mean free path is also given by Stephens ���� and written as�

�annip�Air  
����

�E�	�
�� � ������� �g�cm
�� ���
��
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where E is the kinetic energy in GeV of the antiproton


The calculations are done for the mean energy of each bin looping
over all material
 From the resulting interaction length ��tot�	 the
correction factor �F� is given by�

F  exp��tot� ���
���

The resulting correction factors for number of antiprotons and pro�
tons are presented in Table ��
�
 The next step is to correct for the
particles produced in the atmosphere


���� Atmospheric Antiproton and Pro�

ton

Corrections

The correction for particles produced in the atmosphere is done for
the protons using the ux by Papini et al
 ����	 and for the anti�
protons the ux given by Stephens ����
 For the subtraction of sec�
ondary particles from the observations	 the geometrical factor and
live time of the experiment must be known


������ Dead time and geometrical factor

The live time �Tlive� is calculated by multiplying the e�ective expo�
sure time with the fractional live time
 The fractional live time is
given by two scalers in the payload
 The �rst scaler counts all the
time and the second scaler counts only when the data acquisition sys�
tem is not busy
 The ratio between these two scalers is the fractional
live time of the experiment
 There is a software cut implemented in
the data acquisition program to check if there are signals in tracking
chambers� there must be at least a signal in one out of three MWPCs
in the top part and one out of three MWPCs in the bottom part of
the tracking system
 If not	 the event is not recorded
 The e�ciency
of this cut is estimated to be over ��
�� from the individual cham�
ber e�ciencies
 The fractional live time during the ight	 taking the
software cut into account	 is found to be ���
�	�
����
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The data taking during the ight went on for approximately ��
hours at oat altitude
 Due to failure of one drift chamber the period
with all the detectors working properly is limited to �� hours ������
s�
 This gives the following live time�

Tlive  ����� � �����  ����� 	 �� �s� ���
���

The geometrical factor is obtained using GEANT ���� to generate
and trace particles through the spectrometer
 The technique used
follows what is suggested in ����
 The main steps in this technique
are�

�
 De�ne a large square placed above the payload and generate a
ux of particles through it
 The ux should be uniform over
the whole surface �uniform in x and y position�	 in � and in
cos� �


�
 Trace the particles with GEANT through the spectrometer
 In
the description of the spectrometer	 the geometry of all detec�
tors are taken into account plus the magnetic �eld
 However	
no material is put in the description	 only vacuum


�
 For particles crossing both top and bottom scintillators �the
condition to generate a trigger�	 the direction and position at
the height of the �rst tracking chamber �MWPC� is saved


�
 The information of the direction	 position and rigidity from
GEANT is used as input to the routine �used for the nor�
mal analysis� that tracks particles through the spectrometer

Events that miss any detector or cross the bar are thrown away
and not used for the subsequent calculations


�
 Repeat step ��� for di�erent rigidities


�
 The geometrical factor can now be calculated as�

the number of events passing the criterion in �

the total number of events generated

�the geometrical factor of the square ��� its area�
The resulting geometrical factor is presented in Table ��
� and Fig�
ure ��
�
 As seen in the �gure	 the variation is small in the range of
the antiproton analysis
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Rigidity GV�c Geometrical factor �cm�sr�

�
���
� ����� 	 ���
�
���
� ����� 	 ���

Table ��
�� The geometrical factor with the statistical error in the
two rigidity bins as determined by the GEANT simulation�

������ Atmospheric �uxes

Figure ��
� shows in a� the ux of �atmospheric� protons	 and in
b� the ux of antiprotons in the atmosphere at depths of �	 � and
�� g�cm� during solar minimum activity	 from ���� and ����
 To get
the atmospheric uxes during the CAPRICE ight	 a simple power
law is used to interpolate between � and � g�cm�
 The average
ight altitude for CAPRICE correspond to �
� g�cm� of residual
atmosphere
 Futhermore	 it is important to scale the proton ux used
for the theoretical atmospheric calculations	 both for antiprotons and
protons
 For the scaling	 the measured proton ux of this experiment
is used
 The proton ux and the scaling factor are described in
Chapter ��


Table ��
� shows the number of secondary antiprotons and pro�
tons produced in the atmosphere when taken the live time and the
geometrical factor into account


������ Atmospheric losses

The last step is to correct for the losses of protons and antiprotons
in the atmosphere
 This is done using the same cross sections as for
the payload corrections
 The ight altitude corresponds to a residual
atmosphere of �
� g�cm� of air
 The result of this calculation is
presented in Table ��
�


Finally	 the number of antiprotons �NTOA
p � and protons �NTOA

p �
at the top of the atmosphere is calculated	 as presented in Table ��
�
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Figure ��
�� The geometrical factor of the experiment as determined
by the GEANT simulation�

���
 The Antiproton Flux and Antiproton

to Proton Ratio

The antiproton ux at the top of the atmosphere is calculated from

Flux�E�  
�

Tlive �G�"E �NTOA
p �E� ���
���

where G is the geometrical factor	 Tlive is the live time	 "E is the
energy bin corrected to the top of the atmosphere	 E the kinetic
energy and NTOA

p is the number of antiprotons at the top of the
atmosphere
 The resulting ux is presented in Table ��
� and in
Figure ��
�


The dominating part of the errors of the CAPRICE measurement
is of statistical nature due to the low number of antiproton events

There is also a systematic error coming from uncertainties in the con�
tamination	 e�ciencies and secondary corrections
 As described in
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Rigidity Atmospheric Atmospheric Top of the
secondaries corrections atmosphere

GV�c p p p p p p

�
���
� �
�� ���� �
�� �
�� �
������� ��
��	�
������
�
���
� �
�� ���� �
�� �
�� ��
��������� ��
�	�
����


Table ��
�� The �rst two columns show the estimation of the num�
ber of antiprotons and protons produced in atmosphere� Next two
columns show the correction factors for losses in the atmosphere�
No errors are shown but a ��� error is assigned to the theoretical
atmospheric secondaries� Uncertainties on the live time and the ge�
ometrical factor are taken into account� The last two columns show
the resulting number of antiprotons and protons at the top of the
atmosphere�

Kinetic energy p�ux p�p�ratio
�GeV� �n�GeV m� s sr�

�
���
� �
� ���
�	 ��
�� ����� �
� ���
�	 ��
�� �����
�
���
� �
� ���
�	 ��
�� ����� �
� ���
�	 ��
��� ����


Table ��
�� The antiproton �ux and antiproton to proton ratio�

Chapter �	 the contaminations are carefully studied
 The estimations
are done on samples of particles selected by independent detectors	
using data from the ight and ground runs before the ight	 and
not based on theoretical distributions
 Futhermore	 the e�ciencies
are equally well studied and	 as the measured proton ux shows �see
Chapter ���	 taken care of in a proper way


In Figure ��
�	 the theoretical calculation by Gaisser and Schaef�
fer ���� of the interstellar antiproton ux modulated according to the
conditions during the CAPRICE ight is shown with solid lines
 In
their calculation they assume a pure secondary production of anti�
protons from of cosmic rays interacting with the interstellar medium

As shown	 the CAPRICE measurement agrees well with the theoret�
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ical prediction of a pure secondary origin
 The limits represents the
uncertainties in the calculations
 One error source is the uncertainty
in the interstellar proton spectrum
 To quantify the spectrum errors	
they take the hardest spectrum � �
�� with the highest measured
ux ���� and the softest � �
�� with the lowest measured ����
 An�
other part of the systematic error is coming from the uncertainty of
the average path length of the cosmic rays in the galaxy
 For the
upper curve the path length given by Engelman et al
 ���� is used
and for the lower curve path length from Tan et al
 ���� is used
 In
both cases	 an extra error of ��� is assigned to the path lengths
 In
addition	 an error of ��� is added for the uncertainty in the value
of the antiproton production cross section


It is di�cult to draw any de�nite conclusions from the ux mea�
surement alone
 There are large errors on the CAPRICE mea�
surements due to the limited statistics
 In order to compare the
CAPRICE results with other measurements	 the antiproton to pro�
ton ratio is calculated
 The ratio is less sensitive to the solar mod�
ulations than the ux measurement and hence makes it easier to
compare di�erent ights
 The ratio is calculated as�

Ratio�E�  NTOA
p �E��NTOA

p �E� ���
���

were E is the kinetic energy
 The result is presented in Figure ��
�
and Table ��
�


In the �gure	 the CAPRICE measurement ��lled circles� is given
together with other experiments and with a prediction of the ratio
by ����
 This �gure should be compared with Figure �
� where the
experimental situation in ���� is shown
 The data in the �gure are
given by Golden �open cross� ����	 MASS�� �open diamond� ����	
IMAX �open squares� ����	 BESS �open triangle� ���� and �nally
Bu�ngton ��lled star� ����


The IMAX experiment used the same magnetic spectrometer as
CAPRICE but with a completely di�erent kind of particle identi�ca�
tion
 In the two lowest bins in energy	 the antiprotons are identi�ed
with a time�of�ight technique	 using two aerogel Cherenkov coun�
ters as veto against leptons and mesons
 In the highest bin	 the
Cherenkov counters were used for the identi�cation
 The IMAX and
CAPRICE experiments are in many respects comparable	 but one
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Figure ��
�� The resulting antiproton �ux of CAPRICE� The solid
lines are the maximum and minimum p �uxes calculated by Gaisser
and Schaefer ���	�

important di�erence is that in CAPRICE there is the possibility to
select	 from the ight data	 with independent detectors	 samples to
check the contamination in the selection
 The two experiments result
in the same ratio within the errors
 Both favour a pure secondary
production of the antiprotons but based on these measurements	 ex�
otic sources cannot be ruled out


If the BESS experiment is included	 the argument for only sec�
ondary produced antiprotons becomes stronger
 The measurements
by BESS �the ��� ight� is the �rst clear identi�cations of antiprotons
done below �
� GeV �lower than both IMAX and CAPRICE� with a
magnet spectrometer
 The BESS spectrometer consists of the large
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super conducting selonoid	 with a geometry factor of � sr m�
 It
has an ingenious trigger system to reject the large background of
protons and alpha particles
 The trigger system makes a charge se�
lection on�line to decide if a particular event should be saved on tape
or not
 Since the ight in ����	 the particle identi�cation capabilities
has increased and more ight have been performed but the results
are not yet published
 The resulting ratio from BESS is in strong
contradiction to the Bu�ngton et al
 measurement


For the energies above � GeV the situation has still not settled

The reported ratio by MASS�� is signi�cantly lower than the Golden
measurement in ����
 �In this �gure	 the Golden points are combined
into one energy bin
� These two measurements di�er by about three
standard deviations
 They are in principle done with the same spec�
trometer	 although the detector system was considerably improved
for the MASS�� ight
 Compared to the version that ew in ����	
the MASS�� instrument provides better reliability and rejection fac�
tor
 The higher rejection factor against	 for example	 hard scattered
protons might explain why MASS�� report a lower ratio
 With the
MASS�� measurement	 the argument for a pure secondary produc�
tion of antiprotons has gained strength
 However	 further measure�
ments	 especially at higher energies	 are needed and new experiments
are in progress


���� Conclusion and Future Experiments

The CAPRICE antiproton ux measured between �
�� and �
�� GeV
is consistent with a pure secondary production
 There is no com�
pelling evidence for the existence of exotic sources of antiprotons in
this energy range
 Together with IMAX and BESS	 the secondary
origin hypothesis becomes stronger	 but	 again	 others sources of
antiprotons are not completely ruled out


Later this year 	 the CAPRICE�� ight is scheduled
 CAPRICE��
is a continuation of CAPRICE and two major changes are made to
the payload
 First	 the MWPCs are replaced with a third drift cham�
ber
 This will increase the maximum detectable rigidity from ��� to
��� GV�c
 Second	 the NaF�RICH is replaced by a gas�RICH detec�
tor
 The gas�RICH is a modi�ed version of the NaF�RICH with the
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Figure ��
�� The resulting antiproton to proton ratio� The data in
the �gure are given by� Golden �open cross� ���	� MASS�� �open
diamond� �
�	� IMAX �open squares� �
�	� BESS �open triangle� ���	
and Bu�ngton ��lled star� ��
	� The curves show a prediction of the
antiproton to proton ratio by ���	�
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same photosensitive chamber
 The NaF radiator is replaced with a
C
F�	 gas and the Cherenkov light is focused onto the pad plane by
a spherical mirror
 This will allow identi�cation of antiprotons from
� to �� GeV
 The lower limit in energy is de�ned by the cut�o� at
the launch site �Ft
 Sumner� and the upper limit by the ux �for ��
hour ight less than one antiproton is expected above �� GeV�
 This
will be �rst time a RICH detector is used for identifying antiprotons
in this range


The PAMELA experiment is a joint project between WiZard and
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute
 PAMELA is devoted to reach
the scienti�c goal of measuring antiproton and positron spectrum up
to more than ��� GeV	 and hunting for antinuclei with a sensitiv�
ity two orders of magnitude higher than reachable by balloon�borne
experiments
 The ight is planned for the end of ��� on board of
the Russian satellite Resurs�Arktika	 build by the VNIIEM institute
of Moscow
 PAMELA consist of a small permanent magnet� a sil�
icon strip tracking system� an imaging calorimeter� a time�of�ight
system and a transition radiation detector


A competing experiment is the Alpha Magnet Spectrometer
�AMS�
 AMS is planned for a engineering ight on a space shuttle in
��� and the real observation will take place on the International Space
Station Alpha	 starting year ����
 The main scienti�c objective is to
look for antinuclei with large sensitivity
 The particle identi�cation
capabilities are yet not de�ned and at present date it is not clear
what kind of observation AMS will be able to do on antiprotons and
positrons
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Chapter ��

The Proton Flux

The measurement of the proton ux is important both as a cosmic
ray abundance measurement and as a check of the validity of the
analysis procedure
 The analysis is cross�checked through a com�
parison with proton uxes obtained by other balloon experiment
and through di�erent	 nearly independent	 e�ciency estimations and
proton selections
 An agreement between these results implies that
the CAPRICE detector performances are well understood and it is
a strong indication for the reliability of the CAPRICE analysis


���� Selection of Protons

The main di�erence between identifying protons and antiprotons in
the cosmic rays is their di�erent abundances� antiprotons are very
rare whereas protons are the most common particles
 The concern is
not the contamination in the sample and the goal is to select protons
in as large range of rigidity as possible
 Compared to the antiproton
selection	 which is limited to �
��� GV�c	 protons can be identi�ed
in a much wider range	 in fact the selection is essentially limited only
by the tracking system
 The protons are selected between �
� and
��� GV�c
 Below �
� GV�c the tracking e�ciency becomes too low
and the upper limit is given by the maximumdetectable rigidity
 The
rigidity range is split in three intervals� �
���
� GV�c	 �
���
� GV�c
and �
����� GV�c
 For each interval	 di�erent selection criteria are
de�ned so that the contamination is kept as low as possible	 still

���
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Figure ��
�� Experimental eciency of the RICH selection �solid line��
of the calorimeter selection �dashed line�� of the tracking cuts �dotted line�
and of the scintillator dE�dx cuts �dashed�dotted line��

having as high e�ciency as possible


������ The tracking system

The basic tracking cuts �see section �
�
�� are the same as for the
antiproton analysis and they are used in the whole rigidity range

Unlike for the antiproton selection	 no additional cuts �see section �
�
��
are put on the data since scattering is not regarded as a problem

The e�ciency is the same as obtained in section ��
�
 The dotted
line in Figure ��
� shows the tracking e�ciency in the range �
� to
��� GV�c
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������ The Time
of
�ight system

The time�of�ight system information is used in the same way as
for the antiproton selection
 The time�of�ight measurement rejects
albedo particles	 the hit combination of the paddles rejects multiple
particle events and the dE�dx scintillator information selects Z �
particles
 The selection criteria �see section �
�
�� are the same as
for the antiproton analysis and used for the full rigidity range


The main background to protons in the cosmic rays are alpha
particles and they are rejected by the dE�dx cut
 To check the conta�
mination of this cut	 alpha particles are selected with the calorimeter
as non interacting particles releasing energy corresponding to charge
two in the silicon detectors
 To this sample the dE�dx cut is ap�
plied and there are nearly no �less than �
�� survive the cut� Z �
particles left for all rigidities


The contamination of muons and deuterons is also determined

It is assumed that muons and positrons behave the same in the scin�
tillators and the contamination for muons is also used for positrons

Muons are selected from a sample of negative deection events as
non interacting particles in the calorimeter
 About ��� of the muons
survive the proton selection at �
� GV�c and the surviving fraction
increases with rigidity
 Above �
� GV�c muons and positrons are
more or less indistinguishable from protons in the scintillators


Deuterons are selected using a combination of time�of�ight and
RICH �no detected Cherenkov light�
 The contamination is found to
be lower than the muon contamination due to a larger di�erence in
�	 hence giving a larger di�erence in energy loss in the scintillator

The fraction of muons and deuterons surviving the proton selection
are presented in Table ��
�


The e�ciency of the selection criteria is obtained in a similar way
as presented in section ��
� and is �tted by the following relation�

�  �����


E�ciency  A ���B e�C ��� R � �GV�c ���
��

 D �F  � � �� R 
 �GV�c ���
��

where R is the rigidity	 � is obtained from the rigidity assuming
a proton mass and A	 B	 C	 D and F the �tted parameters with
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Rigidity Surviving fraction ���
GV�c Muons Deuterons

�
���
� �
� 	 �
� � �
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� � �
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� � �
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� ��
� 	 �
�

Table ��
�� Fraction ��� of muons and deuterons that pass the proton
dE�dx selection criteria in di�erent rigidity intervals�

the following values� A  ����� 	 �  ����	 B  ���� 	 ����	 C  
���� 	 ����	 D  ����� 	 �  ����	 F  ���� 	 ����
 However the
parameters are correlated so the error on the e�ciency is obtained
using the error matrix
 The e�ciency is also shown in Figure ��
�
�dashed�dotted line�


In principle	 scintillator dE�dx and tracking information are enough
to give a reasonable identi�cation power to derive the proton ux

The squares in Figure ��
� show the proton ux obtained with these
selections
 However	 a non negligible �more than ��� contamination
of deuterons	 muons	 pions and positrons is still inside the sample
resulting in a higher ux than the real proton ux
 To decrease this
contamination RICH and calorimeter proton selections have been
implemented as described in the next sections


������ The calorimeter

The calorimeter is used to select protons in a rigidity range where
the energetical and topological features of the protons are di�erent
from the background
 This implies	 due to the limited thickness
of the calorimeter	 an upper limit for the rigidity in the selection
with the calorimeter
 In fact high energy protons	 if they do not
interact	 appear as minimum ionizing particles in the calorimeter
and cannot be separated from other non interacting particles
 On
the other hand	 if they interact	 because of not full containment
of the hadronic shower a selection against a background of other
hadronic interacting particles is extremely di�cult
 The only clear
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identi�cation above ��� MV�c is against the positrons


However	 for low rigidities the features of the protons in the
calorimeter are quite unique
 Below �
�� GV�c	 the protons stop
in the plexiglass cover at the top of the calorimeter giving no sig�
nal in the silicon detectors while muons	 pions and positrons release
energy in several strips in the calorimeter
 Above this energy	 but
below �
� GV�c	 the protons enter the calorimeter but stop inside
giving less strips hit than minimum ionizing particles ��� strips� or
showering particles


At higher energies �up to �
� GV�c�	 non minimum ionizing pro�
tons can be identi�ed through the energy lost in each silicon strip

Figure ��
� a� shows the distribution of the mass squared as re�
constructed by the calorimeter	 for positive particles selected in the
rigidity range �
� to �
� GV�c using the basic tracking and RICH
cuts
 To reconstruct the mass	 events selected as non�interacting
proton like particles in the calorimeter are used
 Protons selected
with the ToF and the dE�dx in the scintillator are used to de�ne
upper and lower rigidity dependent limits for the number of hits in
the calorimeter
 The average energy lost �"E� in the calorimeter is
de�ned as the total detected energy in units of mip �see section �
�
��
divided by the number of hits
 The mass squared is calculated from�

"E  �
��
mip

��  R�

R��m�

�
m�  R� �"E� �� ���
��

For the particles that do not satisfy the condition of non�interacting
proton the mass squared is put to zero	 and this explains the events
at zero in Figure ��
� a� and b�
 In Figure ��
� a� a clear proton sig�
nal peaked around �
� �GeV�c�� � can be noticed
 Muons and pions
show up with a very low mass squared
 The long tail for the high
values is due to high energy losses	 interacting protons misidenti�ed
as non interacting and deuterons


Selecting deuterons with low contamination �and low e�ciency�
cuts	 based on the ToF	 RICH and dE�dx in the scintillators data	
the calorimeter identi�cation can be veri�ed
 Figure ��
� b� shows
the reconstructed mass squared for these events
 Only three events
�hatched ones� satisfy the proton condition
 The distribution is
peaked at � �GeV�c���	 compatible with the expected deuteron value
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because the energy lost used for the mass reconstruction is obtained
by an average of the detected energy in several strips
 This gives a

Figure ��
�� Reconstructed mass squared for� a� positive de�ection par�
ticles� b� deuterons selected with the ToF� RICH and scintillator dE�dx�
The hatched areas show the events selected as protons with a cut based on
the mass squared� For the events that do not satisfy the non�interacting
condition� the mass square is put to zero� Note that for low energies� a
looser cut is used and this explains the small tail in a� for values greater
than � �GeV�c���

mean value of the energy lost which is higher than the most probable
value	 which is the de�nition for mip	 resulting in a higher recon�
structed mass squared


As shown in Figure ��
� a� and b�	 protons can accurately be
separated from deuterons
 The hatched areas indicate the events se�
lected as protons using the mass squared
 Note that for low energies
�when the deuterons do not enter the calorimeter�	 a looser cut can
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be used and this explains the small tail in a� for values greater than
� �GeV�c���


A calorimeter proton selection based on the mass squared results
in a negligible electromagnetic contamination since only non interact�
ing particles are selected
 The fraction of muons�pions and deuterons
that survive this cut is presented in Table ��
�
 The calorimeter

Rigidity Surviving fraction ���
GV�c Muons Deuterons

�
���
� �
� 	 �
� � �
�
���
� �
� 	 �
� �
� 	 �
�
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� �
� 	 �
�
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� � �
�
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� �
� 	 �
�
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� � �
�
�
���
� ��
� 	 �
� �
� 	 �
�

Table ��
�� Fraction ��� of muons and deuterons that pass the proton
selection criteria of the calorimeter�

proton cuts are used to select sample of protons with low deuteron
contamination for the study of the RICH and dE�dx scintillator ef�
�ciency up to � GV�c
 The calorimeter criteria can also be used
above � GV�c to get a Z � sample with a low contamination �less
than �
��� of alpha particles


Figure ��
� shows the e�ciency of the calorimeter criteria �dashed
line� in the range �
���
� GV�c
 Comparing this e�ciency with the
RICH selection e�ciency �solid line�	 it is found that the calorimeter
selection e�ciency becomes lower than the RICH selection e�ciency
above �
� GV�c
 Since the muon�pion rejection of the RICH is
higher than of the calorimeter	 it is preferred to use the calorimeter
selection up to �
� GV�c and the RICH selection above this rigidity


������ The RICH

The RICH selection is applied to the data in a di�erent way for pro�
tons than for antiprotons
 In principle the same cuts are used but
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they are combined to achieve a higher e�ciency
 For the whole rigid�
ity range	 from �
� to ��� GV�c	 the basic cuts �see section �
�
��
on the RICH are applied
 In this way double particle events are
rejected with the pile�up cut and scattered events are rejected with
the cut on di�erence in impact position
 In a limited rigidity range	
�
���
� GV�c	 the RICH is also used to identify protons
 The iden�
ti�cation is based on the same criteria �see section �
�
�� as for the
antiproton selection with two exceptions�

�
 as discussed in section �
�
�	 two neff cuts are used� neff ��
for the RICH central region and neff �� for the RICH border
region�

�
 the �� mrad cut is not applied


The choice of the rigidity range in which these criteria are used is
based on a compromise between e�ciency and contamination


As already discussed in Chapter ��	 the proton detection e��
ciency of the RICH is low at the threshold for protons to produce
Cherenkov light because part of the selection criteria is a requirement
of the number of pads used for the Cherenkov angle calculation
 The
number of photons is increasing with rigidity and hence the number
of pads avaliable for the Cherenkov angle calculation is also increas�
ing
 As a consequence	 the e�ciency is close to �� at �
� GV�c and
increasing up to ��� at �
� GV�c
 Figure ��
� �solid line� shows the
proton selection e�ciency in the rigidity range � to � GV�c
 Between
�
� GV�c and �
� GV�c the e�ciency is similar to the one of the anti�
proton selection �see Figure ��
��	 whereas below �
� GV�c the lower
cut on neff for the central region results in a higher e�ciency for the
proton selection


At �
� GV�c	 the e�ciency becomes higher than ��� while other
selection criteria based on calorimeter or scintillator dE�dx informa�
tion above this energy are not anymore e�ective against the muon�pion
background
 The background is estimated to a few per mille of the
proton ux
 Above � GV�c	 the Cherenkov angle distribution for
deuterons starts to overlap with the proton one and there is no
meaning in applying RICH cuts that would decrease the selection
e�ciency for protons without decreasing the background
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The muon�pion and positron contamination after the RICH pro�
ton selection is comparable to what is given in the antiproton chap�
ter for rigidities between �
� and �
� GV�c
 Above this rigidity the
muon and positron contamination increase because of overlapping
Cherenkov angle distributions
 The �� mrad cut was introduced in
the antiproton selection to limit this contamination but for protons
the decrease in e�ciency would not be compensated by the gain in
rejection


The deuteron contamination is also low	 less than �
��	 in this
rigidity bin because protons and deuterons are well separated by
the Cherenkov angle
 The actual contamination is hard to estimate
because it is not possible to select clean sample of deuterons with
any other detector


The e�ciency of the RICH criteria is estimated using a proton
sample selected with scintillator dE�dx cuts in the whole rigidity
range	 calorimeter proton selection below � GV�c	 and RICH evalu�
ation of the deuteron contamination between � and � GV�c
 The
RICH e�ciency is given by an interpolation of the experimental
values between �
� and � GV�c �Figure ��
�� and by a �t to the
measured e�ciencies below �
� and above � GV�c�

E�ciency  A �� �B e�C �R� ���
��

where R is the rigidity in GV�c and A	 B	 C	 D and E the �tted
parameters with the following values� A  ����� 	 �  ���
	 B  
���� 	 ����	 C  ���� 	 ����
 Also in this case to take care of
the correlation between the parameters the error on the e�ciency is
obtained using the error matrix


���� Resulting Proton Flux

In summary	 the selection of protons is made in three rigidity in�
tervals� �
���
� GV�c	 �
���
� GV�c and �� GV�c
 In all three
intervals	 the same cuts are used on the tracking	 scintillator and
RICH �only basic cuts� data to select single charged tracks
 The
calorimeter is only used in the �rst interval for the selection and the
RICH proton selection is only used in the second interval
 In this
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way	 the e�ciency of the selection is maximized at the same time as
the contamination is as low as possible


The proton ux is determined in a similar way as done for the
antiproton ux in Chapter ��
 To properly treat the rigidity depen�
dence of the e�ciencies	 the rigidity range �
��� GV�c has been split
in bins of �� MV�c width
 Above � GV�c	 bins of increasing� width
are used up to ��� GV�c
 For each bin	 the number of protons has
been counted and normalized with the detector e�ciencies


It is assumed that all protons interacting above the tracking sys�
tem are rejected by the cuts and the proton sample is corrected for
these losses with multiplicative factors as shown in Chapter ��
 To
extrapolate the number of protons to the top of the payload	 the
observed number of protons at the spectrometer is divided by the
detector e�ciencies and multiplied with these factors
 From these
numbers the atmospheric secondary protons is subtracted
 Protons
losses in the atmosphere are corrected for by multiplicative factors	
as shown in section ��
�
�


For the corrections of secondary atmospheric protons	 the calcu�
lation made by Papini et al
 ���� is chosen �described in Chapter ���

It is worth noticing that these calculations are obtained with the
primary proton uxes given in the same paper	 hereinafter called
the �Papini ux�
 To properly use these secondary calculations	 it
is necessary to scale the atmospheric secondary uxes to the atmo�
spheric depth and to the solar modulation during the CAPRICE
ight
 Both scalings are done by interpolating the theoretical data
with a simple power law function
 While this is easily done using
the data at � and � g�cm� and interpolating to �
� g�cm�	 it is more
complicated for the solar modulation


The expression for the proton ux in ���� is a compilation of
experimental measurements performed close to solar minimum and
maximum activity but	 yet	 with di�erent solar modulations
 There�
fore	 it is necessary to �nd the correct solar modulation parameters
�%� for the atmospheric secondaries at solar minimum and maxi�
mum
 Only after having found these parameters	 the theoretical
calculations can be interpolated to the CAPRICE ight
 Further�
more	 it is necessary to use a primary proton ux for the theoretical

�An exponential increase has been chosen�
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atmospheric calculation as similar as possible to the CAPRICE ex�
perimental proton ux
 This means that is important to �nd a nor�
malization factor between the primary CAPRICE proton ux and
the Papini ux
 This is done using an iterative procedure
 The at�
mospheric protons are obtained using the secondary ux calculated
in ���� for solar minimum at a residual atmosphere of �
� g�cm�	
normalized to the geometrical factor �G� and live time �Tlive� of the
experiment
 Then the resulting numbers of proton are corrected for
losses in the atmosphere due to interactions giving the number of
protons �NTOA

p � at the top of the atmosphere �TOA�


The proton ux is	 consequently	 given by

Flux�E�  
�

Tlive �G �"E �NTOA
p �E� ���
��

where "E are the energy bins corrected to the top of the atmosphere
and E the kinetic energy


The proton ux is then compared with the Papini ux in an en�
ergy region where the solar modulation has no e�ect �above �� GeV�

From this comparison	 a normalization factor is found
 Thus the cal�
culated secondaries are multiplied by this factor and subtracted from
the ux at the top of the payload
 This ux is then propagated to
the top of the atmosphere
 Here the resulting ux is compared once
more with the Papini ux
 This is done until the normalization fac�
tor does not change more than �� from one iteration to the other

This factor is found to be �
��


Next	 the Papini ux is compared with the experimental proton
ux at energies below �� GeV
 Here the solar modulation has a
large e�ect and has to be taken into account
 The solar modulation
parameter % ��� MV of the CAPRICE ight and the experimental
proton ux are used as inputs of a �tting procedure where the �tting
functions are the two modulated Papini uxes �solar minimum and
maximum�
 The parameters to be �tted are the solar modulation
parameters %min and %max of the Papini uxes


The last step is to interpolate the secondary protons to the
CAPRICE modulation and subtract them from the payload protons

The ux at the TOA is once more obtained and compared with Pap�
ini uxes resulting in new values for %
 Also this iterative procedure
stops when % does not change more than �� from one iteration to
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the other
 The result for Papini modulations are %min ��� MeV
and %max ��� MV for solar minimum and maximum activity	 re�
spectively


In conclusion	 the theoretical atmospheric secondary protons ����
and antiprotons ���� used in this work are interpolated to an atmo�
spheric depth of �
� g�cm�	 solar modulated with a % ��� MV and
multiplied by a factor �
��


The dots in Figure ��
� show the resulting proton ux �CAPRICE
proton ux� at the top of the atmosphere
 The solid line is the
Papini proton ux modulated with % ��� MV and multiplied by a
factor �
��
 The dotted line is the resulting theoretical atmospheric
secondary proton ux
 Note that the secondary atmospheric ux is
small compared to the primary ux for kinetic energies above a few
hundred MeV
 The CAPRICE proton ux is �tted be the following
parameterization�

Flux�E�  A E�� �protons�m� sr sGeV � ���
��

where E is the kinetic energy in GeV
 A power law �t between ��
and ��� GeV results in a spectral index ��� of �
�� 	 �
�� and the
constant A is found to be ��
�� 	 �
�����
	 including both statistical
and systematic uncertainties
 The CAPRICE proton ux is also
given in Table ��
�


Notice that above � GeV	 a muon�pion contamination of few
per mille is present
 Above � GeV�n there is an unknown deuteron
contamination�	 but probably of the order of ��


���� Evaluation of the Proton Flux

In this section	 the CAPRICE proton ux is compared it with two
alternative selections and with other experimental results


Figure ��
� shows the CAPRICE proton ux ��� and the proton
ux ��� resulting from a selection based only on scintillator dE�dx
and tracking information in the energy range� a� �
���
� GeV and
b� �
����� GeV
 In �gure a� it is shown that the �nal ux is few

�No experimental results of deuteron to proton ratio are available for energies
above � GeV	n �����
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Kinetic energy Proton Flux
�GeV� �particles��m� sr s GeV��
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Table ��
�� The CAPRICE experimental proton �ux at the top of the
atmosphere�
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per cent lower than the other ux below � GeV
 This is due to a
contamination from muons�pions and positrons below � GeV and
deuterons mainly between �
� and � GeV
 Above � GeV ��gure b��
the two uxes coincide
 Here	 the only di�erence are the basic cuts
on the RICH	 and the good agreement between the uxes imply that
the e�ciency for the RICH cuts is properly treated at high energies


This test results in a good check of the RICH and calorimeter
selection e�ciencies that	 partially	 validates also the work on the
antiproton analysis
 In fact the proton ux	 obtained in the rigidity
region �
���
� GV�c in the analysis for the antiproton to proton ratio
agree with this �nal proton ux


To also check the standard tracking selection	 the tracking system
has been separated into its two components� MWPC and drift cham�
bers �DC�
 The events have been �tted using only the drift chamber
system using the following cuts�

� the �t routine must converge�
� the number of points in the �t� xhit 
 �� yhit 
 ��
� the goodness of the �t� ��

x � �� ��
y � ��

� the uncertainty in the deection� �� � �
��

Full containment of the track inside the drift chambers is also re�
quired
 At the top and bottom of the tracking system	 the �tted
track has to be � cm away from the borders of the chambers
 Pro�
tons are selected in the range �
����� GV�c with the same cuts on
the scintillator dE�dx	 RICH and calorimeter described in the pre�
vious section plus these conditions on the DC system
 The detector
e�ciencies are the same as previously described except for the drift
chamber tracking cuts
 The drift chamber e�ciency has been ob�
tained in a similar way to what is described in section ��
�
�
 Single
charged tracks have been selected requiring that the �t routine con�
verges when using only the MWPC data
 In this way the rigidity of
the particles is obtained
 Then	 out of the single charged track sam�
ple	 a proton sample is selected matching the top and bottom dE�dx
of the ToF scintillators
 This sample is used to get the e�ciencies of
the DC cuts in the rigidity range �
����� GV�c
 Because of the con�
tainment condition in the drift chambers a new geometrical factor	
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smaller by � ��	 has been calculated and used
 The proton ux at
the top of the atmosphere has been calculated as described in the
previous section


Figure ��
� shows the �nal CAPRICE proton ux ��� and the
proton ux ��� obtained as just described
 A good agreement is
obtained at all energies
 The possible di�erence at high energies
could be due to a small decrease in the tracking e�ciency at high
energies
 However	 the complete system is more reliable	 it has a
higher lever arm for small deections	 and so it is assumed that the
di�erence is due to uctuation of the DC system


Once more	 this is a strong indication	 even if the two selections
are not completely independent	 that the tracking e�ciencies and
acceptance are properly estimated both in the proton and antiproton
selections


Figure ��
� shows the CAPRICE proton ux ��� together with the
proton uxes measured by the LEAP ���� ��� and in the IMAX ����
��� balloon�borne experiments
 There is a good agreement between
the three uxes for high energies where there is no solar modulation
e�ect
 In Table ��
� the results of a power law �t between �� and
��� GeV �see equation ��
�� for the three uxes are presented
 The

Experiment Constant A Spectral index �
�protons�m� sr sGeV �

CAPRICE ��
�� 	 �
�����
 �
�� 	 �
��
IMAX ��
� 	 �
����� �
� 	 �
�
LEAP ��
� 	 �
����� �
�� 	 �
��

Table ��
�� Results of a power law �t between �� and ��� GeV of three
balloon �ights�

IMAX experiment used the same tracking detectors as CAPRICE

Its proton ux has a lower spectral index than CAPRICE	 though
inside one standard deviation


At low energies	 the IMAX ux is lower because of a higher solar
modulation
 It is more di�cult to explain why the LEAP ux is
higher than the CAPRICE ux since the solar modulation for the
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two ights should be the same�
 If the IMAX ux is modulated to the
CAPRICE and LEAP solar modulation the resulting ux is in good
agreement with CAPRICE
 This check and the initial considerations
of this section indicate that the LEAP ux might be overestimated
for energies below � GeV


�LEAP �ew in august ��
 and CAPRICE in august �� but the CLIMAX
neutron monitor counts are similar�
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Figure ��
�� CAPRICE experimental proton �ux together with theoretical
atmospheric proton �ux �dotted line� for this experiment and input proton
�ux �solid line� for the secondary calculation� Note that the secondary
atmospheric �ux is small compared to the primary �ux for kinetic energies
above a few hundred MeV� The experimental data is �tted by a power law
function between �� and ��� GeV�
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Figure ��
�� CAPRICE experimental proton �ux with ��� complete selec�
tion and with ��� only scintillator dE�dx and tracking cuts in� a� �������
GeV� b� ������� GeV�
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Figure ��
�� CAPRICE experimental proton �ux with tracking selection
performed with ��� the complete tracking system and with ��� only the
drift chamber system in� a� ������� GeV� b� ������� GeV�
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Figure ��
�� Proton �ux� ��� CAPRICE� ��� LEAP� ��� IMAX balloon�
borne experiments�
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